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I) The Forty Years War
(1568-1609)
	When the Staaten-Generaal met in 1576, to negotiate the Pacification of Ghent, their goal was not to establish a global empire destined to surpass their former masters. Their goal was simply to establish an internal treaty between the many Provinces of the Netherlands to stand united against Spanish tyranny. During an era of religious turmoil and upheaval, Dutch Catholics and Protestants put aside their religious differences to battle a common foe, ultimately making the United Provinces of the Netherlands one of the first European nations without an official state religion, as well as it and its colonies to become havens for persecuted across Europe. The drastic measure of throwing off the Spanish yoke was far from inevitable.
	In the first years of the Habsburg dominion over the Low Countries, Netherlanders barely noticed the Spanish overlordship. In fact, the King of Spain and later Holy Roman Emperor, Charles V, was born in Ghent and spoke fluent Dutch, French and German along with his native Spanish. In 1516, he inherited several titles, including the King of Aragon as well as King of Castile and Leon, which soon were merged into one of the first Great Powers, the Kingdom of Spain. In 1530, he reached the pinnacle of power when he was elected to be Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire, and entity that was neither Roman or an Empire, and whether it was truly holy or not was a matter of opinion.
	Certainly the Church had its doubts in the 16th Century. By the 1560s, the Protestant Reformation burned across the face of Northern Europe. Dutch Protestants, after an initial backlash, were generally tolerated by local authorities. Their wealth made them influential, and in a society based on trade and commerce, both freedom and tolerance were viewed as necessary evils to continued prosperity. The local Spanish officials were far more interested in wealth, be it in the form of taxation or bribes, than in conforming to Spanish law. By 1560, Dutch Protestants remained a minority, albeit a wealthy one, in a land that still mostly followed the path lain down by the Holy Church.
	With little regard for local custom or Dutch money, Phillip II believed it was his sworn duty to battle Protestantism and to stamp out the Reformation in all lands under his suzerainty. After ascending to the throne, Phillip sent in the Inquisition to root out the heretics, as well as the Spanish army to stamp out what he perceived as a rebellion against his authority. Though local magistrates were willing to ignore the problem, the King of Spain was not interested in coexistence and would not tolerate any challenge to his authority or that of the Church.
	The Dutch Protestants compared their humble values favorably against the luxurious habits of the ecclesiastical nobility. The Protestant movement initially emphasized such virtues of modesty, cleanliness, frugality and hard work. The so-called Protestant work ethic helped drive the Netherlands, even the Catholic citizens, into the world-striding Dutch Commonwealth of Nations of later centuries. Biblical stories of fishermen, ship builders and other humble occupations resonated among the seafaring Dutch. The moral elements of the Reformation represented a challenge to the Spanish Empire.
	The Provinces of the Netherlands grew into wealthy and entrepreneurial regions within the Habsburg’s private empire by the middle of the 16th Century. Neighboring states often turned a covetous eye towards the provinces. Flanders in particular attracted the attention of France, whose Kings thought it would make a lovely addition to their kingdom. Both control and defense of these lands were hampered by the very size of the Spanish Empire. The Netherlands were not the only pieces of the Spanish puzzle their rivals would like to seize. Spain’s coffers slowly trickled down as Spanish soldiers battled the Turks for control over the Mediterranean and heretics for the soul of Germany, and the Dutch would have to help pay to support them.
	The Provinces viewed these wars as unnecessary, and worse still, bad for business. Spain waged its wars against valuable trading partners of the Dutch. Absolutely no consideration was paid to the markets built up in Amsterdam, Flanders or Antwerp when it came to Spain’s divine right to preserve the faith. Despite a great deal of wealth extracted from the New World, Spain began to squeeze the Netherlands, starting in 1571 with a ten percent sales tax on all lands within the Netherlands. It was becoming increasingly clear that the Netherlands were not the Provinces beneath mostly benevolent Burgundian rule, but rather viewed not that differing from Spain’s colonies.
	By the later Middle Ages, most of the administrators in the Netherlands were not the traditional warrior-aristocracy seen across most of Europe. Instead it stemmed from merchant families that constantly competed with each other for power. Under Burgundian rule, the Provinces enjoyed a great deal of autonomy with their own feudal lords reigning. Thus the Netherlands represented a rather loose confederation of highly independent-minded citizens and councils.
	Spanish rule changed much of this. The Kings of Spain set out to improve their empire by increasing the authority of central government in concerns to law and taxation. The centralization of power was viewed with great suspicion by Dutch nobility and merchant families. An example of Spain’s usurpation of power occurred in 1528, when Charles V supplanted a council of guildmasters in Utrecht and replaced it with a regent answerable only to himself. 
	Under the regency of Mary of Hungary, traditional power had for the most part been stripped from the governors of the Provinces and from Dutch nobility, whose members were gradually being replaced by jurists from Spain in the Council of State. As the years past, the Dutch found their status in the natural order sliding down towards second-class citizens. In fact, under Spanish rule, they were considered not citizens but rather subjects of the Crown. Phillip II stripped even more power away from the natives when he began to appoint members to the Dutch Staaten-Generaal, including placing his confident, Granvelle, as the head of the assembly and Margaret of Parma as Governor of all the Netherlands.
	By 1558, the situation grew worse and the Provinces began to openly contradict the wishes of Spain. Many nobles withdrew from the Staaten-Generaal, including the Counts of Egmont and Horne and William of Orange, until such a time that Granvelle was recalled. During the same time, religious protests increased despite greater oppression on the part of Phillip and his Inquisition. In 1566, four hundred members of the high nobility petitioned the governor to call a halt to the persecution. Margaret accepted the petition and passed it on to Spain for the king’s final verdict. Count Berlaymont called the petition and act of gueux, a name taken up as an honor by the petitioners, soon called Geuzen.
	The atmosphere in the Netherlands grew tense following the bad harvest of 1565, and economic difficulties caused by wars in Northern Europe. Hunger, hardship and the rebellious preaching of Calvinist leaders brought tensions to a boiling point. In August of 1566, a Calvinist mob stormed the church of Hondschoote in Flanders. This one incident sparked a massive iconoclast movement, where Calvinists raided churches and other religious centers, destroying all statues and imaged of Catholic Saints they could lay their hands upon.
	The number of vandals was likely small, and their exact background is debated, but local authorities did little to rein in the enthusiastic iconoclasts. Their action drove the Dutch nobility into two camps. One camp, led by William of Orange, opposed the destruction. Others, most notably Henry of Brederode, openly supported the movement, a dangerous statement in a world were a word from the Spanish Governor could cost you your head.
	Before the petition of the Geuzen could even be read, Phillip II knew he lost control in the troublesome provinces. He had little option but to send an army to suppress the rebellion. On August 22, 1567, Fernando Alvarez of Toledo, the 3rd Duke of Alba, marched into the city of Brussels at the head of an army numbering ten thousand strong. The ‘Iron Duke’ entered the Netherlands with unlimited power and replaced Margaret as governor. Alba took harsh measures and quickly established a series of special courts to judge all in opposition to the king.
	Alba established a tribunal which was soon known by the locals as the ‘Blood Council’ or ‘Blood Court’. During his six years of governorship, thousands of people were brought forth to these courts, convicted and executed. The exact number of the condemned is not known, the Dutch claim eighteen thousand, while the Spanish history only recorded a few hundred. No matter the cost, the Duke of Alba failed in his quest. Instead of quelling the rebellion, his measures helped fuel the unrest. He unwittingly became the instrument of future independence of the Seventeen Provinces.
	His ruthless ‘justice’ extended beyond the Protestant trouble makers. He had Lamoral, Count of Egmont, and Philip of Montmorency, Count of Hoorn imprisoned. Both were very popular leaders of the dissatisfied nobility, and both were Catholic. Nonetheless, Alba condemned both as traitors to the crown without benefit of a trial, and sentenced them to death. On June 1, 1568, six days before the deaths of Egmont and Hoorn, twenty-two noblemen of Brussels were simultaneously beheaded. Deaths ordered by an overlord, rather than judged in court, sparked a wave of outrage across the Netherlands, both Protestant and Catholic alike.
	The Duke of Alba entered the Netherlands with the explicit goal of crushing the rebellion. Instead, he managed to unite what should have been a very volatile sectarian conflict. Instead of gathering the support of the majority of the Netherlands, he managed to drive even the most loyal of Spain’s supporters into the rebels’ camp. The Staaten-Generaal met at Dordrecht, minus the Spanish appointees, and openly declared against Alba’s government, and marshaled beneath the banners of the Prince of Orange.
	Willem van Oranje, Stadtholder of Holland, Zeeland, Utrecht and Friesland, was born to the House of Orange on April 24, 1533. In his day, he was widely known as William the Silent, so much so that William Shakespeare wrote a play of the same name, though William the Silent dealt mostly with the exploits of the Earl of Leicester, a favorite of Queen Elizabeth, and his campaign against the Spanish. As with many of his works, William the Silent cast a favorable light upon the Tudor regime.
	The Prince of Orange came from the castle of Dillenburg in Nassau, inside present day Germany. He was the eldest son of the Count of Nassau and Juliana of Stolberg-Werningerode. Unlike a majority of the nobility across all of the Netherlands, William was raised a Lutheran, making him an enemy of the Holy Inquisition in principle. William’s rise to power began in 1544, when the previous Prince of Orange, his cousin, died without heir. William inherited his cousin’s title and vast estates across the Netherlands. Due to his young age at the time, Charles V served as a regent until William reached the age of majority.
	In order for the Lutheran prince to gain his rightful lands from his regent, he had little choice but to study beneath Mary of Hungary in Brussels and become educated as a Catholic. In Brussels, he was taught foreign languages, such as Spanish, and received both a military and diplomatic education. On July 6, 1551, William married his first wife, Anna of Egmont, a wealthy heiress of both lands and title. In the same year as his marriage, William was appointed a captain of cavalry. Despite the taint of Lutheranism that would cause Phillip II to haunt him throughout his reign, William rapidly grew in the favor of Charles V.
	Both martial education and experience in the Holy Roman Empire would serve him well in his future struggle for Dutch liberty. When Charles abdicated, it was on William’s shoulders the former Emperor leaned as he stepped down in favor of his own son, Phillip. It was an ironic twist of fate that the new King of Spain watched as his father depended upon the support of the man who would become one of Spain’s greatest enemies in the 16th Century. Phillip II’s relations with William remained positive in William’s early years. It was Phillip who appointed William as Stadtholder of Holland, and thus greatly increased his political power. The year before, tragedy struck his life. His first wife died on March 24, 1558. Though a personal tragedy, the death of Anna permitted William to take another wife, and sire more children, one of which would be the founder of a dynasty.
	William brought up a Lutheran and given a Catholic education was a strong proponent of religious freedom. Like those to follow, he believed that one’s religion was a private matter. Indeed, he was very dissatisfied by the growing persecution of Protestants throughout his provinces. On August 25, 1561, William married for a second time, this time to an ill-tempered woman known as Anna of Saxony. It is generally believed that William married Anna to increase his power and gain influence over the German states of Saxony and Hesse. William did gain more power, but more importantly, the Netherlands gained one of their greatest leaders when Anna gave birth to their first son, Maurice.
	During the Blood Council, William was one of the thousands summoned to stand in judgment before the Iron Duke. He failed to show, and was subsequently declared an outlaw, his lands seized immediately afterward. As a popular leader in the Staaten-Generaal, William emerged as leader to the armed rebellion against Spain. In pamphlets and letters spread across the Netherlands, William called attention to the right of subjects to renounce their oath of obedience if their sovereign refused to respect their rights.
	William raised an army to battle the Duke of Alba, containing of mostly German mercenaries. Contingents of his army, led by his brothers Louis and Adolf, engaged and defeated a Spanish army of three thousand at Heiligerlle in Groningen. The Battle of Heiligerlle marks the start of the Forty Years War. The victory turned into a hollow one. Instead of pressing the campaign onward, William ran short of funds and his army disintegrated. Armies raised by his allies were handily defeated and destroyed by the Duke of Alba.
	William went into hiding as soon as the initial fires of rebellion died out. He was only one of the grandees still able to offer resistance. With his ancestral lands of Orange, in Breda, remained under Spanish occupation, William moved his court to Delft, in Holland. Delft would remain William’s base of operation until his death, in 1584.
	On March 1, 1572, Queen Elizabeth of England ousted thousands of Dutch exiles within her own nation. She walked a fine line in regards to Spain, and could not afford to provoke Phillip II. Though Spain was distracted by wars against the Turks, they were still more than a match for England’s small army. To appease Phillip, she had little option but to kick out the Gueux. The ejection forces the beggars to return home.
	Under the command of Lumey, the Gueux captured the unguarded town of Brielle. By grabbing a toe hold in the northern Netherlands, the rebels let the Protestants populace know the time to rebel had returned. As far as morale was concerned, Brielle turned out to be an important victory. In reality, it was little more than a token defeat of a nonexistent occupying force. Cities across Zeeland and Holland quickly renewed their support for the rebels. The most conspicuous absence in support came from Amsterdam itself.
	With rebellion back in swing, William of Orange came out of hiding to take command. In July of 1572, the Staaten-Generaal assembled in Dordrecht, and agreed to recognize William as Governor-General of the Netherlands. It was agreed upon that William would share his new found power with the Provinces. Sharing of power eventually metamorphosed into the separation of powers soon to be the cornerstone of the United Provinces. The Provinces started out as many coming together as one, and each of these individual units fiercely guarded its own sovereignty, especially after Spain robbed them of their ancient rights.
	However, by declaring for the Protestants, the Gueux handed William an assortment of problems. The minority Calvinists were bent on converting all of the Netherlands to their way of thinking. Meanwhile, the Catholic Dutch maintained no permanent allegiance, instead wanting to simply eject the Duke of Alba and his army of Spaniards and mercenaries. A majority of the Dutch were reluctant to rebel at all. Though they were no fans of Spain, they still wished to live their lives in peace and earn a decent profit. By making an enemy of Spain, merchants had difficulty in trading abroad. William was the key figure in directing the various factions to a common goal. 
	It is doubtful that William would have been successful if not for an outside enemy to unite all the Dutch. Tension between Calvinists and Catholics threatened to tear apart the rebellion. No matter how hard William tried to convince the masses he was fighting for their nations, the fanatical Calvinists would quickly open their collective mouths and insert their collective feet. William had little choice but to work with the Calvinists, since they were fighting the Spanish harder than any other Netherlander. As with much during the Forty Years War, it was not what the Dutch leaders said, but what the Spanish did that strengthened the unity between Provinces.
	Being unable to squash the rebellion, the Duke of Alba was replaced in 1573, by Luis of Requesnes. Requesnes came to the Netherlands with what he considered a policy of moderation. He would punish rebels, but cease harassment of those who would swear loyalty to the King. His policy was poorly managed, and by the time of his death in 1576, moderation was swept from the table.
	What struck William’s army years before, now struck the Spanish. In 1575, because of wars abroad and at home, Spain declared bankruptcy, an amazing event considering the amount of gold they managed to extract from their American possessions. The inability to pay their army, particularly their mercenaries, would have dire consequences for Spanish rule in the Netherlands. Mutinies followed lack of pay, and on November 4, 1576, troops from the Spanish Tercois entered the wealthy port of Antwerp.
	Tired of fighting numerically superior rebels without their salary, the mercenaries decided to ‘pay themselves’ by looting Antwerp. The out-of-control army indulged in a wave of violence that claimed some eight thousand lives and untold quantities of lost property. For three days, the mercenaries pillaged, plundered and looted anything not nailed down. For locals, the Sack of Antwerp became a reference point in their lives. Antwerpers soon began to refer to events in their lives as ‘before the sacking’ or after it.
	Instead of crushing the rebellion, the mutinous army managed to turn even the hardest skeptics of the rebellion into its most adherent followers. The most reluctant of Dutch took up arms and pledged to fight together against the Spanish. Those Provinces and cities still loyal to Spain were quickly alienated by the carnage seen at Antwerp and joined the rest of the Netherlands in open rebellion. In one single act of greed and brutality, the modern Dutch state was born.
	Following the Spanish Fury, the Provinces of the Netherlands negotiated an internal treaty, in which all Dutch put aside their religious difference to combat the foreigners who so ravished their lands. William of Orange was instrumental in forming the alliance, and more importantly, of finally pushing the religious question out of public domain. The declaration was also the first major expression of Dutch national self-consciousness.
	To make this work, William allied himself with the most powerful of southern nobles, the Duke of Aerschott. Aerschott himself was no fan of William, and was opposed to the rebellion up until the Sacking of Antwerp. What he wanted more than to see William’s downfall, was the restoration of the old privileges and his rights, both revoked by Phillip of Spain. In order to achieve his goals, he joined with William. William’s ultimate ambition, a United Netherlands strong enough to resist Spanish domain, was nearing a reality.
	The Pacification of Ghent, aside from making religious tolerance law, also called for the expulsion of all Spanish armed forces and restoration of local and provincial prerogatives. If Phillip II did not take a simple petition well, such a bold declaration infuriated him. Who were these Dutch upstarts, to make demands of their anointed king? Answering the only way he knew how, with a heavy hand, he sent Alessandro Farnes, the Duke of Parma, to crush these traitors. The Duke of Parma was appointed Governor-General, the same title held by the Prince of Orange. Clearly the Netherlands were not large enough for the both of them. Aided by a recent shipment of bullion fresh from the New World, the Duke of Parma formed his army and set out to destroy the Dutch rebellion
	In Sixteenth Century Europe, it was not conceivable that a country could be governed by anyone other than high nobility, if not a king, so the Staaten-Generaal sought out a suitable replacement for their current ‘king’ Phillip of Spain. They first courted Elizabeth of England, but in 1581, she was in no position to displace Phillip II. Spain still eyed England, and would jump at the slightest provocation to invade the island nation and destroy it Protestant institutions. Thus, Elizabeth rejected the offer of protectorship.
	With one rejection on its list, the Staaten-Generaal turned to Elizabeth’s one-time suitor, the Duke of Anjou. The younger brother to the French King accepted the offer, under one condition; the Netherlands must denounce any loyalty to Phillip II. In 1581, the Oath of Abjuration was issued, in which the Netherlands proclaimed the King of Spain did not uphold his responsibilities to the Dutch population and thus no longer accepted as their rightful ruler. In other words, on July 22, 1581, the Provinces declared independence.
	Anjou did not stay long in the Netherlands. He was, naturally for a French noble, deeply disturbed by the limited influence and power the Staaten-Generaal was willing to grant him. The French were accustomed to rule by edict, and in a sense were little different from Spanish. Both believed strongly that their right to rule was divine, and that God anointed them ruler over all their subjects and their lives. After some attempt to increase his power via a coup, the Duke of Anjou was rapidly ridden out of the Netherlands, losing any chance of ever being King.
	A third and obvious choice presented itself. Many of his followers and allies suggest that William himself take up the crown of the United Provinces of the Netherlands. William considered the offer, but put it on hold for the time being. The alliance between Provinces was shaky at best, and William’s opponents might use it as a chance to move against him. He could ill afford to have the rebellion turn in upon itself. After Spain was defeated? William was unsure even then. If he became King, how many of the Provinces would follow him? Catholic nobles were suspicious since he was born a Lutheran. Protestant nobles were suspicious because he obtained a Catholic education. Lastly, the Calvinists were suspicious because he himself was not one of them. Though he was not King, he was still seen as head of the rebellion. As such, the King of Spain placed a bounty on his head, one that many were intent on collecting.
	By 1584, the King of Spain was through playing games with the rebels. He called upon the Duke of Parma to restore ‘peace and orthodoxy’ to his Netherlands. Parma met various Dutch militias in battle after battle, defeating the untrained men with ease. In the first half of the 1580s, Parma tried to force William into a decisive battle, where he could tear out the heart of the rebellion. In July of 1584, Parma led his army to encircle the focal point of resistance, Antwerp.
Less than a decade earlier, Antwerp faced the wrath of mutinous Spaniards. Thousands of Dutch were slaughtered in the ensuing sacking, and hundreds of houses put to the torch. At the time, Antwerp was not only the largest Dutch city, but also the financial, cultural and economic center of Sixteenth Century Netherlands. Its trade even eclipsed Amsterdam, granary of the north. After the Spanish Fury, rebels flocked to Antwerp, transforming it into the capital of the Dutch rebellion. By taking the city, Parma hoped to break the will of the rebels and force them back into the Spanish fold. After a yearlong siege, the city surrendered.	
	After the siege, Parma continued the policy of blocking all traffic and trade to the port. Protestants were forced to leave town before the fall, to keep ahead of the Inquisition. They were not the only ones to leave. Tens of thousands fled northward, reducing Antwerp’s population from nearly one hundred thousand down to forty thousands. What was the golden century of Antwerp came to an end on August 17, 1585.
	William continued his struggle, now with a twenty-five thousand crown reward on his head. In what was to be his last year, William married for a fourth and final time, this time to Louise of Coligny, a Huguenot. She bore him one child, Frederick Henry, future king. By 1585, William gave up the idea of becoming king. He had enough trouble already. The Duke of Parma’s campaign threatened to break his alliance. Many Catholic communities, seeing Spain back on the rise, wavered in their loyalty. Wavered, but did not break. Too many times the Spanish broke the Dutch Catholic’s hearts, and they were not about to trust them again.
	William’s demise came from the hand of Balthasar Gerard. When William was declared an outlaw, back in 1581, Gerard decided to travel to the Netherlands and collect on the bounty. He served in the army of Luxembourg for two years, hoping to get close enough to take a shot at William. Alas, the two armies never joined, and in 1584, Gerard left the army. He presented the Duke of Parma his plans, but the Duke was hardly impressed, but blessed the would-be assassin’s plot.
	In May of 1584, Gerard introduced himself to William as a French Nobleman, and presented him with the seal of the Count of Mansfelt. This seal would permit forgeries of messages of Mansfelt. William sent Gerard back to France, to pass the seal to his French allies. Gerard returned in July, having bought pistols on his return voyage. On July 10, he made an appointment to meet William in his residence, in Delft.
	What happened next altered the course of Dutch history, and is, in fact the first recorded assassination of a head of state by a firearm. It would not be the last. Gerard shot William in the chest at close range and fled. According to official reports, Williams’s last words were said to be “My God, have pity on my soul; my God, have pity on this poor people”. The assassin failed to flee Delft before his apprehension and imprisoned. His fate was the same as to befall anyone who committed regicide.
	By 1585, the Staaten-Generaal signed the Treaty of Nonsuch with England. As per the treaty, Elizabeth I sent an army numbering six thousand to do battle with the Spanish. She found appeasing Phillip II now impossible, and decided it best to beat him over there than in her own backyard. Leading the English Army was Robert Dudley, the Earl of Leicester. Long since a favorite of the Queen and rumored to be her lover at one point, Leicester remains a controversial character in Dutch history. It was not the first time Leicester was the center of controversy; years earlier, his wife was found dead at the bottom of a stair case. Though the death was ruled accidental, his closeness to the Queen, and the vacant Kingship, made her death more than a little convenient. He spent the following years lying low and out of sight.
	Leicester was offered the Governor-Generalship, though he could not rule with a free-hand. His Queen forbade him from making any agreements with Spain without her consent. Furthermore, he did not share the secular values laid down by the Pacification of Ghent. He immediately sided with the Calvinists, drawing distrust from everyone else. He also butted heads with Stadtholders and nobles across the Netherlands when he tried to strengthen his own power by robbing the Provinces of theirs. He was not the first to make this error, but he would be the last.
	Leicester proved to be a poor commander, hardly worthy of a starring role in William the Silent. Nor did he understand the delicate balance between trade and war. The Dutch, by 1586, were fully committed to independence; however this was by no means an abandonment of commerce. Within a year of his arrival, the Earl of Leicester lost the support of the Staaten-Generaal and population at large. He returned to England, after which the Staaten-Generaal was unable to find any other suitable regent. This was not the way either government envisioned an Anglo-Dutch Alliance to begin.
	The turning point in the Forty Years War came in August of 1588. Under the command of the notorious privateer, Sir Francis Drake, a fleet of English and Dutch ships defeated the Spanish Armada at the Battle of Gravelines. Finally tired of the resistance offered by the Protestant Queen of England, Phillip II assembled a vast armada, consuming most of Spain’s treasury, for an invasion of the island nation.
	At the command of twenty-two warships and one hundred eight converted transports, the King appointed the Duke of Medina-Sidonia. He was to sail to the Netherlands and ferry the Duke of Parma’s army across the sea for what was planned to be a quick and decisive battle. Twenty thousand Spanish and mercenary soldiers awaited the Armada at Dunkirk. In May, Medina-Sidonia set sail from Lisbon on what he expected to be an easy conquest. After all, the English Army was pathetic in comparison to Spain’s.
	Following a running fight, and a night attack by fire ships in July, Medina-Sidonia was forced to take the Armada into port. He chose Gravelines in Flanders as a base to reform his scattered fleet. Its proximity to the English coast made it as good a spot as any to embark Parma’s army. Parma was taken by surprise by the Armada’s choice of ports, and required six days to bring his troops up for embarkation.
	Those six days gave England enough room to maneuver. In that time, Drake learned more of the Armada’s strengths and weaknesses through a series of skirmished in the Channel. What they learned gave Drake the edge. Spanish guns were very unwieldy and their crews poorly trained and a far cry from the Royal Navy. Spain preferred to board enemy ships and fought them hand-to-hand. In this way, Spain held the upper hand.
	Drake was not about to allow the Spanish to close in for boarding. His own strengths lay in cannon fire. On August 8, Drake led the fleet of English and Dutch vessels into battle. With its superior maneuverability, the English provoked the Spanish into firing while they stayed out of range. Once the Armada expended their heavy shot, Drake moved in for the kill, firing repeated broadsides into the enemy ships. Though only eleven of the Spanish ships were sunk or crippled, Drake cancelled the Armada’s plans to embark Parma’s army. Medina-Sidonia left port and set sail towards home. Both English and Dutch ships hounded the Armada across the North Sea, but in the end, rough seas and not rough marines destroyed the Armada. Upon returning to Spain, it is reported the Phillip II responded by saying ‘I sent my ships to fight against the English, not against the Elements.’
	In looking for a new commander for the rebellion, by 1587, the Staaten-Generaal turned to twenty year old Maurice of Orange. Born on November 14, 1567, to William’s second wife, Maurice inherited his father’s leadership abilities, though not his serial monogamy. Maurice never married, though he did father two illegitimate children. At the age of sixteen, when his father was gunned down, Maurice inherited his titles and lands though the latter were still occupied.
	The borders of the United Provinces are largely defined by the campaigns of Maurice. Was it his genius that led the Dutch nation to independence or fiscal burdens placed on Spain by the loss of its naval investments? What can be said is that it was Maurice who organized the rebellion against Spain into a coherent and successful revolution. In the early 1590s, Maurice led the rebel army to victory in sieges against Breda, Steenwijk and Geertruidenberg.
	Following campaigns chased the demoralized Spanish army across much of the Netherlands, driving them from Groningen, Holland, Zeeland and Friesland by 1595. Spain experienced setbacks before in the Dutch revolt, and figured this would be no different. Sooner or later, the Provinces would bicker and divide themselves, where the Spanish could move in and reassert itself. This grand illusion was forever shattered in 1600, at a town called Nieuwpoort.
	On July 2, 1600, Maurice met the Spanish Army, under the command of the Archduke of Austria, near the city of Nieuwpoort. Nieuwpoort was a major port for the County of Flanders, as well as one of the last holds on the Dutch coast under Spanish rule. Maurice mustered an army of over ten thousand men and battled the Spanish across Flanders. By this time, Spain held on barely to the southern Provinces, already having lost the seven northern ones. To make matters worse, the Spanish Army was on the verge of mutiny once again, making it impossible for any relief army to be raised by the archduke. The only way to keep his soldiers in line was the promise of plunder. A second Spanish Fury loomed over the horizon.
	The desire of freedom outweighed that of greed and in the end, Maurice and his army managed to drive the Spanish from the field of battle. What was once a rare feat in the 16th Century would soon become a relatively common sight in the 17th Century. With their defeat at Nieuwpoort, Spanish forces further inland lost direct access to the sea, and lines of communication that were not rerouted through France were severed altogether. Maurice was forced to withdraw from battle as well. If not for the stretching of Dutch supply lines so vulnerably thin, the Forty Years War might very well be called the Thirty Years War. Spanish strength along the Dutch coast was all but sapped, paving the way for the clearing of pirate nests, chief among them Dunkirk.
	Effectively liberating Flanders from Spain boasted the Dutch Army. Thousands of Flemish citizens flocked to the cause of liberty, expanding Maurice’s forces. With the coast under Dutch rule, the long standing blockade against Antwerp was finally lifted, though the city would never regain its former light. Nieuwpoort was a turning point in the war. After it, never again would Spain threaten the Northern Provinces. Furthermore, Spain’s hold on the south was no tenuous and in great danger of disintegrating. Maurice portrayed the next nine years as a campaign to finally liberate all the Netherlands from Spanish rule.
	The only thing a Netherlander might value as equal to his liberty would be his prosperity. Pirate nests plagued Dutch trade throughout the Forty Years War. Instead of destroying piracy, the King of Spain encouraged it, provided the victims were Dutch or English. Since the defeat of the Spanish Armada, the Dutch Navy grew from just a gaggle of converted merchantmen to a force that rivaled any on the sea. Pirates on the open seas soon became little threat to the Dutch Navy, and were systematically hunted down.
	In order to root out the pirates, the army must march on Dunkirk and its surrounding regions to burn out the nests. In 1606, that was précises what Maurice set out to do. With an army of eleven thousand men, Maurice attempted to force the pirates into battle on the open field. Instead, most simply fled at the sight of a large army marching under the orange banner. Detachments of the Dutch Army were sent to hunt down these pirates, and in some cases they quite literally smoked them out of hiding. By October of that same year, each of the pirate dens were put to the torch and all pirates found were mercilessly cut down, making the southern coast of the Netherlands free once more for commerce.
	Out of all the Provinces, only Liege maintained loyalty to Spain. Despite the Spanish Fury, the Bishopric could not bring itself to turn on who they saw as Defender of the Faith. Its location right smack in the middle of the southern Provinces, Liege could not be bypassed or ignored. Luxembourg alone was completely cut off from the rest of the Netherlands by Liege. In 1608, Maurice already had the bulk of the remaining Spanish army bottled up under siege in the city of Brussels, former capital of the Spanish Netherlands. The Staaten-Generaal was not content with having a huge hole in its new nation. While the Siege of Brussels was nearing its final days, the Staaten-Generaal ordered Maurice to deal with Liege. Against his better judgment, Maurice divided his forces, and led seven thousand infantry and cavalry into the Bishopric of Liege.
	He did not fear Papal retribution. The fact that the Netherlands was already home to many Protestants made them suspect. His only real concern was that the Spanish commander in Brussels might rally his forces and break out. If they did, and linked up with the Spanish army assembling near Mons, they could threaten all the southern Provinces. By now, the King of Spain knew keeping all the Netherlands under his thumb was all but impossible. Instead, he was forced to focus on the Catholic region, hoping it would stay true to the faith. This goes to show how little Spain understood the revolution. Religion was never the top concern, with the possible exception of the Calvinists, but rather the right of the people to decide their own fate.
	The Bishop of Liege failed to muster any army worthy of the name. When Maurice arrived in Liege, the Bishop commanded barely one thousand men, most of them mercenaries. Though he believed that God was on his side, he lacked confidence that they would not fight to defend the church. When the battle turned against them, they might very well run. Though Liege stayed loyal to Spain after ‘the fury’, they lost any trust for mercenaries. The Bishop knew any battle would end in defeat, and loss of power.
	Instead of fighting, the Bishop decided to cut a deal with Maurice and the Staaten-Generaal. Under the white flag of truce, the two met between the lines of armies. It was here, that the Bishop saw just how puny his own force was in comparison. The Bishop agreed to join the United Provinces under one condition; he would stay in power. Maurice could not agree to this, for the Staaten-Generaal was a forum where faith did not belong. His father dedicated his life to the very concept of freedom of religion.
	The Bishop could not stomach being part of what he viewed as a ‘godless’ state, but he could not fight either. Martyrdom did not appeal much to him, the Bishop thought he would be more use to God alive, and leading his flock. In the end, with much convincing to the Staaten-Generaal, Maurice managed to strike a compromise. Liege would become part of the United Provinces, and the Bishop would stay in power, but only as spiritual leader. For the interim, Maurice would select a regent to rule as secular ruler. It was not until the end of the Forty Years War would Liege’s government be settled.
	While distracted by Liege, Maurice’s earlier fear came true; some of the defenders of Brussels managed to escape the siege and link up with remaining forces massing at Mons. By the end of 1608, Brussels had little choice but to surrender. Some of the Spanish soldiers cast off their uniforms, deserted and simply merged with the crowds. There was no love for Spain in Brussels, and many deserters were turned in by locals. In response to their actions, Dutch authorities tired them as spies, sending them all to the gallows to hang.
	With Brussels secure and Liege now conforming to Staaten-Generaal, Maurice of Orange had only the enemy ahead. The last bastion of Spanish authority within the Netherlands lay in the city of Mons. The Duke of Parma assembled his army outside of Mons. He considered holing up in the city, but unlike Brussels, he knew no reinforcements were waiting. To the Duke there was great honor in dying in the field of battle, but none to be gain by starving to death. His six thousand soldiers faced Maurice and some ten thousand infantry and two thousand cavalry. Parma was badly outnumbered, but he still would fight the battle on his terms. He would utilize what cavalry and artillery remained in hopes of punching a hole in Maurice’s lines.
	The Prince of Orange outgunned Parma as well as outnumbered. He would not give Parma the opportunity to turn his few remaining guns upon Dutch forces. Shortly after seizing a modest hill near the battlefield, Maurice ordered all his guns to open fire on the enemy, who had yet to organize into lines. The hour long bombardment disrupted the Spanish forces, driving some of the less reliable men and units to desert the field. Parma quickly ordered his own men to cut down any who retreated without his command.
	Parma still hoped to rally his army into one glorious charge, but Maurice would not have it. He was not about to lose, not this close to victory. Shortly after the guns fell silent, Dutch heavy cavalry charged forward, catching the disorganized Spanish forces and scattering them. Behind the horsemen, thousands of soldiers marched forward, mopping up any and all Spanish pockets of resistance remaining. The excellent execution of this early combined-arms assault rolled up the last Spanish presence in less than an hour.
	Mortally wounded during the fighting, the Duke of Parma had little choice but to parley. He sent his emissaries under the flag of truce to meet with Maurice. Over two thousand Spaniards died that day, but the survivors were surprised by Maurice’s leniency. Like all Dutch, he wanted the Spanish gone more than anything else. The enemy were disarmed and escorted to Dunkirk. Here they were herded on board ships and sent home. Their arrival in Seville was a message to the Spanish King, a message declaring it was time to negotiate. For all intent purpose, the war at home was over.
	In the middle of the Sixteenth Century, Phillip added the throne of Portugal to his collection. Both nations were soon brought into personal union, and the King wasted no time in using Portuguese resources. Their army left something to desire, but their navy, and their trade routes to the east, added to Spain’s power. By a technicality in the Treaty of Tordelles, Portugal laid claim to a large stretch of eastern South America, Brazil. It was a land, that by 1600, the Dutch decided to take for themselves.
	By the Seventeen Century, sugar was all the rage in Europe. The Portuguese turned vast swaths of Brazil into sugarcane fields, bringing them nearly as much wealth as the gold sent to Spain. A variety of food and luxury crops were grown in the wide expanses of Brazil, a colony many times larger than the United Provinces. The Dutch population will grow over the coming centuries, forcing them to rely upon importation of food to prevent famine. Brazil offered more than enough land for the Dutch to farm, plus it would remove any dependency on importation of grain from foreign states. All the Dutch required was a commander as brilliant on the sea as Maurice was on the land.
	Born in 1561, little is known about one of the Netherlands’ most famous admirals. Erwin van Bohr found himself a sailor by the age of sixteen. In 1588, he commanded one of the Dutch ships during the engagement with the Spanish Armada. During the battle, Bohr earned the reputation as a reckless leader, willing to throw himself into the line of fire to obtain victory. Unlike many Dutch, Bohr had little interest in business. He lacked the patience to gradually earn wealth, and preferred glorious conquest over the subtleties of trade.
	By 1602, Bohr rose to the rank of Admiral, commanding 18 ships, led a raid on Aviliz, on the Spanish mainland. For twelve days, his sailors and marines occupied the Spanish port. Bohr resupplied his fleet courtesy of the Spanish, and looted both silver and gold before abandoning the city. The Netherlands were interested in freedom, not overthrowing the Habsburgs. Whoever headed the United Provinces would have their hands full trying to govern the Provinces, much less occupied territories that have no desire to be ruled by the Dutch.
	Bohr’s biggest acclaim to fame was as Conqueror of Brazil. In 1604, he landed eighteen hundred men in the Brazilian port of Salvador. No resistance to speak of was offered, and the only combat within the town came from a lone colonist mistaking patrolling Dutch for game. After assembling his force in Salvador, Bohr threw off his admiral’s hat and took up the mantle of general. He led his small army towards Recife, to battle the Portuguese garrison stationed there.
	The Battle of Recife, future capital of Brazil, occurred on May 8, 1604. Bohr now commanded only one thousand men. Five hundred were left to hold Salvador, while nearly three hundred already succumbed to tropical disease. Portugal mustered only a few hundred colonial militiamen to combat a much larger invasion force. Bohr’s five cannon helped decide the outcome before the battle even began. Militia charged into a volley of cannon and musket fire, falling before they could come into range of sword and spear. Bohr wasted no time in fortifying his new conquests. Months passed before word of the fall of Recife reached the Iberian Peninsula. 
	Spain could spare little in combating the Dutch in distant Brazil. However, they were deeply concerned that the Dutch would not be satisfied with Brazil. They might very well make a grab at Mexico or Peru, both rich in gold and silver. Fear of losing their bullion supply was the primary motivating factor in the King’s decisions to engage the Dutch across the Atlantic. A small armada of thirty-one ships and three thousand men were assembled in Seville, with the explicit goal of eliminating Ernst van Bohr. In early 1605, the Spanish and Portuguese set sail for Brazil, meeting the Dutch fleet off the coast of Natal.
	Unlike the much larger battle with the Spanish Armada, the Battle of Natal ended far more decisively. Twenty-seven Dutch ships encountered thirty-one ships early in the morning of March 15, 1605. After a two day battle, the Dutch all but destroyed the combined fleet. Bohr proved once again a master admiral, while the Spanish and Portuguese failed to achieve any cohesion. Using one of the oldest strategies in the book, Bohr managed to divide the enemy fleet, and either destroyed or captured it a few ships at a time. In the end, the only reason any Spanish ships escaped was due to exhaustion of ammunition and powder on the Dutch side. For his actions, the Staaten-Generaal awarded Bohr land in Brazil, and the title Count of Natal.
	When the Dutch began their rebellion, they could scarcely hope to gain their freedom from the masters of Europe. By 1608, not only was that goal inevitable, but the Dutch were on their way to empire. The biggest losers of the Forty Years War were not the Spanish, but rather Portugal. September 15, 1608, sounded the death nail of the Portuguese Empire. What remained of the Portuguese Navy, twiddled down by attrition by the Dutch across the Atlantic and the Indian Ocean, were ambushed twelve kilometers southwest of Cape Verde.
	The Count of Natal, Grand Admiral of the Netherlands, led his battle hardened fleet in an attack against the Portuguese remnants. Natal divided his fleet into three sections, each crossing the ‘T’ at the appropriate time. After the first cross, Portugal’s ships scattered, and became easy pickings for the Dutch. Had the Portuguese Navy held formation, it would likely have fought its way through the battle and managed to reach home. As it happened, not a single Portuguese ship escaped the Dutch, guaranteeing Portugal’s colonies would sit on the negotiating table.
	In mid-1609, the belligerent parties of Spain, the Netherlands and England, along with observers for Portugal, met in the town of Calais. After surrendering at Mons, two months earlier, a general armistice was agreed upon. Spain lost too much in retaining such a small piece of territory. Portugal lost far more, and they were not even the Dutch’s real enemy. Spain had the option of continuing the war, but after Mons, there was no real hope at victory. The Dutch Navy was too powerful, and any attempt to land would be disastrous. Overland routes were off the table, for by 1609, France was at war with Spain as well.
	The first order of business was decided by the end of the first day; Spain would recognize Dutch Independence. That much was never in doubt. What came into doubt was the future of colonial possessions. The Dutch had no interest in Spain’s holding, but demanded Portugal surrender all of its remaining colonies and trading posts to the United Provinces. Fleets in the Indian Ocean captured or destroyed posts along the African coast, conquered Ceylon and virtually drove the Portuguese out of India.
	Brazil was already home to hundreds of Dutch colonists looking for new opportunities, along with the new Count of Natal. Portugal resisted the idea, but Spain gave them no say in the decision. If they did not cede their colonial possessions, the Dutch would continue the war and leave Portugal in ruins. Some in Portugal dreamed about putting a native king back on the throne, and losing their empire would only strengthen Spain’s position.
	Spain was already looking forward to political unification of Iberia, and surmised it could take back Brazil at a later date. For now, it must rest and recuperate. In return for Portugal’s colonies, the Dutch agreed not to interfere with Spanish shipping, and would allow what would now days be called ‘favored trade status’ with Spain, by lowering tariffs on Spanish goods. Considering the amount of wealth that would flow out of the East Indies and Brazil, the United Provinces could afford to wave a few import fees.
	Spain was forced to give up one of its possessions, however, to England. In 1604, the English managed to capture Manila and its harbor. Once entrenched in the Philippines, England decided they would not give it up. Manila offered an excellent harbor from which to center English trade in the Far East. England gobbled up many Portuguese trading posts in West Africa, along with their lucrative slave trade. Portugal’s final indignity came with the dismantling of its colonial companies, and end of its commercial enterprise. As far as Portugal was concerned, whether the war continued or ended, they were lost.
	The Treaty was finalized by November, and signed by all parties. The Staaten-Generaal ratified to treaty only after an hour’s worth of debate, when all sides praised the treaty. On November 17, 1609, the United Provinces of the Netherlands were officially born. With the war against Spain over, the real challenge began; governing diverse provinces, and just what to do with all the colonial spoils of war.






II) United Provinces of the Netherlands
(1609-1652)
	At the start of 1610, the Staaten-Generaal faced its first post-war crisis; just what sort of government should oversee the United Provinces? Many nobles and Stadtholders opted for the more traditional approach, declaring that no nation could exist without a prince at its head. Among the Monarchist faction, there was further debate as to whether or not this king should be anointed or elected. The Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth as well as the Catholic Church both elected their own heads who reigned for life.
	Others within the Staaten-Generaal argued for a Republic. Kingless states were not unheard of in the 17th Century. Republics such as Venice, Genoa and other minor states prospered without a more traditional form of governance. The Netherlands even won their freedom without a monarch, or any central head of state. Many from the Protestant north called for the United Provinces to be a Republic governed by the Staaten-Generaal itself. They found such a plan would be excellent for preserving the inalienable rights of the Provinces.
	However, plans for such a loose confederation also threatened to tear apart the newborn country. In one proposal, the union would be so loose that neighboring Provinces would not even be required to lend aid to Provinces invaded by a foreign power. In effect, the United Provinces would be as disunited as the Holy Roman Empire. The idea of a kingless state did not sit well with the Catholic southern Provinces, whose members sought out candidates from across Europe.
	A foreign king was enough to repel most of the Provinces from the idea. One too many foreigners ruled over the Netherlands in its history before the 17th Century. In the end, the Staaten-Generaal did something that European governments seldom did during the age; they put the issue to a vote. Seven Provinces were solid Republicans while seven sat in the Monarchist camp, with three abstaining. Liege held out until it decided which side would respect the Bishop’s limited power. Both Limbourg and Brabant could be brought to vote for monarchy, but not that of a foreign-born king. If one would assume the as-yet-built throne, then the said individual would have to be as Dutch as every man in the Staaten-Generaal. 
	All members of the Staaten-Generaal knew the decision must be made quickly. With Spain out of the Netherlands, there was great concern that the Netherlands would splinter and decay into civil war without an outside threat holding them together. What they needed was an internal symbol to fill the same role. The Duke of Brabant stood before the Staaten-Generaal at the height of the crisis, and declared that the Provinces needed that symbol, and only a king could bring it. Who would be this king, his fellow nobles asked; would he place himself as a candidate? If any titular head of a Province sought the crown, then others would follow for fear of what one of their ranks would do as king. The Duke responded; “Not I. There is only one man I can think of who all the Provinces would stand behind.”
	The classic definition of a compromise; a decision that nobody likes but everyone can live with, though Maurice van Oranje did not fully fall into the category. He had his supporters within the Staaten-Generaal as well as his opponents. In fact, the Duke of Brabant was one of those opponents. Why would the Duke nominate a man for the crown that he viewed as a rival? For starters, the Duke knew that his own person would not be accepted as king. Maurice was popular among all the people, noble and common, wealthy and poor. He was the one man who led the Dutch to victory over their tyrannical oppressors.
	Part of the reason his opponents agreed to crown him king was because Maurice was not thrilled about the job. His apparent lack of ambition sat well with Provinces looking to preserve their rights. Had his father lived, the assembly would no doubt have demanded that William take the crown. Since he was twenty-six years dead, their heir to his land, titles and legacy was the only choice. Maurice would be king, but in modern terms he would be a constitutional monarch, answerable before the Staaten-Generaal for his actions. He would not be the autocrat that reigned across Europe, and would have even less power than King James of Great Britain. Furthermore, a price was paid for the Dutch crown; the stewardships of various Provinces, such as over Holland and Zeeland and the like, that Maurice inherited from his father, were formally abandoned by the House of Oranje. After the Oath of Abjuration, where the King of Spain was stripped of the Dutch titles he gained from the Burgundian Inheritance, many of the Stadtholders grabbed the titles, abandoning their role as Stadtholder for the actually title. The Staaten-Generaal could not standby and have a king who was also count or duke of the majority of Provinces, thus stripping them of their autonomy.
	Like his father, Maurice did resist the attempt to crown him king, partly for modesty’s sake and partly because holding together an army of Netherlands with Spain breathing down their neck was challenge enough; he thought holding together seventeen separate Provinces, each with their own opinions, struck him as a nearly impossible task. Throughout the year 1610, Netherlands were without a king, and began to grow divided. Hollanders wondered why they should listen to Luxembourgers. Zeelanders refused to speak with the Flemish. And as always, the Calvinists were lighting proverbial fires under the chairs of all who were not Calvinists.
	Seeing disunity ripe throughout the nation by 1611, Maurice relented and took the crown. Though the United Provinces would never have an official state church, the duty of crowning the king was rewarded to the Bishop of Liege on March 14, 1611. When asked what name he would be called, Maurice briefly contemplated using his father’s name. He did not believe he could live up to the name of William I, who would be posthumously crowned King some centuries later, and instead used his birth name as his regal name. Once a crown was placed upon his head, Maurice I, King of the United Provinces of the Netherlands, sought a city to place his thrown, and a capital from where the United Provinces would be governed.
	Much debate raged about where the Staaten-Generaal should permanently convene. Naturally, each Province decided that it was the best location from where to manage the kingdom’s affairs. As with most issues, the Staaten-Generaal failed to reach any consensus, especially with all seventeen delegations trying to convince the rest that their Province was fit for a capital. A few members called for a rotational schedule, each year the assembly would meet in a difference Province. The cost of shipping the government from city to city on an annual basis exceeded the noble plan.
	As his first act as king, Maurice I was asked to decide where the assembly should meet. After all, he was king, and would preside over the Staaten-Generaal, and how could he be expected to lead a nation if he could not decide where he should do the leading. Amsterdam was a logical choice, given its increasing importance as a center of trade. Maurice struck the idea down almost immediately, not wanting to give the city too much power. Nor did he wish the grant the Count of Holland more power than he was due.
	Maurice distrusted Count Johann ever since the count’s attempt to derail the Dunkirk expedition five years earlier. Though it was in the best interest in the County of Holland to eliminate the pirates, the Count sought to discredit Maurice. His animosity was more towards Maurice’s father; a man Johann held a long standing rivalry, one that would outlive both men. Before his death, and two years before Johann was crowned count, William was offered the countyship of Holland to fill the vacancy created when the Province denounced the Spanish monarch, who also happened to be Count of Holland, as well as titular lord to most of the Provinces. Only after the Netherlands rejected Spanish rule did the Stadtholders seize titles that for they were once merely stewards. In the days of Burgundian rule, Stadtholders were simply representatives of nobles, running the fief while their lords were away. Once the centralizing autocracy of Spain was cast aside, the former families of stewards became the new nobility.
	Throughout 1611, he sent commissions to various cities across the Provinces. They would scout the city, and determine its suitability for what would no doubt be a growing bureaucracy. Several cities were on his first list, and Maurice systematically crossed each off the list. After months of investigation and study, Maurice settled upon a town north of his home in Delft, which itself would serve as home to the royal court. By 1618, all the institutions of government completed the move to The Hague. The Hague was an agreeable location to many concerned, and was a place the Staaten-Generaal many times dating back to 1584.
	In 1612, the Staaten-Generaal itself received a major overhaul in its structure. Established during the 15th Century, the assembly was originally a tricameral establishment. Following the Pacification of Ghent, the clergy all but lost its direct political power, though its chamber continued to exist for the rest of the Forty Years War. At its height, the Clergy could combine with the nobles and easily outvote the Third Chamber, despite the fact that the first two Chambers represented less than one percent of the population.
	Even after the United Provinces became a Monarchy, Republicanism would not die. In various parts of the Provinces, the people took it upon themselves to elect mayors, militias elected commanders, and even the king himself was elected by his peers. The idea that the early United Provinces was a democracy in the modern sense is a bit skewed. During the 17th Century, voter eligibility was determined by property value. Said qualifications allowed for less than five percent of the male population to cast their vote in various elections.
	Upon officially abolishing the Second Estate, the Staaten-Generaal was reorganized into the more familiar two Chambers. The First Chamber consisted of the titular lords of the realm as well as remaining Stadtholders. Representing the interests of the Provinces, the First Chamber held the power of budgeting, setting tariffs, ratifying treaties and declaring war. The Second Chamber would consist of Electorates who would serve for five year terms and represent the people of the Provinces and cities, though bills passed were subject to review by the First Chamber. The Second Chamber remained far weaker than the First until the modern Constitution was drafted in ratified.
	The first elections for the Second Chamber occurred in April of 1613. Unlike today’s orderly and fair elections, early elections in the United Provinces ranged from ripe with corruption and bribery to drunken brawls. The average Netherlander was hardly qualified to run for office, nor did they possess the resources to compete with the merchants who filled the niche as community leaders. Out of two hundred Chambermen, three were farmers, one a fisherman and one an artisan. Thirty doctors and lawyers grabbed seats in the middle sized cities.
	The large cities, such as Amsterdam, Utrecht and Groningen, fell into the hands of wealthy merchants and big time shareholders of overseas trading companies. Campaigning in the early days were a rather straightforward affair, and seldom involved candidates explaining why they were the right choice. With so few Netherlanders enfranchised, campaigns were inexpensive as well. Instead of spending millions of guilders on campaign ads as in the 21st Century, candidates entered the pubs frequented by voters and bought a round of beer. 
	Most of the time, the merchants won by default. The average Netherlander looked up to the merchants as living symbols of success. The wealthy merchant was considered the pinnacle of mercantile society, a tier that all men should strive to reach. Not surprising, most merchants wanted to have a say in the Staaten-Generaal, especially concerning tariffs and taxation. Rotterdam was an exception to the merchant stranglehold over the large cities. Frederick van Haarlem was a well-respected man and a natural born leader. He served with Maurice during the campaign in the Southern Provinces during the last two years of the war.
	Not every city was home to a clear cut leader. Amsterdam was renowned for some of the most violent election campaigns in Dutch history. Two of the largest companies of the 17th Century were headquartered in the city; The United East India Company and the South Atlantic Company. Both were formed during the twilight years of the Netherlands’ struggle for freedom, in order to manage both far flung commerce and administering newly acquired colonies.
	In most elections during the century, both companies expended large amounts of capital to buy votes. In the beginning of the United Provinces’ history, the vote was only extended to property owning men of age twenty-five or older. Attempts to buy the vote during the age of universal suffrage would bankrupt even the mighty East India Company. Candidates competed in pubs, markets and even in churches for the attention of the voters. Supporters flocked to their favorites, and the elections became so divisive that many lifelong friendships were torn asunder by partisan disputes.
	One of the bloodiest elections was that of 1628. By then, supporters of the VOC and South Atlantic Company were so divided that they no longer ate at the same inns or drank at the same pubs. On the night of February 29, the two crowds spilled out into the street at the same time. Both groups spent part of the evening drinking, and by nightfall sobriety did not reign. What started out as an exchange of taunts and insults soon devolved into a drunken brawl, which turned bloody after someone in the South Atlantic camp fired into the crowd?
	More than a few of the men were armed. The Amsterdam waterfront was not the safest neighbor to roam at night, and was prone to muggings, theft and occasional impressment. After the initial exchange, three of the East India men lay dead and four more wounded. Mercy was not a word the South Atlantic supporters had in their vocabulary that night, as they descended upon the wounded with fist and foot. After beating the opposition, the South Atlantic men moved to set fire to the East India pubs. The confrontation soon turned into a riot, with non-voters entering the fray, looting shops already damaged by both sides. Some of the rioters even attempted to board VOC ships and threatened their cargo. VOC marines, many veterans of the Forty Years War, as well as the wars in Germany, were ordered to repel the boarders, which they did with zeal.
	The riot died down by morning, but by night of March 1, enough alcohol entered the system of man to threaten to reignite the riot. The Count of Holland called out the Hollander militia to put down any attempt of riot. Of all the issues that threatened to divide the United Provinces; religion, class and Provincial pride, nobody ever expected the election of two company’s candidates to come this close to sparking a civil war. The Count established a constabulary to patrol the streets of Amsterdam during the election with the power to break-up any night time meeting of more than three men. The new policing force was, in theory, answerable only to the Count, and the law technically remains on the books to this day, though a modern police force rendered it redundant.
	Maintaining Amsterdam’s stability was vital for the economic well-being of the Dutch people. Spices such as cinnamon, ginger and especially pepper were known to the peoples of the Far East for millennia and were staples in their diets. These same spices were seen as luxuries in Europe, and the wealthy would pay dearly to for a kilogram of spice. Since the days of the long dead Roman Empire, a trade in spices existed. However, with the fall of the same Empire, the trade dried to a trickle that many Mediterranean nations fought bitterly to control. Control of the trade changed hands between the Byzantines, Arabs, Turks and Italians. With the Ottoman Empire controlling the flow of spices out of Asia, they were in a position to impose heavy duties upon the tax and generate great profit by simply allowing trade to continue.
	During the 15th Century, an alternate route to Asia was sought that would entirely bypass the Ottoman Empire. The Portuguese made several attempts to circumnavigate Africa, finally succeeding in 1488. In 1497, Portuguese traders sailed as far as India, loaded their hulls with spices and retuned to Europe. The Castilian and Argonese monarchs were convinced that India could be reached by sailing west. Contrary to popular belief, the sailors and scholars of the day were fully aware that Earth was round; but that Asia was so far west that they would run out of supplies before reaching it. Columbus convinced the rulers of what became Spain that the Indies could be reached by seriously manipulating his numbers, and drastically lowering the westward distance. His new figures were nearly the same distance between Europe and the Americas. Columbus failed to reach India, but he did open a New World to the Old.
	At the Battle of Diu in 1509, the Portuguese defeated the Ottoman Navy and secured for themselves a place in India. Over the next thirty years, the Ottoman Empire was forced from the Indian Ocean, abandoning it to the Portuguese. Further control over Ceylon and the East Indies gave them unprecedented control of the trade in spices. This wealth, and Portuguese attempts to block any other European from the trade helped turn the United Provinces’ struggle for independence into a conquest of Portugal’s colonial empire in the last ten years of the war. Their attempt to cut out the Dutch from the trade lead inevitably to their downfall and total absorption into the Iberian state.
	The first exclusively Dutch venture in the Far East in search of spices started in 1595, when a group of Dutch merchants attempted to bypass the Portuguese monopoly. In 1596, a four ship flotilla, commanded by Cornelius de Houtman, made contact with the Spice Islands in present day Indonesia and Java. At Java, the fleet battled both hostile natives and Portuguese sailors, losing half of their own number. However, they returned to the Netherlands with sufficient loads of pepper to declare the voyage profitable.
	By 1598, several more of these small trading fleets reached the East Indies, most returning with a substantial profit. In March of 1599, a twenty-two ship fleet commanded by Jacob van Neck set sail for the Spice Islands. Eight of the ships were lost in the course of the two year voyage, but the remaining ships returned to Europe with profit margins in excess of four hundred percent. Furthermore, van Neck allied himself and his crew with anti-Portuguese natives and cleared the island of Hitu for exclusive trading rights for the United Provinces.
	In these years, a corporation was formed for the duration of a single expedition. Given the amount of capital risked and the dangers in making such a voyage, investors were keen to receive their own share of the profits. As such, after the voyage ended, the spices, other cargo and the ships themselves were liquidated and the cash doled out to the investors. These early investments were hit-or-miss affairs. Ships could return with large profits, or they could not return at all, falling prey to the weather, disease, piracy or enemies of the Dutch state.
	In 1600, the Staaten-General granted a twenty-one year monopoly to the Dutch East India Company (VOC). The VOC had its beginnings in the various trading companies during the Sixteenth Century. At the time, a company was little more than a group of investors gathering together, pooling resources, and funding a trading expedition to the Far East. In 1596, a group of Dutch merchants decided to circumvent the Portuguese monopoly. A four ship expedition, led by Cornelis de Houtman made contact with Indonesia. On Banten, the main pepper port of western Java, the Dutch clashed with both Portuguese and natives. Over the course of the voyage, conflict claimed nearly half the crew, however, the expedition returned to the Netherlands with enough spices for an impressive profit.
	Normally, this would be the end. The investors would liquidate the company and take their profits. At the time, trade routes were constantly threatened, and investors were not willing to risk their gains by pressing their luck on another expedition. In the case of the VOC, the profit was so much, the investors decided to not liquidate, but rather fund another, larger expedition in 1598. Again expeditions were funded for 1599, and 1600, though eight ships were lost, the expedition earned a four hundred percent profit for the lucky investors.
	In 1603, the first Dutch trading post in Indonesia was established in Banten. By 1605, the Portuguese were driven from the East Indies by a combination of superior Dutch firepower and diplomacy. Another post was established in 1611, at Jayakarta, named Batavia after the legendary founders of the Dutch nation. The trading post thrives and grew, fortified by 1619, and eventually transforming into the modern day Javanese capital of Jakarta. A year earlier, the VOC established their own Governor-General to enable firmer control of their Asian affairs.
	Though the modern VOC is the most powerful and wealthiest corporation in the world, its first incarnation’s power exceeded it. The monopoly granted to it by the Dutch government gave the VOC the right to not only establish its own navy, but to mint its own coins, sign its own treaties and even form its own military alliance. Over the span nearly two hundred years the VOC competed, and occasionally engaged in open warfare, with the British East India Company. These wars ultimately destroyed both companies; one being expelled from India and the VOC going bankrupt in the process. 

	In 1602, the most influential currency in the history of humanity came into existence; the Dutch Guilder. At its inception, one Guilder divided into twenty Stuiver, which divided into eight Duit, and again into sixteen Penning. The complex arrangement of fractions still gives accountants nightmares. In today’s world, with decimalization virtually everywhere, it is difficult to contemplate just what the Staaten-General and the Dutch banks were thinking when the Guilder was first introduced. The only non-decimal system still widely used is the clock, and that came out of twenty-four was divided by twelve, six, four, three, two and one, and easily understood system that even the Ancient Egyptians understood.
	However, King Maurice was not an Egyptian, and he did not have time to waste on complex numerical equations pertaining to financial transactions. The fractions had to go, and as his first edict, he commanded the Staaten-General do something about it. Maurice proposed the decimalization of currency well over a century before the metric system came into use. Instead of twenty, eight and sixteen, the new currency would be divided into; ten Decs, one hundred Cens, and one thousand Mils. For the new names, the average Netherlands simply supplanted to old name, for example, a Dec was called a Stuiver.
	An issue this big required both Chambers to vote. The First Chamber insisted currency was the domain of the state, while the Second Chamber insisted it was the people who must suffer any changes. The chancellor of the Second Chamber demanded that his King have the issue voted on by both chambers. In England, if anyone from the House of Commons made demands from James I, they likely ended up in more trouble than they dreamed possible. Maurice I might not have been pleased by his chancellor’s tone, but he did see the legitimacy in his argument.
	The nobility passed the law swiftly through the First Chamber, with only a few opposing. In the Second Chamber, the Act of Standardization of the Guilder hit a roadblock. Both the Banks and the Companies owned many members of the elected government. Changing from tradition denominations into this radical decimal system would take years and cost both parties a fortune. The banks would suffer the most. They already minted coins of carefully measured quantities of silver and gold. To have a Stuiver all of a sudden have twice its original worth made no sense; neither did the sharp drop in value of the Penning. The same chancellor, who demanded the vote, also opposed it. He was a well-known for living deep in the Bank of Amsterdam’s pockets.
	By April of 1613, the King forced the issue before the Second Chamber. He called for a vote, where a simple majority of fifty percent plus one would pass the bill. He pleaded for the representatives to vote yes, if for no other reason than a future standardization would cost far more than on now. Three days passed in which each representative took the floor and gave his reason that his colleagues should vote either yes or no. In the end, the yes vote won by fifteen votes, though decades would pass before the new currency completely phased out the old.
	On April 23, 1625, the United Provinces lost their King. Maurice’s death was sudden and shocking; when on a horse ride early in the morning, his horse was spooked and threw him to the ground, breaking his neck. For his day, Maurice lived a long life, and for his times, it was indeed a very eventful one, but his death threw the United Provinces into somewhat of a constitutional crisis. Who would succeed Maurice to the throne?
	Maurice had two children, both to mistresses and both illegitimate. By law, only an offspring born to a wife was permitted to inherit their father’s holdings. Maurice had no such heir. Some in the Staaten-General called for the Provinces to become an elected monarchy, such as the Vatican or Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. That begged the question, who would be nominated, and by whom. After various votes in the Second Chamber, especially the Act of Standardization, none of the members of the First Chamber wanted a king who was owned by either the Bank of Amsterdam or the VOC.
	The search for an heir did not last long. The Staaten-General approached one of Maurice’s still living half-brothers, Frederick Henry van Oranje. Born to the fourth wife of William the Silent, about six months before his untimely death, the younger Prince of Orange happened to be the protégée of Maurice. Trained in arms by his older brother, Frederick Henry proved himself nearly as good a general as his brother, commanding elements of the rebel army during the Dunkirk campaign and again at Brussels and Mons. While in the First Chamber, he proved himself a superior politician and statesman. Best of all, Frederick Henry was married, to Amalia of Solms-Braunfels, just months before his brother’s death. He would provide what Maurice could not, a legitimate heir to the throne and the start of a royal dynasty that prevails even today. After Maurice was entombed at the family mausoleum in Delft, Frederick Henry was crowned King Frederick I by the Bishop of Liege. 
	One of Frederick I’s acts happens to be the one with the longest ranging consequence. Centuries before, Hollanders, Zeelanders and various Dutch cities across the Netherlands battled against great rivers and swamps. Over the course of decades, marshes were drained, rivers dammed and the mighty North Sea held back. By the time of Frederick I, all the land above the sea was dry and utilized. Frederick I decided to go farther. 
	The County of Holland decided to go farther than simply holding the sea back. They would push the North Sea outwards. In the first act of land reclamation, less than a square kilometer of the sea was blocked off by sea walls and dikes, and then systematically drained. Their attempt to claim more living space cost years’ worth of effort and funding. The Netherlands would grow over the centuries, one of the few countries to literally expand its boundaries.
	At the same time as Holland and Zeeland were expending so much effort to capture and reclaim small pieces of land from the sea, the rest of the Dutch people began to spread out across the globe. Colonies taken from the defunct Portuguese Empire were immediately exploited by enterprising Netherlanders. Sugar from the New World, spices from the Old, and an abundance of cash and food crops from North and South America soon began to flow into Amsterdam and other port cities.
	Not all commerce that flowed through the sea lanes was so beneficial. With the acquisition of Brazil and Angola, the blossoming Dutch Empire inherited one of humanity’s greatest banes; the trade in slaves. During the 17th Century, Amsterdam had the dishonor of being the biggest homeport of slavery in all of Europe. More slaver ships were registered in the city than its next two competitors combined, and more were registered to the United Provinces than any other European nation. The same Dutch people who fought forty-one years to secure their own freedom were quick to subjugate populations of other lands.
	In 1607, following the conquest of Brazil, merchants in Amsterdam formed the South Atlantic Company. The initial goal of this company was to ship massive amounts of the white gold known as sugar into Dutch ports. In the following year, the Staaten-Generaal granted the South Atlantic Company a twenty year monopoly on all trade to Brazil, along with the responsibility of administering the colonies of Brazil and Angola.
	An ocean apart, the two colonies did share a common thread. Though development of Angola did not switch to full gear until the 19th Century, its people were already victim to profit-seeking companies. The largest and most lucrative crop in Brazil at the time required an enormous amount of manpower to cultivate, harvest and process. Indentured servants from the Provinces, as well as other parts of Europe, served well on the farms and plantations of New Amsterdam, but did not fare harsh labor well in the tropical climates. Too many would-be colonists from northern Europe fell victim to the Brazilian jungles.
	The logic of the era dictated that the only people who could survive the jungle climes were men of the jungle. Most of the natives of coastal Brazil were already dead, or severely depleted due to European diseases. Like the Europeans had little defense to Jungle Fever, the Indians had even less to Small Pox. In events that repeated themselves across the New World, half the native population would perish during each outbreak.
	Portuguese plantations solved the problem by importing labor from the Portuguese possessions in West Africa. After the Treaty of Calais, most of those trading posts were taken by the English, which were used to supply their own American colonies with slaves. With the Dutch acquisition of Angola, the South Atlantic Company was more than happy to import laborers for Dutch plantations, and in turn to transport to sugar, and tobacco, and later cocoa, coffee and cotton back to Europe.
	The slave trade made the South Atlantic Company very wealthy and it eventually lead to its own downfall. The life of a Brazilian slave began in Africa. Like the Romans, Greeks and other ancient peoples, the tribes of Angola waged war upon each other and took captives as slave. After conquest and enslavement, the victorious tribe would march its captives to the coast. Most ended up in holding pens around the city of Luanda, which served as the South Atlantic Company’s Angolan hub. For untold hundreds of thousands of men and women, it was the first day of the rest of their lives. In exchange for selling their own brethren, the slavers would receive fabrics, iron tools, weapons and luxuries found nowhere in southern Africa during the 17th Century. In today’s world, it is simply unfathomable to trade one’s fellow man for a simply iron hatchet.
	To maximize profits, and with absolutely no consideration for their cargo, the Company crammed as many slaves into the cargo hold as possible, stacking them on bunks four levels high. Often there was just enough room for a slave to lie down. Sanitation was nonexistent in the holds, and food was just enough to keep the cargo alive. Slaves that refused to eat would have the gruel crammed down their throats. Each morning handlers would enter the foul holds, filled with the stench of corruption and death, to check on the cargo. Those who did not survive the night were thrown over the side of the ships into the waiting maws of trailing sharks. The dead were the lucky ones.
	For over a month the slaves would endure the inhuman conditions. Once in Brazil, the real horror began. Paraded before auctions, these humans were shown the same regard by potential owners as would cattle. They were poked and prodded, examined with almost medical precision. The men were mostly purchased and sent into a short life of misery in the cane fields. The female slaves face a different sort of misery, subject to the whims of their owners, or worse, to the whims of the overseers.
	The Dutch populace was blind to this suffering. Before the Enlightenment, it was doubtful that many of them would even care about suffering across the ocean. As long as their homes were filled with previous unknown luxuries from the New World and Far East, and their lives continued to be prosperous one, they were content with the status quo. As long as the people were content, the Second Chamber felt little motivation to change.
	A more pressing matter to the Staaten-Generaal was what to do with thousands of Portuguese colonists who already made their homes in Brazil. For the most part, the European population consisted of men who intermarried with the native population. It was a similar arrangement to the Spanish colonies, albeit not built on top of already existing civilizations. The Portuguese did not venture to Brazil to start over or raise families. They made the journey to grow rich and return to Portugal to live in luxury. The United Provinces, under the command of Governor-General van Bohr, the Count of Natal, left a sizable army in the colony.
	The question of how to deal with a hostile populace was on the top of the Natal’s list of concerns. This concern was a short lived one. In 1610, out of a total population of around one hundred thousand, thirty thousand of them were classified as white. Between 1610 and 1660, fifty thousand addition Europeans immigrated to Brazil, and of these only a fraction where Portuguese and those fled Portugal after the failed attempt in 1650s to break away from Spain. For the most part these newcomers were Dutch. They arrived to not only grow rich, but to settle the land and spread Dutch culture. They came to open shops, start farms and they brought with them all the comforts of home, ranging from dairy cattle to tulips.
	Northeastern Brazil had the strongest concentration of Portuguese. The cities of Recife and Pernambuco attracted displayed Netherlanders from the Catholic southern Provinces as well as English Catholics fleeing the mess known as 17th Century Britain. The city of Natal was the exception. Lutherans from Holland and Friesland migrated to the city in large enough numbers as to triple its population by 1650, and relegated the Portuguese to a distinct minority. With the coming of Dutch women to Brazil, many of the Portuguese intermarried with the Dutch and were subsequently assimilated.
	Not being content to live with either Lutheran or Catholic, the Calvinists of the Netherlands founded the city of Mauristadt in 1615, inland from the mouth of the Parnaiba River. The religiously dissatisfied Netherlanders eventually found their way to Mauristadt, as did a number of Germans fleeing religious warfare plaguing the lands east of the Rhein River as well as a few Protestants from France. Most of the Hugonauts settled along the southern coast of Brazil instead of joining their coreligionists in Mauristadt. The French Calvinists inundated the Portuguese settlers living around Guanabana Bay. 
	King Frederick expressed some concern to the number of foreigners settling in the area, especially since these people were original from states hostile to the United Provinces. Whether or not he was worried that they might try to secede from Brazil or start killing each other was his top worry remains unknown to this day. The Hugonauts went to great lengths to convince both King and Staaten-Generaal of their loyalty to the Netherlands, even going so far as to rename São Sebastião do Rio de Janeiro in honor of the king, Fredericksbourg.
	In 1609, Henry Hudson set sail for the New World in search for a short cut to the Indies under the contract of the VOC. Whomever could discover the fabled Northwest Passage would gain a decisive advantage in the spice trade. Sailing the Halve Maen (Half-moon) past Manhattan Island, what Hudson discovered was not a short cut across the continent, but rather many tribes of natives along with a wealth of fur. Hudson named the waterway the Mauritius River, in honor of the hero of the Forty Years’ War.
	Upon returning to Amsterdam, Hudson did not return with news of a passage, but rather a land wealthy in fur. At the time, beaver pelts were prized in Europe since the fur could be felted to make waterproof hats. In the followings, 1611 to 1614, expeditions surveyed and charted the region between the 38th and 45th Parallel. These expeditions entitled the charterers to a five year monopoly as per the rules set down by the Staaten-Generaal. Several trading posts were erected along the Mauritius River, the furthest inland being Fort Orange.
	For Amsterdam, established in 1615, quickly grew into the city of New Amsterdam. According to legend, the Dutch purchased Manhattan from the natives for sixty guilders worth of beads. At the mouth of the Mauritius River, there sat a normally ice-free harbor throughout the year. As well as hordes of trappers, the New Amsterdam Company opened up the island to settlers from back home. The first families arrived at Fort Amsterdam in 1624, followed by a second wave shortly after, bringing the population to six hundred twenty-seven by 1630.
	As with Brazil, New Amsterdam attracted a number of religious refugees. The first group scheduled to make the landing were Separatists from the Church of England. However, due to navigation errors and other events, the Separatists failed to make landfall at New Amsterdam, instead settling in the area of Massachusetts Bay. A second group of refugees came from across Europe to the United Provinces even before Dutch Independence. The religious toleration of the United Provinces where a welcome turn of fortune for tens of thousands of Jews. In 1837, one hundred seven Jews arrived in New Amsterdam with NAC passports, establishing the first Jewish community in the Americas at Haarlem.
	The early years of the colony were dominated by trade with the natives. As they did in Angola, the Dutch would trade common items from home for the goods they desired. In the case of North America, what resulted was not the enslavement of hundreds of thousands of people, but rather business led to the near extermination of the beaver throughout the region, followed by several species in the following decades. By 1626, the colonists elected their first governor, Peter Minuit. During the building of New Amsterdam, the Mohawk-Mohican War further north forced many of the settlers trying to make their living in the Mauritius Valley to flee to the more defensible city of New Amsterdam. With the threat of Indian attack looming over the horizon, the New Amsterdammers constructed a stone wall across the breadth of their island. The planners failed to take into account a growing population, and by the 1640s, settlers lived on both sides of the wall.
	By the same time, the beaver population along the Mauritius thinned to the point where it was no longer profitable. To replace the income lost by declining beaver populations, settlers constructed lumber mills on Governor’s Island. Wheat from Long Island and apples and pears from Nassau poured through the port of New Amsterdam. Though pelts might have stopped spilling across the ocean, which did not mean an end to commerce. In its place, New Amsterdam exported large surpluses of food to the Mother Country. The liberty provided by owning ones’ own land attracted thousands of settlers, from landless Dutch to German peasants, during the 1640s and 1650s. Before the first Anglo-Dutch War began, New Amsterdam had spread to encompass the lands between the Connecticut and Susquehanna River, bringing their borders into contact with Plymouth and Virginia.
	On the other side of the world, the first of the VOC ships arrived in Ceylon in the trailing days of the Forty Years’ War. Upon arrival, the Kandyan kings of Ceylon found themselves under the heels of the Portuguese, and their Jesuits. Portuguese advisors were strategically placed in the royal courts, Kandyan nobles were given Portuguese educations and the Jesuits were out in force. When VOC ships full of mercenaries and adventurers arrived in Kandy and proposed an alliance against the Portuguese to King Rajasinghe, what else could the King of Kandy do but agree. 
	With the decimation of the Portuguese Navy, Portuguese forces on the island of Ceylon were hard pressed to resist the Dutch and their native allies. Even before the Treaty of Calais was signed, the Portuguese were all but ejected from the island and the VOC had in its hand a treaty of trade with Kandy. The VOC annexed former Portuguese possessions on the island, including the port of Colombo, much to the disappointment of natives who wished to regain lost lands. Instead, they would have to settle for a foreign power that would not encroach any further on their lands or way of life.
	The treaty between the VOC and Kandy stated that in return for Dutch protection against foreign aggressors, Kandy would grant the VOC a trade monopoly on the island’s spice. As long as the spice flowed, the Dutch were utterly indifferent to the native’s culture and belief. To preserve the agreement, the VOC thwarted attempts by any Dutch missionaries to establish themselves on the island. Though the United Provinces lacked any official religion, it did not mean the private citizens abandoned their faith. Missions in the New World were a different issue, since those lands were considered uncivilized.
	When English ships attempted to trade with the Kandyans, the VOC captured the ships and imprisoned the crews. The VOC further strengthened its control over the cinnamon trade by waging war against the Kingdom of Jaffna, another state upon the island. Though the war was fought mostly with Kandyan soldiers, it was the VOC that benefited mostly. After a thirteen month siege of the city of Jaffna, the Company and Kingdom partitioned the realm. Lands acquired by the VOC were open to limited colonization by Netherlands. The colonists were under contract with to grow spices in high demand back home.
	Dutch plantations spread across Company lands between 1634 and 1645. By 1645, more than ten thousand Netherlanders called Ceylon home. For the most part, they peacefully coexisted with the Kandyans and subject natives. The VOC offered similar contracts to Kandyan subject, increasing the spice output even further. Unlike other VOC territories, the case of Ceylon was a true partnership between Europe and India.
	The natives preferred the Dutch far more than the Portuguese. Where Portugal came to impose its way, the Dutch were most interested in getting richer, a goal that easily crosses cultural boundaries, even the nominal Theravada population of Kandy. If anything, Dutch colonists adopted more aspects of Ceylonese culture than the Kandyans of Dutch. Ceylon did not see the same population spike in the wake of the German wars of religion as did Brazil or New Amsterdam, for the VOC was very picky about to whom it granted passports.
	From Colombo, the VOC not only administered its lands on Ceylon, but also the mainland Indian ports it took from Portugal. Chief among these trading ports was Goa. The Portuguese garrison in Goa held out until after the end of the Forty Years’ War, and only struck the colors after officials from Portugal delivered the treaty to Goa. Even after learning of what transpired in the Atlantic, the Portuguese continued to resist. The siege of Goa lasted until well into 1611, when the VOC brought in additional mercenaries from Ceylon, as well as other parts of India, to storm the city.
	Even after the VOC gained a monopoly over trade in southern India, Company colonists chose the island over the crowded subcontinent. During the 17th Century, more than seventy thousand Netherlanders would establish plantations on Ceylon as opposed to less than nine thousand who made their new homes on the mainland. It would not be until both the French and English were defeated in India during the next century that colonists would begin to move to India in any great numbers.
	The first permanent Dutch settlement in the East Indies was established while the war for independence still raged back home. Like most Europeans, what attracted the Dutch was not gold or silver, but the prospect of cinnamon and ginger. The VOC post was established at Banten, on the western coast of the island of Java. The VOC wasted little time in establishing trade and ruthlessly hunting down competition. In 1605, the VOC captured the Portuguese fort in the Moluccas. 
	By 1607, the VOC completely driven the Portuguese from the island of Sumatra, and virtually locked them out of the East Indies. With Brazil and its other possessions under attack, the Portuguese were hopelessly divide and easily conquered. With the signing of the Treaty of Calais, the Portuguese Empire was completely under Dutch control. In 1611, the VOC continued its expansion in the East Indies by establishing their presence in Jayakarta. Their new post allowed them to subvert the local princes to tote the VOC line.
	To enable more effective control of its East Asian affairs, the VOC created the office of Governor-General of the Indies. Along with the Governor-Generalship came the Council of the Indies, an advisory council that served to prevent the idea of personal empire from entering the Governor-General’s mind, and to constantly remind him that his loyalty was to the Company. To gain its monopoly and keep it, the VOC did more than simply subvert native rules. It fought a series of skirmishes with England’s own East India Company for the better part of a century. English attempts to subvert the chiefs and princes of Ambon to their camp were discovered. Some of the conspirators were VOC employees. These employees were brought up on charges of treason and executed. The VOC simply had the English agents killed outright. To the English, this episode was called the Amboyan Massacre.
	In 1619, the VOC appointed a ruthless and single-minded son of a Hoorn investor to the officer of Governor-General. Jan Pieterszoon Coen almost singlehandedly created the Dutch spice monopoly for all of the East Indies. In the same year he was appointed, the English and their native allies laid siege to the Dutch post at Jayakarta. On May 30, Coen arrived with 19 ships, saved the post and stormed the city. Atop the ruins, the VOC constructed the city of Batavia, named after the ancient tribe that once roamed the Low Countries. Batavia quickly became the center of the Indies spice trade and the VOC’s capital in the region.
	In response to English meddling on Banda, Coen ordered and invasion of the island in order to maintain the VOC’s monopoly on clove. Coen responded so heavy-handedly, that most of the natives ended up driven from the island. The natives were deported, starved out of their defenses or just plain killed to make way for Dutch plantation owners and their slave. Some of those slaves were hapless natives to the island, but a vast majority of them were imported across the Indian Ocean from the East African ports such as Sofala. Coen’s justification for the invasion was a claim that the English were attempting to subvert the island. During the tight competition between giant European companies, the locals tended to be ground under foot.
	Coen was more than a butcher; he was also a very able administrator. One of his plans for the East Indies was to bring in Netherlanders to colonize the island. The plan was struck by Company shareholders as cost prohibited. A more successful plan was a system of intra-Asian trade. Though Europe was starved for spices, the continent produced little that the natives desired. Aside from textiles, which the United Provinces produced in plenty, the natives would only accept silver or gold in trade. Japan was a known source of silver, but the Japanese had even less use for European goods save firearms. However, they did have a high demand for Chinese goods. In turn, China craved sandalwood, which the Dutch had readily available on dozens of islands. Sandalwood from the Indies arrived in China and was traded for Chinese goods, which in turn were shipped to VOC trading posts at Sasebo and Nagasaki, and the silver went back to the Indies to buy the spice. 
	The spice was, naturally, shipped back to Europe for a profit in far excess of the minor fortune Coen generated in this triangular trade. Java was never a popular destination for settlers during the 17th Century. Its tormenting heat, endemic diseases, and yearlong one-way voyage kept away all but the most determined merchants. The VOC asserted its ultimate control over the whole island by a series of trading posts along the coast. There was little reason to conquer the island when the Company could simply control the ports and market access to and from the island.
	Java was not the only island of interest in the Indies. The fabled Terra Australis was first spotted by William Janszoon in 1606. In 1616, Dirk Hartog sailed east from Cape of Good Hope via the Roaring Forties, a route that made the voyage to Java far quicker than hugging the coast of Africa and India, and became the first European to spot the coast of New Holland. It was a vast, empty land with no civilization and little in the way of native population. From the cursory voyages along the northern points and western coast of Australia, there appeared to be no great civilizations on the island-continent as well. The VOC was interested in trade, and a few shareholders wondered if an equivalent of the Incan Empire lay somewhere along the uncharted coasts. Several more expeditions were funded in hope of discovering a new, and wealthy, trading partner.
	The greatest expedition of the island-continent occurred in 1641-43, and was led by the legendary explorer Abel Tasman. Not much is known about his early life, and in fact the exact date in 1603, when he was born is unknown. What is known is that he was born in the Province of Ommelanden, and that he was in the employ of the VOC since 1631. In 1641, he began the first circumnavigation of Australia by leaving the island of Mauritius and riding the Roaring Forties to the southwestern coast of New Holland.
	Upon reaching the southern lands, his ship sailed into Shark’s Bay where Tasman and his crew set out in search of food, water and profit. He sought signs of civilization, or at least a people with the Dutch could trade. After a three day trek inland, he encountered his first group of natives. Unlike the peoples of the East Indies, he viewed the natives as wild as the animals that roamed the land. They were a Stone Age tribe of nomads, lacking even basic agriculture. The natives had nothing of interest to trade, though they were fascinated by the metal tools of the expedition.
	The voyage around Australia continued in January. The journey along the southern coast of the continent was a mostly uneventful affair. Tasman stopped at multiple locations in search of natives. The VOC would be most displeased to learn this large southern land had no opportunities for trade. In May, he crossed the Tasman Sea and discovered an island that shares his name; Tasman Island. The island was a far greener place than most of New Holland. As with the mainland, he made contact with the natives, and discovered they lacked anything worth trading. Unfortunately, such an isolated people lacked the immunity defenses of the Javans. By the time a further European expedition arrived, the natives that Tasman discovered were all but gone. Only the low population density prevented disease from spreading to other bands.
	Sailing north, Tasman discovered the Great Barrier Reef, and his ship wrecked in October. Tasman was forced to spend three months in Queensland, near modern day Brisbane, to make repairs. Abundant trees provided a source of lumber, though the native trees were less than ideal. Twenty percent of his crew succumbed to tropical diseases as well as venomous fauna during the stay in Queensland. Two of his men were lost to crocodile attacks while Tasman charted part of the Brisbane River, forcing him to turn back after only venturing thirty-three kilometers.
	Tasman returned to Batavia in March of 1643, delivering his findings to a disappointed VOC crowd. His description of the native, as well as the native fauna, was a hit with many people back in the United Provinces. However, it was more important to impress those who fund voyages, and tales of an upright hopping animal with a pouch in its belly did not impress. Tasman made two more journeys to the continent between 1646 and 1656, discovering New Zeeland during his second expedition with its hostile natives and the remains of giant birds, and sailing as far as Fiji and Samoa during his third. Further expeditions by Maarten Houfmann and Willem de Vlamingh gave the VOC reliable maps of the Australian coast, but still not trade opportunities. The VOC lost interest in the continent, and the first Netherlands to colonize the land would not be Company men.
	The first Europeans to land on Formosa did so in 1624, on the sandy Tayouan Peninsula. It was here that the VOC constructed its first trading post on the island. The Company planned to us it to strengthen their trade in China and with Japan. The Japanese in particular; the hide of the Sitka Deer was sought after by samurai for use in constructing their armor. The VOC paid natives for the deer hides and sold them to the Japanese warlords for silver, adding to the Oriental trade triangle. VOC operations on the island expanded with the establishment of Fort Zeelandia in 1635. Even before the expansion, the VOC say its operation on the island and with China important enough to warrant appointing a governor-general in 1627, with one Gerald de With who held the office until 1636. VOC control over the island was not uncontested; during the 1630s, the Spanish attempted to establish trading posts and missions on the island with no success. VOC soldiers would find these posts and burn them to the ground after slaughtering the competition.
	Twenty years after first establishing themselves on Formosa, the VOC soon found the Sitka Deer population in decline, and was forced to pay the natives more for each hide. To offset the dwindling hide trade, the Company introduced both sugar cane and mulberry trees to the island. The latter they obtained from China, along with laborers and some unique Chinese tools. The seed drill, known in China for centuries, it was still a novelty in Europe. The Dutch discovered that it increased the yield of crops over the tradition casting of seeds method. Though it spread over Dutch plantations on Formosa quickly, it took longer for the device to catch on in other colonies. Anything that could improve profits that the VOC discovered, it employed. Company holdings from the Cape to Formosa put the seed drill to use by the end of the 17th Century.
	Dutch settlers arrived in 1644, numbering only one hundred employees, and each was granted a parcel of land to cultivate both sugar and mulberry. The mulberry tree itself was of no use to the Dutch, but the silk worm thrived on the leaves, giving the VOC another valuable commodity to sell on European markets. Laborers were brought over from China to work these plantations, as well as rice patties and wheat fields to help feed the workers and colonists. Even some silk specialists were lured away from their ancestral land by lucrative contracts.
	Not all the locals were so pleased by the Dutch presence on the island. Pirates plied the China Sea for centuries, and in 1641, they made the mistake of preying upon a VOC ship. Over the next three years, and at great expense, the VOC navy combed the Sparely Islands and rooted out all the pirate nests they could find. The smart pirates packed up and relocated to find prey that lacked the VOC’s relentlessness. Estimates to just how many pirates were killed between 1641 and 1644, range upwards towards thirty thousand. Even the native Formosans were not always as cooperative as the Company would like. Opposition to Dutch attempts to unify the tribes of the island under their rule lead to a punitive expedition against Bakloan and Mattau, near Tayouan, which ended in the destruction of both villages.
	Finding they effectively governing the island, the VOC levied a head tax on all natives over the age of five. Having never paid taxes before the arrival of the Dutch, the natives naturally resented this new burden. The Company used the revenue generated by the taxes to finance the building of roads, harbors and generally improving the island’s nonexistent infrastructure. Tax revenue also funded Company schools, where the natives were taught to speak and read Dutch.
	The largest threat to VOC rule over the island came in 1660, when Ming Loyalist, Koxinga, lead an army on four hundred ships to invade the island. Thousands of soldiers began a lengthy siege of Fort Zeelandia. Defending the city was Governor-General Frederick Coyett, several hundred Company men along with a thousand natives. Such a threat was Koxinga, that VOC forcers were drawn from Java and even Ceylon to combat the Ming. From Ceylon, the King of Kandy sent four thousand soldiers to aid his allies in their fight. The siege was lifted only when reinforcements from Java and Ceylon landed. For two years, the VOC fought Koxinga for control of the island. The war ended when the general was finally cornered on Formosa’s western coast, where he fell into Dutch hands. Koxinga, as well as other survivors of his army, were executed shortly afterwards.
	Dutch culture influenced the natives, but native cultures from across the blossoming Dutch Empire influence the United Provinces. The VOC valued merit above all else, including sectarian or racial origins. The VOC hired sailors from their colonies, sometimes for lifelong employment, or just for the voyage to the next port. Over the course of three decades, from the 1650s to 1680s, Buddhist monks from Ceylon worked their way across VOC controlled lands, and beyond. The first Buddhist temple was constructed in Amsterdam in 1679. Despite a century’s worth of secular tradition, the religions of the United Provinces were suspicious of this unknown faith in their lands. Since the monks displayed no missionary zeal, they were tolerated by the Netherlanders. Oddly enough, the Theravada monks had lengthy dialogs from their Catholic counterparts. These contacts seldom had religious value and often centered on trading regional histories and classical literature. Only a few monasteries would exist in Europe before the 20th Century, ranging from a fjord in Norway to the mountains of Sardinia.
	Hainan was the last of the VOC’s “big four” possession (the other three being Ceylon, Java and Formosa) to be colonized. The VOC captured the island partly in response to the Ming invasion a few years earlier, and partly as an opportunistic land grab in the wake of the Manchu invasion of China in 1664. Unlike the Ming, the Qing Dynasty had little in the way of overseas ambitions. After half-a-century in the Orient, the VOC had the leverage to cut off trade between China and the outside world. In a brief war following the invasion of Formosa and the fall of the Ming (so brief that it was fought and won before word of it happened even reached the United Provinces), the VOC forced the Qing to cede the island of Hainan, and grant the Dutch trade concessions, such as a monopoly on tea exports. This was partly a strictly business venture, and partly a slap in the face to the English following the humiliating peace of the First Anglo-Dutch War. Since England restricted trade to English ports to English ships, the VOC wished them the very best of luck in finding a new source of tea.
	Hainan was used as the VOC’s primary trading center in the South China Sea, where commerce between the island, southern China and Vietnam was moderately prosperous. Colonists from the Provinces arrived on the island just as the Second Anglo-Dutch War erupted. These colonists, like those on the other three of the Big Four, were interested in making their fortune on plantation. Like many other holdings, the Dutch first established sugar plantations. Those colonists under contract with the VOC were order to cease and desist. The Company had an interest in keeping the price of sugar, and the profits it reaped, high and thus tried to limit the supplies to a point where they could supply just enough of the white gold to keep its price from rocketing to a rich-man’s-only luxury.
	Instead, the Company ordered tea to be planted in great quantities, overseen by Dutch colonists and worked by Chinese laborer. Unlike the operations on the other side of the world, there were no slaves involved on Hainan. In fact, the pay the VOC offered the common laborers exceeded their limited income under the Qing by such a wide margin, that it caused a flood of immigrants to wash ashore. The VOC was not equipped to fight another war with China while it fought the English, and was forced to negotiate a new treaty with the Qing, establishing a tight quota on the labor supply.
	Following the conclusion of the Second Anglo-Dutch War, the VOC had a stranglehold on the tea market. After losing the war, the English were forced to purchase most of its tea from their former enemies and now allies. This arrangement continued until the English began to operate their own tea plantations out of the Philippines. By the start of the 18th Century, the VOC expanded its operations on Hainan beyond tea production and into silk, and even mining. Deposits of silver discovered on the island were tapped by the Company and used to further finance the VOC’s expansion in the East Indies. Though there was ample room for colonization, most Netherlanders preferred Ceylon, followed by Java, then Formosa over this fourth island.
	The tactics that the VOC used to keep on top of their business varied during the 17th and 18th Centuries. Their size permitted them to simply undercut their smaller competition by paying more for spices in the East and sell it for less at home. Though they wanted to maximize profits, the amount generated on sheer bulk was more than enough to keep the shareholders happy. Undercutting was a tactic reserved for independent traders of their own countrymen. 
	The VOC was almost a country in its own rights. Along with signing its own treaties, the Company minted its own coin, and leant it to smaller parties. Sultans in the East Indies soon found themselves deeply indebted to the VOC, granting the Company more influence and control over their small states. In Europe, many of the smaller nations and states were forced to rely upon the VOC for any products from the Orient. Back home, the VOC bankrolled many members of the Second Chamber, and flat out bribed several lords and Stadtholders in the First Chamber, insuring the VOC’s trade monopoly was continuously extended.
	As stated, their biggest threat came from other national monopolies. To battle these, the VOC and its navy took control over trade lane. Instead of price manipulation, which worked well against small competition, the VOC took a more direct approach to these large companies, preferring to simply sink the competition’s ships on sight. The Company managed to keep complete control over the eastward current in the Indian Ocean around forty degrees south. This current took ships from the Cape to Australia, bypassing the monsoon dependent currents further north. The route was one of the Company’s closest held secret, and allowed year round trading across the Indian Ocean. It also allowed Company ships to avoid competition by sailing across empty ocean.
	With control over a large portion of trade between Europe and the outside world, the United Provinces were soon on the rise. Their army was still no match for the full might of other European states, their chief concern being France, but their wealth gave them great influence over Europeans courts. The Netherlands preferred to expand through trade and commerce instead of brute force. During the course of the 1640s, King Frederick opened negotiations with Christian IV of Denmark-Norway.
	A treaty of alliance was signed between the United Provinces and Denmark-Norway. Sweden became a growing concern of King Frederick during the last years of his life. By allying with the Danes, he hoped to contain their expansion. Though the Swedish Army was mighty, its navy was no match for the Dutch. Just weeks before the death of the king, his only son, William, married the daughter of the Danish king, Christina of Denmark. Following the wedding, in August of 1647, Frederick died. He is remembered as the hardest working of the Dutch monarchs, often starting his day before sunrise and ending it well after sunset.
	When asked what name he would use, William chose his own upon ascending to the throne. The reign of William I was too short to allow him to distinguish himself from his uncle and from his father. In 1650, a smallpox outbreak swept across the Netherlands, eventually working its way into the heart of The Hague. William I died of smallpox only one week before the birth of his son, who would be the only Dutch king to be crowned while still in the womb.
	The United Provinces were not the only nation to be struck by the epidemic. Smallpox infected many capitals, including Kopenhagen. Prince Frederick succumbed to the virus. The fate of Prince George was not so clear cut. He did die during the epidemic, but nationalists groups in Denmark have insisted for centuries that he was murdered by Dutch assassins who used the epidemic as cover. Whether true or not, it left Denmark-Norway with a potential succession crisis. Along with the deaths by disease, Christian IV’s oldest son, also named Christian, was killed during a war with Sweden. According to Danish law of succession, the crown would fall upon Christian IV’s only grandson, the infant Willem van Oranje. Upon the death of the King, Willem was crowned William I of Denmark-Norway, along with William II of the Untied Provinces, bring the two nations into personal union with Christina as regent.

III) An Anglo-Dutch Affair
(1652-1689)
	Many princes are destined to become kings before they are born; few actually obtain the title before birth. Such was the case with King William II, though he was not called such until his coronation some fifteen years later. Throughout his life, William II would be the Dutch monarch most closely tied with England. Two wars would be waged against their neighbor across the sea followed by an alliance through marriage.
	Princess Christina, regent from 1650 to 1665, died when William was a mere fifteen years of age. Much debate raged in the Staaten-Generaal as what to do next. Was William still too young to take the throne? There were suggestions that another regent be appointed, but after much squabbling in the First Chamber, nobody could decide just who was worthy enough to be the Stadtholder of the entire United Provinces. Christina filled the role for two reasons; 1) she was his mother, and 2) she was already proclaimed the Queen of Denmark-Norway.
	In the end, it was the inheritance of Denmark-Norway that decided the situation. No Dane would accept a Netherlander as regent. With the death of their Queen Christina, the path for William to take the Danish throne and become William I of Denmark-Norway was clear and open. Though they believed him to be too young, the Staaten-Generaal would not see their king crowned in a foreign land before he was crowned by the Bishop of Liege, though technically he was king since the day of his birth. To mollify the age faction, the First Chamber decided it would act as William’s advisors, offering guidance to steer him away from any foolish act. Thus as King William II or the United Provinces of the Netherlands and of Denmark-Norway, his first act would be to wage war upon the English.
	In the second year of William’s reign, thirteen years before his mother and regent’s death, Portugal declared independence from Spain. For eighty years, both Portugal and Spain shared the same king, and following their defeat during the Forty Years’ War, Spain pressed for full political union. Without its vast colonial holdings or the wealth of the spice trade, Portugal was powerless to prevent annexation. It was not until after the Religious Wars in Germany resulted in another resounding defeat did the Portuguese make their move. As soon as those wars ended, Portuguese nobles placed Joao IV upon the throne in Lisbon.
	Portugal was not looking just to regain its status among the brotherhood of nations, but to reclaim its once glorious empire as well. Even if they defeated the Spanish, Portugal was no match for the Dutch Navy. In fact, the VOC’s private navy held nearly twice as many ships as did Portugal’s fleet. In decades past, Portugal held an alliance with England, and upon reclaiming his throne, Joao IV reactivated the alliance. It was Portugal’s hope that the English Navy could defeat the Dutch, and allow them to regain, at the very least, Brazil. After more than forty years of Dutch rule and colonization, Brazil’s European population of seventy thousand was either Netherlanders or religious refugees that owed their loyalty to The Hague. Portuguese attempts to impose religious conformity upon the spiritually polyglot colony would result in upheavals as violent as those in the Holy Roman Empire.
	One might ask what exactly would the English have to gain by honoring the old treaty. In 1649, the English had their own problems to contend with, and did not join Portugal when it declared war upon the United Provinces. Oliver Cromwell’s new Commonwealth had no interest in Iberian problems. However, it did have interest in overseas expansion, either colonial or commercial. Though Puritan England would not shed one drop of blood for Catholics, it would not mind added Brazil to its own domain.
	Portuguese ambitions were not to be. By 1653, the Spanish all but crushed the rebellion, forcing Joao into exile, and eliminating any Portuguese noble who was not quick enough to join him. Ironically, by the time of the last Portuguese flight, the Dutch and English were already at war with each other, alliance or not. Never again would the Portuguese flag fly over the Iberian Peninsula. Many Portuguese, nobles included, fled into exile across the Atlantic, taking up refuge with their former enemies in Brazil. Most of the refugees settled around Recife and Pernambuco, in the nominally Catholic north.
	By the middle of the 17th Century, the United Provinces possess the largest trading fleet in Europe, with more merchantmen than many other states combined. Their maritime-based economy gave them a dominate position in Europe. France could invade, and would do so on more than one occasion, but the United Provinces could close borders, seal trade and strangle the economy of any enemy. They profited greatly from the spice trade, as well as their vast colonial holdings. Moreover, because of the civil war in England, the Dutch were gaining significant influence over England’s North American colonies.
	With Oliver Cromwell and his Commonwealth victorious, England’s Royal Navy was a force on the rise. During the English Civil War, the United Provinces nominally supported Charles I and the Royalists, and were quick in condemning the regicide. It is ironic for a state that once considered a kingless path to react so vehemently against those who killed their king. Unlike other monarchs, the Dutch King was anointed by the Staaten-Generaal and not by God. Despite the act, following the death of William I, the Staaten-Generaal recognized the English Commonwealth. The fact that it was the Staaten-Generaal and not the infant king who recognized the change in regime only encouraged overturns of unification between Parliament and Staaten-Generaal. In January of 1651, two hundred delegates from England arrived in The Hague to negotiate.
	As far as the Dutch were concerned, there was nothing to negotiate. Decades prior to the delegation’s arrival, the Dutch declared that never again would they be ruled from a foreign capital. The English were quite upset upon learning that the Dutch had no intention on any sort of political union. Cromwell’s government was further crossed by the United Provinces’ refusal to expel any of the Royalists who took up refuge in the Netherlands or its colonies. The delegation left in June, rather disappointed. They reported the Dutch as untrustworthy as well as a threat to English security. The fact that the United Provinces had little interest in the overgrown island off its shore never crossed in the English equation. Why would they wish to invade a place that was home to such atrocious sounding names such as York when they could stay comfortably in a city with an elegant and classy name, such as Amsterdam?
	Continuing troubles with the Royalists, and French support thereof, prompted England’s parliament to issue letters of reprisal against the French ships and French goods on any neutral ships. The United Provinces might not intervene in civil wars or religious wars, but it most certainly would wage war when its trade interests were threatened, and most of these neutral ships happened to be Dutch. To further antagonize the Dutch, Parliament passed the Navigation Acts in October of 1651.
	For the Dutch, the Navigation Acts were little more than a declaration of war. It ordered that only English ships, or ships from the originating country, could ship goods to England, thus eliminating any middleman. For the consumers of England and Scotland, the lowered costs would be a boon, but the measure was almost exclusively aimed at the trade-orientated Dutch. England decided that the Dutch already had too much trade and decided to carve out its own share. Carve it out they did. Many privateers and ships of the English Navy used the Acts as pretext to seize Dutch ships. The English went even as far as to demand that all ships in the English Channel and North Sea dip their flags in salute of English ships. It was one too many insults for the Netherlanders to tolerate.
	May 29, 1652, English General-at-Sea Robert Blake commanded a fleet that encountered a Dutch fleet commanded by Lieutenant-Admiral Maarten Tromp. As per Parliamentary demands, Blake waited for the Dutch to dip their flags in salute. When Tromp did not comply swiftly enough to satisfy Blake, the English ships opened fire, starting the brief Battle of Goodwin Sands. Tromp managed to escort his convoy to safety, but lost two ships in the preceding battle. It was a most inauspicious start to a war.
	Born in Den Briel in 1598, Maarten Tromp was the son of an officer in the fledgling Dutch Navy. At the age of nine, Tromp went to sea with his father near Guiana, and was present at the Battle of Gibraltar. Tromp was captured twice; once when pirates killed his father at the age of twelve, and again when he was twenty-two, this time by Corsairs of the Barbary Coast. Both times Tromp was sold into slavery in Arab markets. The first time he was freed out of pity. The second time he impressed the Bey of Tunis greatly with his maritime skills, so much so that the Bey offered him a position in his fleet. Tromp served for two years in Bey’s fleet, before being released and returning home. 
	His time in bondage made Tromp one of the early opponents to the slave trade, though it would not be for many decades after his death that the slave trade would end. Between his times in slavery, he supported his mother and sisters by laboring in the Rotterdam shipyards. In 1623, Tromp was commissioned into the Dutch Navy as a lieutenant. He spent much of his tenor battling pirates off the North African coast. He rose through the ranks, achieving Admiral by 1637, when Lieutenant-Admiral van Dorp was removed for incompetence. His first years as Admiral were spent blockading Dunkirk and combating a resurgence of pirates plaguing Dover Strait.
	On July 10, 1652, England formally declared war on the United Provinces. In the opening months of war, the English targeted Dutch merchant ships. Any ship sailing alone would not stand a chance in a fight, and seldom were swift enough to elude privateers. Tromp gathered a fleet of ninety-six ships to do battle with the English privateers. At the Battle of the Kentish Knock, the Dutch attacked the English fleet near the mouth of the Thames, but were beaten back with the loos of too many men. The loss was a minor setback for the Dutch, but the English perceived that the Dutch were nearing defeat, so diverted twenty of their warships to the Mediterranean. The division of forces led to the English defeat by Tromp during the Battle of Dungeness.
	In February 1653, the English were ready to challenge the Dutch again. In one of the turning points in the First Anglo-Dutch War, the English defeated the Dutch during a three day battles and temporarily drove them from the English Channel. For the first time since independence, the United Provinces were not the dominant naval power in European waters. The defeat made it clear to the Staaten-Generaal that they were not invincible. By March 1653, the Dutch sent delegates to London on a peace feeler mission. After such resounding victories, the English Parliament was no longer motivated for a peaceful solution. Why negotiate when they could simply conquer? Their desires at conquest were stillborn in the First Anglo-Dutch War. With the exception of an invasion of Long Island by colonial militia from Massachusetts, land battles factored little into the war.
	In June, the English were yet again victorious at sea. Following the two day long Battle of the Gabbard, England pushed the Dutch out of the North Sea. With both North Sea and the English Channel closed to Dutch commerce, the United Provinces found themselves cut off from their colonies, as well as their valued trade. Following the battle, England set up a blockade of the Netherlands, a land that was increasingly dependent upon agricultural imports.
	With trade disrupted, the Dutch economy collapsing, unemployment climbing, and famine beginning to rear its ugly head for the first time in decades, The Hague sent out more delegates, growing desperate for a peaceful solution. For a second time, London turned away the delegates. By this point in the war Cromwell was more interested in punishing the Netherlands than in concluding the war. With little choice, the already battered Dutch fleet was forced to attempt a breaking of the blockade.
	After their conquest of the North Sea, the English set up a blockade of one hundred twenty ships under the command of General-at-Sea George Monck. Any Dutch merchantman that attempted to slip past the blockade was captured, its crew imprisoned and its cargo confiscated. In a way, Monck turned out to be one of the most successful pirates in Dutch history. No other pirate lord escaped justice with such impunity. Naturally, England permitted its naval crews to keep a large portion of all captured booty.
	On August 3, Admiral Tromp put to sea in the Brederode with a fleet of one hundred ships at the island of Texel, where another twenty-seven ships under the command of Witte de Withe were trapped by the English. Once the English spotted Tromp’s fleet, they turned their attention away from de Withe, allowing his ships to escape and later join Tromp. On August 10, the English fleet engaged the combined Dutch fleet off Scheveningen. The battle was short, but fierce, with each fleet moving through each other four times, inflicted much damage. Of the thousands of sailors to die that day, Maarten Tromp was among the casualties. Tromp was killed early in the battle, reportedly by a sharpshooter in the rigging of William Penn’s ship. His death was kept secret from the sailors, over fears of demoralization. Morale aside, by the afternoon, the Dutch lost twelve ships and many more were simply too damaged to offer resistance or escape.
	In the end, morale broke anyway and a large group of ships, all under the command of impressed merchant captains, broke formation and fled north. De Withe attempted to assert order and rally the remaining ships, but to no avail. He was limited to covering their retreat to as far as Texel. However, damage was not one-sided. The English too suffered many casualties, as well as lost ships to damage. So many, that the English were forced to lift the blockade and return to England for repairs.
	Scheveningen was a battle that both sides could honestly claim victory. To the English went the tactical victory; they defeated the Dutch fleet and inflicted more damage than they received, including slaying one of the United Provinces’ greatest admirals. However, the strategic victory goes to the Dutch. The United Provinces sought to break the blockade that was slowly strangling their nation. No matter which side deserves the greater victory, it was the last great naval battle of the First Anglo-Dutch War.
	Over the course of the war, Oliver Cromwell continued to call for political union between the Provinces, or more precisely the Protestant North. What he failed to understand were that a great many of those Protestants were Calvinists, who were just as suspicious of the Anglican Church as they were the one in Rome. At least with the Southern Provinces, the Calvinists were dealing with fellow Netherlanders, misguided Netherlanders in their opinion, but still their own countrymen. Cromwell never fully understood the nature of Dutch nationalism.
	Cromwell set down a peace proposal of twenty-seven articles, two of which were unacceptable to the United Provinces; one calling for the English Royalists to be expelled from the Netherlands, and another calling for the end of the personal union with Denmark-Norway. The Danes barely even played a role in the war. What Cromwell failed to understand, a failing to understand he exercised often when it came to Dutch affairs, was that the Dutch king was four years old, and that no four year old would give up anything in his possession. The English were forced to withdraw the two articles, and in April 1654, the Staaten-Generaal accepted the peace proposal. On May 8, 1654, the Treaty of Westminster was signed.
	It was truly and inconclusive victory, where the English managed to gain little aside from forcing the Netherlands to abide by the Navigation Acts. However, peace or not, the commercial rivalry between the two nations was not resolved, and hostilities continued between colonial companies based on both sides of the North Sea. The East Indies were still highly contested, with the Dutch based in Batavia and the English out of Manila. The Humiliation caused by the Treaty of Westminster, with the Navigation Acts still in place, fueled the bitterness of the Dutch people. There would be peace, for now, but because of no decisive victor, a second was between the Dutch and English was in the making.
	As soon as the ink on the peace treaty began to dry, the Dutch began an aggressive ship building program. The Staaten-Generaal was well informed about the battles at sea, and decided that the lack of ships-of-the-line was a key factor in the United Provinces failing to achieve victory. Furthermore, their reliance upon modified commercial vessels for fighting proved somewhat of a weakness, as was the conscription of merchant captains and crews. The Dutch learned hard lessons, and learned them well. Over the following decade, leading up to a second war, the United Provinces built more than a hundred ships dedicated exclusively to the art of war.
	Before the war, Dutch warships were little more than merchant ships overhauled and heavily armed, and susceptible to far more damage than English warships. Inexperienced merchant captains also proved to be the weak link in the Dutch lines. Between 1655 and 1665, tens of thousands of sailors passed through the naval academies in Amsterdam, Rotterdam and Antwerp, where a strict discipline and respect of the chain of command was impressed upon them. A professional navy would be the key to future victories and prosperity.
	Though the United Provinces were not the first nation to learn than an untrained militia could prove more a liability than a benefit, the Staaten-Generaal held great debates over the issue of a full-time, and much expanded, navy. It was not the question of whether or not it should be, for no lord or Stadtholder argued the issue, neither did any electorate. What was the issue was just who was going to pay for this navy. Regent Christina proposed that the Provinces share the cost evenly. The Duke of Luxembourg made a counter-proposal for the bulk of the expense to go towards the coastal Provinces. After all, why should Luxembourg, Limbourg or Liege pay the same price as Holland, Zeeland or Flanders for something that would never touch their own soil?
	The argument was short-sighted, and did not last long. When the Duke of Luxembourg poised his question before the First Chamber, the Count Hermann of Zeeland replied with a question of his own; how well would Luxembourgers fair without the commerce that flowed through Zeeland’s ports? More pressing than Zeeland’s question was the issue of honor. The loss to the English was the greatest humiliation the Dutch had ever faced. A reckoning with London was over the horizon, and The Hague must be prepared.
	The Staaten-General was not the only victim of humiliation. Thousands of sailors, once believing that Dutch mariners were the best in the world, burned with fury by the disgrace inflicted upon them and burned for vengeance. The shame spread across all aspects of Netherlander society, to a point that the people were even willing to pay higher taxes to fund a navy and avenge the national honor. Many sailors swore that they would do just that. One such officer, a veteran of the war, would rise to leadership and become the most celebrated admiral in Dutch history.
	Michel de Ruyter was born in 1607, in the waning days of the Forty Years’ War.  Like with so many renowned persons of early United Province history, little is known about his early life, except that he started his life as a sailor at the age of eleven. Such early starts to lifelong careers were far from uncommon in the 17th Century. Only today, when one must attend higher education for the better part of a decade to obtain something that was once apprenticed dose such a young start seem odd, or even prodigy-like.
	The name de Ruyter came from the Dutch word “Ruyter”, which more-or-less translates into “to raid”. De Ruyter earned his name during his tenor as a privateer, and later while hunting down pirates. During the First Anglo-Dutch War, de Ruyter rapidly ascended through the ranks towards admiralty. He commanded a small reserve fleet at the Battle of Plymouth, winning the battle against English Admiral Ayscue, a raider of Dutch Merchantmen.
	A year before the outbreak of a second war, de Ruyter clashed with the English off the West African coast. One of the articles of the peace treaty included dipping the flag in salute, an article that de Ruyter often ignored. Like many sailors, he never forgave the insults postulated in the treaty. Like many, he spent ten years preparing for revenge. De Ruyter continued his raids, expanding his territory into the Caribbean. In April 1665, he hit Barbados, followed up by a large scale raid on the pirate den known as Port Royale, Jamaica.
	March 4, 1665, a state of war was officially declared between the United Provinces and England. The two were evenly matched once various considerations, such as population, strategic disposition and naval strength were taken into account. Though England boasted twice the population of the United Provinces, the majority of those fell into the category of peasants. The Dutch offset this population imbalance with a large middle class population. Another factor was the end of Cromwell’s Commonwealth, as by 1660, the Stuarts were restored to the thrones of England and Scotland. Only a few years later, William II took the throne of the United Provinces. At fifteen, William might lack the life experience of Charles, but the hunger to avenge the wrongs against his people more than made up for it.
	The first encounter between English and Dutch fleets occurred during the Battle of Lowestoft, on June 13, though the resounding defeat was one of the worst defeats in Dutch naval history, perhaps second only to the Battle of the Java Sea centuries later, England failed to capitalize on their own momentum. English victories back home were counted by Dutch victories in the Americas, including the capture of New Haven.
	On June 11, 1666, one hundred fifty ships from the English and Dutch navies met near North Foreland for one of the longer battles in naval history. Eighty-four ships under the command of de Ruyter faced off against seventy-nine ships commanded by Monck. The English were under the impression that a French fleet would soon join the Dutch, and acted first to split the forces. The rumor of French intervention prompted Monck to send a squadron of ship[s to defend the Strait of Dover.
	As a result, the Dutch greatly outnumbered the English, yet de Ruyter could not bring the battle to a speedy resolution. At the first encounter between the two navies, Monck targeted the Dutch ships anchored near Dunkirk, under the command of Admiral Cornelis Tromp, the son of Maarten, hoping to cripple his force and even the odds. Monck tried to force his enemy onto the hazardous Flemish Shoals. The Dutch center, commanded by de Ruyter, arrived in time to prevent the younger Tromp’s ships from being knocked completely out of action.
	Once the Dutch forces formed up, minus a few mishaps of inexperienced commanders colliding their ships with their neighbors, the English brought out a weapon of which the Dutch were unaware. They fired hollow brass shells filled with highly combustible materials. The shots were devastating to the Dutch, and only the limited number of rounds prevented the English from inflicting more damage. Production of the shells in great numbers proved cost prohibited.
	Monck retreated on the first night, but the ships of Admiral Harmam drifted into the Dutch lines and were suddenly set ablaze. It was a tactic that dated back to the battles against the Spanish Armada, but did not break the Dutch the same way it had Spain. On the morning of the second day, Monck attempted to destroy the Dutch by a direct attack. After all, the Dutch were scattered when beaten during the previous war, so why should the tactic not work again? Monck would prove most disappointed.
	De Ruyter preempted Monck before the English could launch their attack by crossing the English line and dealing severe damage to several ships. After a first pass, the red flag was raised, signaling an all-out attack by the Dutch. The ensuing melee caused much devastation between the two fleets. Tromp was forced to transfer his flag three times due to damage by his own overzealous attacks. De Ruyter held such an advantage in ships that he could send undamaged ships to escort both damaged Dutch ships and captured English ones back to port.
	During the second night and most of the third day, the English retreated westward with the Dutch in pursuit. Unlike at Scheveningen, the Dutch captains held rank and their ships held formation. Several English ships were cut off from retreat, and forced to surrender or be sunk. A few chose one final act of defiance before the Dutch onslaught, but a majority of the isolated pocket struck their flags. English Admiral Ayscue was forced to surrender to Tromp when some of his men, believing the fight was lost, struck the ship’s flag. Once the flag was down, he could have ordered it returned, but such a gesture would not have amused the Dutch. Such games were often met with the crew playing them being put to the sword. Worse still, it would be a stain upon Ayscue’s honor to go back on his word, even if it were truly not his own word. It was the first and last time that an English Admiral was captured at sea.
	Where the third day was hailed as the biggest disaster in English naval history, the fourth day could only be worse. Several ships joined Monck, with fresh sailors and a hold full of ammunition. But these few newcomers were not enough to turn the tide of battle, even with many of de Ruyter’s ships engaged in securing English captive. The English ships that took part in the whole of the Four Days’ Battle were already out of powder, and a few new ships would do little to change their shortcoming. Oddly, it was not poor planning on the English’s part, but rather the skill of their gunners that caused them to run dry. English gunners proved far more efficient in firing than their Dutch counterparts that they managed to fire off all their shots before the Dutch. Sometimes he who fires faster wins, and sometimes he merely runs out of ammunition before his foe.
	The English continued their retreat for the rest of the fourth day, leaving stragglers to their fate as Dutch marines boarded and captured the vessels. These prizes would be returned to Dutch ports, repaired, and added to the Dutch navy. De Ruyter was forced to call off the pursuit once the English retreated into a fog bank. He would not press his luck and end up snatching defeat from the jaws of victory. Though many historians would call the Four Days’ Battle inconclusive, it is certain that after the battle that the English had little chance of forcing their peace upon the United Provinces.
	August 5, saw the English and Dutch navies clashing once again, this time near North Foreland, and with the English outnumbering the Dutch by one ship. That single ship made it possible for the English to secure a victory. It was not a decisive victory to turn the tide of the war, but it was enough to prevent de Ruyter from landing Dutch Marines on English shores, at least for the time being. That was de Ruyter’s intention, to land and destroy English ships while they were under repair in the docks.
	The English discovered the Dutch sailing into position and engaged them before the Dutch could form ranks. The English scattered many of the Dutch ships, sailing out of fog banks like so many infernal banshees. The surprise was enough to stop the Dutch. For most of the day, the two fleets attempted to gain the advantage of the wind against their foe. By the next morning, the losses were light; one English ship and two on the side of the Dutch.
	However, by now, de Ruyter discovered his position was hopeless and ordered a general retreat. Many of the ships were already scattered and retreated on their own accord, leaving the Dutch admiral with a mere forty ships. The English were still in fair shape, and if their admiral, who happened to be the Prince of the Rhein, had chosen to, he likely could have rolled up de Ruyter and crippled the Dutch. Instead, he was satisfied in thwarting any invasion, and generally humiliating his Dutch foes.
	In later 1666, the English continued capturing portions of Dutch holdings in North America; New Amsterdam. The city itself was never in danger, but outlying trading posts were sacked by colonial militia. After some consideration, the English Admiralty decided why they should settle for the Mauritius River when they could have all the sugar in Brazil. They planned for an invasion of Brazil, similar to the plan used by van Bohr decades earlier. However, unlike the Portuguese, the Dutch were well prepared for attack against their prized colony. Without them, they would have no commodities to trade, and Dutch fortunes would evaporate.
	In the Battle of the Amazon Delta, a battle that took place off French Amazonia, Dutch Admiral Count Isaac of Natal met the larger English force with seventeen ships. Of the twenty-six English ships, half were transports loaded with soldiers and supplies intended to be used in conquest and occupation of Dutch Brazil. Natal used the strong currents flowing out of the Amazon, so strong that fresh water is said to have been plucked from the ocean more than a hundred kilometers from the mainland, to carry his force quickly across the English formation. In one pass, the Dutch crippled two English warships, weakening their ability to defend their transports.
	Due to the river’s currents, several hours were required to reposition the Dutch fleet. Natal took a gamble on this attack, for it permitted the English enough time to sail out of reach, and perhaps to land their army in northern Brazil. As it were, Natal took this into consideration, and instead of sailing an arc, decided to intercept the English. With the Dutch seemingly out of range, the English commander would make a dash to land his vulnerable soldiers. Five hours later, Natal made another pass at the English, pounding them with broadsides and knocking three more warships out of action, one of which he eventually captured. 
	No attempts were made to capture the transports, which were already packed full of soldiers as well armed as Dutch marines. The English were not without their own successes. One of the Dutch ships was sunk in the course of the action, with two more shot to pieces. Natal ordered his ships to concentrate fire on the English transports. While they might not sink the ships, enough shots through the hull would cripple the ground forces crowded inside. Not all remained in the hold; during the battle, many English soldiers rose to the deck and traded small arms fire with Dutch marines. Natal’s coat ended the battle with one hole in it, a shot that the Count claimed to not even have noticed. He was not the most brilliant tactician in Dutch history, but his death could have led to the loss of Brazil. As the situation stood, with even fewer ships to defend the invasion, the English commander ordered his fleet to return to Port Royale.
	Despite whatever success England experienced at sea, they suffered severe setbacks on the home front throughout the war. The first of these obstacles came in the form of Yersinia pestis, in 1665. The Plague was seen by many on both sides as divine wrath against England. Though the Staaten-Generaal tried to avoid religious matters to preserve unity, newspapers across the United Provinces announced God’s favor in their just war against English oppression. It was a sentiment that both Catholics and Protestants in the Netherlands could agree upon. Those of means fled London, including much of the government. Charles II and his court relocated to Oxford for the duration. At its height, the Plague claimed seven thousand lives a week.
	The Plague, or rather the rats that carried Plague-infested fleas, were only eradicated by England’s second set back. In the following year, a raging inferno put much of London to the torch. Where epidemics were proclaimed wrath of God by Dutch newspapers, the fire of London was denounced by English newspapers as a Dutch plot. The fire was not the work of Dutch agents, but of an overcrowded city built of flammable materials. It is now known that the fire actually started in a bakery, and failure to quash it early on was the fault of London’s Mayor and not the Dutch King.
	With their capital in ruins, and damage that ranked in the tens of millions of guilders, the dispersed people of London sought out scapegoats. With few Netherlanders to be found, the English turned towards other victims. The perennial enemy and their Pope were targeted, with more than a few English Catholics hung after the embers finally cooled, despite the fact that their own King was pro-Catholic. Danger of an uprising in and around the ruins prompted the English government to resettle as many people as possible. Such internal strife caused England a great deal of trouble as they continued their struggle for domination of the world’s oceans.
	After having his first attempt thwarted, de Ruyter launched a second attempted landing in England, and again the English ships in dock were his target. This time, his efforts would prove to be the biggest and most humiliating disaster in the history of the English Navy. Instead of attempting a one-shot attack, de Ruyter divided his forces, sending the ships of Denmark-Norway north to attack Scottish ports. The Scotlanders were not happy with their own ties to England, even if the Stuarts were a Scottish dynasty, and saw little reason why they should fight the Dutch, and their response was lackluster. With the Scotlanders busy, de Ruyter’s northern force, commanded by Danish Admiral Eirikson, feigned an attempted landing in Yorkshire, which would have divided the island in half. He escorted a number of armed and unoccupied Danish transports to complete the deceit.
	Upon hearing of a force scouting near York, Charles II ordered Monck to defend the Yorkshire Coasts. Only after the English ships were fully committed to the voyage did de Ruyter move his main force into position. He took a trick from the English book and sailed out of the fog to attack his target. With sixty-two ships-of-the-line, de Ruyter entered the Thames River unopposed. The fee English ships stationed near the mouth of the river did sortie upon spotting the first of the ships. However it was only when a sudden wind blew the fog further out to sea, that the English learn the size of the force they faced. London, not York, was the true target of the Dutch. Surviving English ships sailed up the river to London to bring warning of imminent invasion.
	Without a force strong enough to oppose de Ruyter, several aging merchantmen were sunk in the Thames in an attempt to block any further advance. De Ruyter unloaded some fifteen hundred Marines, under the command of Baron Henri of Ghent. Local English lords called forth militia, knights, and anyone who could hold a pike. Their attempt to stop a battle-hardened contingent of Dutch Marines failed miserably. Many of the English peasants fled at the sound of the Marines’ first shot.
	Further calls-to-arms rang across most of southeastern England. Charles II prepared to abandon London for Oxford once again at the report of a large army marching on London. Panicked deserters brought word that fifteen thousand, not fifteen hundred, Netherlanders were on the march. Luck for them, the Dutch were on their way to Kent. The call-to-arms fell on mostly deaf ears. England faced financial troubles after the fire, and the expensive failed expedition against Brazil. Soldiers and sailors who had received pay for months were not overly motivated to risk their lives. As far as they were concerned, whatever fate the cheats received was just punishment.
	Five days passed before the Dutch reached Chatham, due to some trouble in landing and navigating the shoals. Alarms were sounded at the Chatham Shipyards. Some of the smaller Dutch ships did sail up the Medway River on June 12, and commenced attacking English defenses around a large chain spread across the river. Marine artillery opened up on the shipyard shortly afterward. With little in the way of defense, and too few sailors to sail the ships out of dock, the Marines advanced after a minimal bombardment. To their credit, some English sailors did turn the cannons on their ships against the advancing foe.
	Dockworkers and shipwrights, however, fled at the sight of the orange-coated Marines. Militiamen stood their ground long enough to fire a few shots for the honor of King and Country, before being forced to retreat. The Marines had orders not to pursue, which allowed the retreating English to live and fight another day. Their orders were clear; once the defenders were cleared out, they turned on the chain that blocked the river. Once it was clear, de Ruyter’s fleet sailed into dock. As soon as the gangplanks were lowered, Dutch sailors helped themselves to everything that was not nailed to ground.
	The following day, a general panic struck a London still trying to recover from two years of disasters. Rumors flew around without restraint; the Dutch were in the process of loading a French Army in Dunkirk and planned to ferry them across the sea. Another rumor was that the United Provinces and Spain joined in an unholy alliance, to restore the tyranny of absolutism to England, and pave the way for a new dark age ushered on by the Holy Inquisition. As with most rumors, there was no truth to the panic that swept London. Aside from mercenaries and a few sailors, France and Spain had absolutely no involvement in the war.
	By June 14, the Dutch were through plundering the shipyard. Cannons, shot, powder, salted beef and fish, bullion, coins and anything shinny swiftly vanished from the shipyards and warehouses along the wharf. Dry docks were flooded and English ships towed away by the Dutch. The English flagship, HMS Royal Charles was towed away by de Ruyter as a personal trophy. Dutch sailors and marines manned the captured vessels, often with skeleton crews. Any ships that could not be taken, had their hulls breach and packed full of tinder, before set ablaze. The Dry docks themselves were set ablaze, and the piers torched. De Ruyter would not leave a single ship, not even a rowboat, for the English to use.
	The raid on the Medway was one of the most brilliant victories in the history of the United Provinces. Sixteen English warships were stolen right out of dry dock, and two dozen more were scuttled. It was the Seventeenth Century equivalent of destroying the aircraft on the ground. England could not recover from the raid, and it soon was forced to sue for peace. Charles II still feared invasion. Upon leaving English waters and returning home, de Ruyter is known to have said to the Count of Holland, “Had I known landing would be so easy, I would have brought an army.”
	For his part in the raid, and leading the Dutch to victory in the war, Michiel de Ruyter was granted the title of Marquis of New Amsterdam, along with an estate on Manhattan and lands along the Mauritius River. If the Dutch did invade instead of raid, they might very well have eliminated England once and for all, perhaps even transforming it into another colony. London’s own state lead many in the Netherlands to believe the island nation might no longer is a problem even without full conquest.
	The treaty was signed in the city of Breda, by England, United Provinces and Denmark-Norway on July 31, 1667. It brought a swift end to the Second Anglo-Dutch War, an end that favored the Dutch victors. The humiliation of Westminster was finally avenged. By the time negotiations began, de Ruyter virtually controlled all the seas surrounding Britannia. Despite their decisive victory, William II insisted on lenient terms. He did not want England to spend the next ten years plotting its own revenge.
	The first order of business was the repeal of the Navigation Acts, allowing the Dutch to import goods to England and its colonies. Furthermore, the United Provinces secured a worldwide monopoly on nutmeg and cinnamon, forcing the English to give up their operations in the East Indies, though allowing them to retain their holdings in the Philippines. The United Provinces considered the islands too distant to be worth fighting over. The war bankrupted England, and another article of the treaty allowed for England to take out loans from the Bank of Amsterdam along with other Dutch banks at low interest rates, a subject introduced by certain members of the Second Chamber.
	The Treaty of Breda did more than end a war; it reversed the face of European Alliances. An amendment to the treaty was hammered out by personal representatives of both William II and Charles II, in which, in return for Dutch support of England against its other enemies, Charles II promised his then five year old niece Mary, to seventeen year old William II. Another ten years would pass before Mary would make her matrimonial voyage to the House of Orange’s estate in Delft. With the signing of the treaty, it would seem that trade and commerce would be safe for the foreseeable future. 
	Even after making peace with England, Dutch merchants still had to contend with piracy upon the high seas. With the Treaty of Breda, and closer ties hoped to form by the future royal marriage, it was hoped Dutch shipping would be better protected. To an extent, it was. English privateers no longer harassed Dutch commerce. Independent pirates continued to plague the seas around Dutch possessions. With the Caribbean being effectively a Spanish lake, Dutch trade was rather limited, and thus came into little contact with the romanticized pirates of the Caribbean. They would remain the Spanish monopoly’s problem.
	Other coastal waters were home to Dutch traders. West Africa was one such hotspot, though with English possessions in the area, they tended to run more along the lines of privateering, and plagued French shipping instead. The Royal Dutch Navy had its own strong presence in the area, a necessity to keep the spice flowing. The Indian Ocean proved to be less of a problem for the Dutch, for its defense was under the jurisdiction of the VOC. The East India Company had zero tolerance for piracy, and a policy of better sorry than “in the red”. VOC ships traveled in convoys, protected by the Company’s private navy.
	The Barbary Coast proved to be a problem. Though the Mediterranean provided only a small amount of trade on a global scale, the Dutch government was not about to let any pirates off the hooks. Independent traders and small countries often paid tribute, a polite enough word for bribe if ever there was one, to the various ports as a price for doing business. The United Provinces were not so generous. Following a string of attacks on Dutch ships in 1673, the United Provinces mounted an expedition against Algiers. Thousands of Dutch soldiers were transported to North Africa, where they marched upon the city. After a two month siege, the city’s defenses were breached. The net result was that of a general massacre of the city’s population, followed by the razing of Algiers. The expedition cost the United Provinces a great deal of capital, but William II decided an example had to be made. In the decades afterward, the Barbary pirates learned to avoid any ship flying orange-white-blue banners.
	In 1677, the United Provinces received their long awaited Queen. The royal marriage was nearly derailed following the ascension of James II following his brother’s death in 1676. As a converted Catholic, James was opposed to having his daughter marry a Protestant King, even if William were a private Lutheran, and nowhere near as open about his faith as the English Monarch. The House of Oranje, like the United Provinces, was itself divided between Catholic and Protestant, and yet managed to not tear itself apart. Though the line of leaders leading back to William the Silent were undoubtedly Protestant, branches of the family retained their Catholic faith. Princess Mary was raised a Catholic, but nonetheless she was accepted into the House of Oranje. Only the threat of a Third Anglo-Dutch War in the Seventeenth Century forced James II to relent and allow the royal vessel carrying his daughter to depart for its destination on the far shores of the North Sea.	
	The Marriage of William II and Mary was not only celebrated across William’s two kingdoms, but was also praised in England. Despite their King being Catholic, England itself was most decidedly Protestant, and many in Parliament prayed for a Protestant heir to be born. Any offspring of William and Mary had the potential to be king over of four kingdoms; the United Provinces, Denmark-Norway, England and Scotland. A path lay open to the forging of a North Sea Empire, whose maritime power would outstrip its next five rivals.
	After two miscarriages, a child was born to the royal couple in 1679. Johann Willem van Oranje was the only son born to William II, and was guaranteed the Dutch and Danish crowns upon his father’s death. What was unclear was whether or not he would claim the island realm to the west. After the euphoria of a Protestant grandson to a Catholic king died down, England’ Parliament began to take a long, hard look at their new situation. If Johann were proclaimed King of England, what would be the fate of London? After a generation of personal union, Denmark-Norway’s power and influence gradually slipped, and the state’s economy grew ever dependent on Dutch merchants and shipping. London powerbrokers did not relish the thought of becoming vassals to the Dutch, though they would love nothing more than to place a Protestant upon the throne and forever banish Catholicism from the English crown.
	As James’s health began to decline in 1684, following a severe bout of pneumonia, English parliamentarians and nobles debated over who should succeed the throne. Mary was still in line for the throne, and the Stuart princess was a favorite of the Scotlanders. Mary’s sister Anne was another potential candidate for the throne. Unlike her father, Anne was a devout Protestant, as Anglican as the Tory politicians who supported her. However, unlike her sister, Anne would be continuously plagued by miscarriages and stillbirths throughout her life. A monarch without an heir would mean the extinction of the Stuart Dynasty. A third, and more distant choice, was both Anne and Mary’s half-brother, James. The English Parliament was not about to crown a three year old child and have the regency fall to his Catholic mother and the agents of the Papacy, though by all rights, the young prince should have been crowned James III.
	A similar debate over English succession took place in The Hague. For the Dutch, the debate was over whether or not Johann should be allowed to take the English throne after his mother died, should Mary be crowned Queen. To have a Dutch-born King upon the English throne would secure the United Provinces’ from further expenditures of resources on yet another war with England. Even King William did not desire a personal union between the two states. He was so opposed to such a union; he refused overturns from English nobles for him to take the throne along with Mary. Fears of revived Catholic absolutism drove the English to seek a Protestant King who would preserve English liberties. It was this overt sectarian hostility that turned William away from the English crown permanently. William decided that the tree Dutch religious toleration could never thrive in English soil.
	Though he would refuse the crown, it was still in his interest, as well as the Staaten-Generaal to maintain a friendly monarch upon the English throne, as well as maintain the new alliance. Some went as far as to suggest invading England and installing Mary upon the throne should England not see reason. In 1685, no less a legend than Michel de Ruyter was recalled from retirement at his estate along the Mauritius River to draw up plans for such an invasion. De Ruyter believed the plan he used in the Medway raid would not work, for not even an Englander would be fool enough to fall for it a second time. He proposed landing an army in Yorkshire and marching south, taking England’s defenses from behind. Decades of personal union with Scotland left their internal defensive position second-rate compared to fortification in the southern Provinces along the French border.
	The invasion was not needed, at least not in the Seventeenth Century. On the morning of August 4, 1686, James II was found dead in his bed chamber. Fears of French, Spanish or some other Catholic invasion prompted London to strengthen its alliance with the United Provinces. On August 12, Mary was proclaimed the rightful heir. She would be Queen Mary II, and like the first Mary, her husband would be king jure uxoris, the same way Phillip II was technical king due to his marriage with Mary I. William would not reside in England or Scotland, nor would he have any real say in how either government ran. He would simply be King in title only.
	In 1687, the United Provinces and England signed a treaty concerning colonial boundary between New Amsterdam and Maryland and New England. With New England, the Connecticut River would serve as boundary to the east, and the eastern boundary of New Amsterdam would run across the continent at the 40th Parallel, settling the legality of the Dutch city of Ruyter built upon the Susquehanna River. As with New Amsterdam, Ruyter would thrive due to commerce between the inlands along the river and the sea beyond.
	Many of the population of Ruyter were French Protestants, dispersed by Louis XIV revoking the Edict of Nantes. The revocation caused a great deal of tension between France and its Protestant neighbors, and not just because of the flood of refugees. England condemned the action and threatened war. It was only with the realization that the United Provinces would not fight a religious war that kept England and France from going to war in 1688. However, tensions with France would not vanish, and though the Dutch would not fight over religion, they would fight for other issues. In the coming decade, the balance of power in Europe would be threatened by French ambitions and would propel the realms of William II and Mary II into a dynastic war.


























IV) Hostile Takeovers
(1689-1780)
	A fragile peace existed over the North Sea for the final decade of the 17th Century. That was shattered in late 1700, when Spain’s King Charles II died. It was not so much his death, but rather his last will and testament that sparked off a war. Charles bequeathed all of his possessions to Phillip, Duke of Anjou and the grandson of France’s King Louis XIV. The only other option for Charles was the Holy Roman Emperor, Leopold I, the Austrian Habsburg cousin of the late Spanish King. As early as 1668, Leopold agreed to a potential partition of Spanish territories between the Habsburgs and the Bourbons. However, Philip not being a party to the agreement disregarded the treaties of partition.
	Louis’s advisors made the case of accepting the Partition Treaty of 1700 rather than risking war by claiming the whole of the Spanish Empire. Arguments within the French court forth the idea that war with Austria was inevitable, and it was better to fight them on French terms than enter the war on the terms of their adversaries. Upon this realization, the advisors stood down and left the decision in the hands of the Sun King. On November 24, 1700, Louis declared the Duke of Anjou to be the new King of Spain, and contrary to any partition treaty, Phillip claimed all the inheritance.
	The prediction of war came to fruition. Charles II was a Habsburg, and thus his domains belonged to the family. Austria could not, and would not tolerate a Bourbon sitting upon the Spanish throne. Early in 1701, Austria and the Holy Roman Empire declared was upon the Bourbons. Could the United Provinces have avoided entry into the war? The question is a difficult one to answer. If the only concern was who sat upon the Spanish throne, then the Dutch had no interest in the affair. However, Louis XIV had declared the Rhein to be the natural boundary of France, and effectively laid claim to the southern Provinces. The Dutch, with their English and Scottish allies could have held out against the French. However, with a Bourbon ruling Spain, then that kingdom’s manpower pool could be tapped by the French.
	Even with the extensive fortifications built up along the French border for the past century, there was no guarantee that it would keep out the combined armies of Spain and France. Spain itself had to consider carefully if it wanted to be plunged into a war against a combined Anglo-Dutch armada. Spanish nobles and royal advisors voiced caution, as with a population of nearly half a million by 1700, the Dutch colony of Brazil poised a serious threat to Spanish holdings in South America. William II was prepared to cut a deal with Phillip V; diplomatic recognition in exchange for a solemn pledge of nonaggression. The Staaten-Generaal was divided upon the issue. None wished to enter a protracted general European war, as it would be bad for business. The question they asked was whether or not Spain could be trusted to honor its agreement. Even a century after Dutch independence, there remained a great deal of animosity towards their former overlords. William II would have made his case before the Staaten-Generaal, but fate had other plans for the king. On February 8, 1702, William II succumbed to a bout of pneumonia that he battled since January. Whether war or peace was to be, it would not be William who chose the path.
	Born August 4, 1678, Johann Willem van Oranje was the first of two sons of William II of the United Provinces and Denmark-Norway and Mary II, Queen of England and Scotland. When he was born, he had the potential to inherit the thrones of all four realms. However, after his brother Frederick was, it was decided in London that the crowns of Britain would pass to Johann’s brother. Upon the death of his father, the young Johann I inherited more than the continental realms. War already raged across Europe, and England was poised to strike against their perennial enemy France. The English decision to declare war on the Bourbons forced the United Provinces to honor its alliance. Even if it were possible to back out of the alliance, Louis XIV already declared war upon England’s allies.
	The United Provinces were situated ideal for trade and commerce, but was in a poor defensive position for a land war. Spain was defeated in part because of the distance from Iberia to the Low Countries. France was a next door neighbor, one with a large standing army. During the War of the Spanish Succession, the Dutch would further enhance their already formidable defenses. The defenses were largely untested until 1703, when a French army of thirty thousand marched into Artois and laid siege to the port of Dunkirk for three months. Once a home to dens of pirates, the County of Artois moved to seize the port to make it less dependent upon Flanders for access to the sea.
	The French army was forced to resupply over land once the Dutch and English fleets effectively blockaded northern France. Control of the English Channel permitted England to land reinforcements at Dunkirk and for an Anglo-Dutch force under the command of John Churchill, the Duke of Marlborough to land south of the French, trapping them against the besieged city. This miracle at Dunkirk came none too soon for the inhabitants of the city. The defenders of the city contributed little to the decisive battle, already exhausted from the rigors of three months’ worth of siege. In the morning of September 10, 1703, the thirty thousand French soldiers faced off against twenty-one thousand Netherlanders and twelve thousand Englanders. 
	Count Johann-Claude made his desire to lead the army clear to all those in the First Chamber. It was his city that was under siege and he should lead the army to drive out the French. In principle, King Johann agreed with him. However, he was forced to take a more pragmatic, and political choice when it came to the commander of the joint army. Marlborough was far more experience in the art of war than either the Dutch King of the Count of Artois. Moreover, the English army made it clear that it would not serve under the command a foreign commander. The Dutch army made a similar claim, however the great military leaders of the United Provinces have tended to serve in the navy. In 1703, while the United Provinces had an army larger than England’s, it lacked generals with practical experience. Marlborough’s experience stretched back to the Second Anglo-Dutch War, when he fought against the Netherlands. Unlike England, the Dutch had no seasonal rebellions that required putting down—Marlborough lead an army that quashed a rebellion after the death of James II, that intended to up his son upon the throne.
	Marlborough earned his rank by merit, rising from lowly page to duke. Such a climb in status earned him great respect among the Staaten-Generaal, which valued merit more than most European governments of the time. The French commander, Marquis Nicolas of Villeroy, earned his rank because he was born into it. Though Villeroy gained victories, and proved himself an able leader of men in the Italian campaign of the first two years of the war, his victories were aided by the incompetence of his Habsburg counterpart at Milan. He fared far worse against Marlborough. Villeroy was saved the indignity of surrender only by his own death on the battlefield. French soldiers were not the only ones to suffer that day; the southern Provinces of Artois and Hainaut have long since had a French-speaking minority living within their borders. With the United Provinces at war, there were questions as to how those French would react. Civilians that openly aided or even supported the French were hunted down as traitors throughout the war.
	Once the French army on Dutch soil was defeated, Marlborough marched south on Calais. The city was long an English possession on the mainland, and the Duke intended to raise the cross of St. George over the port once again. The loss of the port would keep France out of the North Sea for the foreseeable future. Calais held out against an Anglo-Dutch siege for eight months, including the frigid winter of 1703-04. French relief did not march until the spring, and met with the same amount of success as Villeroy. With a French army turned back from reliving the city, Calais was forced to surrender or face storming. The city chose the former and fell back into the hands of France’s hated enemy.
	The War of the Spanish Succession was not the only conflict burning in Europe. By 1705, France had a potential ally in Sweden, whose king was near war with Denmark-Norway, as well as Russia. As Danish King as well as Dutch, Johann found himself forced to divide his attention between two different mortal enemies of two different kingdoms. Sweden had no quarrel with the Dutch, but Charles XII of Sweden desired to settle accounts with the Danes before turning his attention to Russia’s incursion on the Baltic Coast. Johann I was prepared to come to the aid of his other kingdom in the event of war with Sweden, but the Staaten-Generaal placed a price for the aid.
	The Dutch, a largely middle-class and mercantile people, spent the last fifty years subsidizing the relatively poor Danes. Aside from Danish assistance in the Second Anglo-Dutch War, the United Provinces receive little advantage from the personal union between the two states. The aristocracy of Denmark-Norway spent the past fifty years taking out loans from Dutch banks, accumulating debts far larger than their capacity to pay. Defaulting on such loans would force the debtor to cede estates and fortunes to the Bank of Amsterdam and smaller such financial institutions.
	When was with Sweden loomed upon the horizon, the Danes pleaded for Johann to come to their aid. As their king, he was obligated to do just that. However, the Staaten-Generaal did not feel such an obligation to back the aid, especially when war with France still threatened the southern border. Since William II was old enough to take the throne in fact as well as name, many Netherlanders have called for political union between the two states. Almost as many Dutch were against such a union. In 1705, the pro-unification faction seized their opportunity. They would allow soldiers and sailors of the United Provinces to be diverted to aid the Danes, only if Denmark-Norway were to accept full political union between the realms, making Denmark and Norway the eighteenth and nineteenth Provinces. As Provinces, their safety would be guaranteed.
	The idea was resisted by the aristocratic elements of the Nordic state. Denmark had a long and proud history, dating back to the Vikings. At one point, the Danes ruled all the North Sea and Norwegians expanded as far as the New World. They were not the only Vikings; the Swedes expanded to the east, establishing the Rus state. It was a feat that Charles XII would repeat in his war with Russia, with the defeat of Tsar Peter at Poltava, the sacking of Petrograd, and the fall of Moscow. The marriage of Charles to the last surviving Romanov princess secured the Russian throne for Swedish branch of the House of Wittelsbach. Denmark-Norway spent the years since the Second Anglo-Dutch War in a downwards spiral. If not for the personal union with the United Provinces, it is entirely possible that Sweden would have absorbed part of, if not all, the Danish state.
	Negotiations for unification spanned most of 1705. When the deal looked to be faltering, the Staaten-Generaal added a clause that no indebted Dane could refuse. If the two kingdoms became one, then not only would defense be united, but so would debt. Large amounts of debt, that the Danes could not afford to pay, would be forgiven once the Treaty of Unification was signed and ratified. Forgiven may be too strong of a word, since the Bank of Amsterdam would not accept the loss of such an investment. The Staaten-Generaal would compensate the banks, partly with Dutch revenue and partly with Danish land accusations. The latter was not included in the treaty.
	Some historians accuse the Staaten-Generaal of trying to buy out Denmark-Norway. Perhaps they are even correct. If not for the bribe, the union would not have occurred, and the Bank of Amsterdam would still demand repayment, and might have gone as far as to collect it by the use of mercenaries. Even if it was not an outright purchase, for landed Danes retained lands and titles, the bribe did succeed. On August 15, 1705, the Danes gave into Dutch demands and ratified the treaty. The Staaten-General quickly followed suit.
	September 3, 1705, went down in Dutch history—the year ranking high along with 1609 and 1887 in the annuals of the United Provinces. Signing and ratifying the treaty were the first steps. Over the next three years, reforms swept Denmark-Norway as the state was folded into the United Provinces. Danish nobility was forced to take up part-time residence in the Hague in order to take their rightful place in the First Chamber. Electorates from Denmark-Norway took up their position in the Second Chamber following the election of 1708, though not as welcome as the hereditary peerage.
	The Act of Union was not the same as the union between England and Scotland in 1707, but was rather more of an outright annexation. The United Provinces changed little and Denmark-Norway was forced to accommodate itself to its new situation, many of its ways alien to them. The Staaten-Generaal went as far as to appoint governors to former Danish provinces, “in order to expedite the transition to a more democratic society”. The term democratic is a bit ironic as only ten percent of the Dutch population were even enfranchised in the 18th Century. The prosperity of the 17th Century elevated many Netherlanders above the property qualifications. Even fewer Danes met the requirements, offering a disproportional representation. Their power in the First Chamber was even lower for Denmark and Norway were considered two Provinces, and could easily be outvoted by a majority of the Seventeen Provinces.
	Due to debts piling up over the decades, many Danes soon found themselves second-class citizenry. Dutch companies moved into Jutland and took over formerly Danish operated business sectors. With less debt in its name, the Norwegian half of the former kingdom was treated far better. The minor nobility of Norway received an equal treatment, though the Province itself was granted to the first born of William III in 1738, as the Grand Principality of Norway. For centuries the Norwegians had a Danish ruler. The Act of Union merely exchanged one foreign born ruler for another. Aside from that, Norway was left to its own devices, unlike Denmark, which was treated more like a colony as the years passed. The leader of its delegation to the First Chamber was an appointed governor, one appointed by the Staaten-General itself.
	The Act of Union was not the only ground-shaking event to change the face of the United Provinces in the first decade of the 18th Century. Only a few years after unification, the Dutch people were presented the horrors of one of their own colonial institutions, and the consequences would topple one of the most powerful companies of its day. The bane of slavery existing in the lands ruled by the freest people in the world was a curse that was not so obvious on the surface in the United Provinces. However, its colonial possession were far different. As long as Netherlanders continued to receive luxuries from its colonies, most of the people did not think twice about the facts of life across the Atlantic. A group of foreign monks would soon show the citizens of Amsterdam the price of their luxuries.
	Founded in 1605, the South Atlantic Company was granted a monopoly on trade in the South Atlantic, and contracted to administer Brazil and Angola. Brazil was the shining jewel in the imperial crown of the Dutch people, producing nearly every luxury the New World had to offer, and a few from the Old that grew well in its climate. Angola, on the other hand, remained a backwater for centuries, its popular imagine that of one of impenetrable jungle. At first glance, it had little to offer save lumber. However, the South Atlantic Company did find one resource Angola offered that was in high demand in Brazil: manpower.
	For a century, the South Atlantic Company monopolized the slave trade with Brazil. How a nation like the United Provinces, freest in Europe, could have more slave ship registered under its flag than any other nation was a bit of a paradox. The Dutch people claimed to embrace liberty, yet allowed hundreds of thousands of people to be enslaved in its distant colonies. By 1705, half of Brazil’s five hundred thousand people were of Africa. In truth, Netherlanders gave little thought to slavery. As long as coffee, sugar and tobacco flowed into Dutch ports, the people treated slavery with a distant disinterest. All of the Netherlanders, save one group.
	One of the sacred principles of the Buddhist monks and followers was to cause no harm. For decades, the Eastern philosophers were treated as a curiosity by the educated Netherlander, and tolerated by the general population. They caused little trouble, and Dutch law offered protection to all beliefs, even if its original intent was to keep the United Provinces a non-denominational Christian nation. Though there were few monks in the Netherlands, and next to no Dutch convert, the Monks struggled in an uphill battle against the institution of bondage, with little success. A few enlightened Netherlanders did join in the protests, but unlike the monks, they did not shun the luxuries produced by slave labor.
	Change had not happened, even after decades of attempting to expose the horrors taking place in the South Atlantic. The various churches of the United Provinces held their own debates and wildly diverging views on slavery. The Catholics were against it in principle, while the Calvinists pointed out examples of slavery being part of God’s word in the Old Testament. With the issue far from resolved, a splinter group of Monks, along with a few Dutch converts, set sail for Angola in 1708. Dubbed the Buddhist Templars by the contemporary press, they arrived in Luanda later that year.
	These Templars donned disguises and landed jobs as sailors on three slave ships bound for the auctions of Natal and Salvador. All three ships suffered mutinies after they set sail across the Atlantic. One of the ships heading towards Natal put down the mutiny as there were simply not enough Templars on board to overpower the rest of the crew. The two other ships were taken over, and the captains of those ships, along with any crew that would not cooperate, were lowered into the ships’ boats while still off the African coast. It is unknown if any of them survived.
	Months after the hijacking, all of Amsterdam was surprised by the arrival of two ships laden with slaves. Though the city housed hundreds of registration, few of the hose ships ever ventured to the United Provinces with a fully loaded hold. The Templars brought prominent leaders of the community on to the ship to show them the true cost of cheap sugar. The citizenry of Amsterdam were appalled by hundreds of slaves crammed into the holds like wood planks, with scarcely enough room to move. Despite the best efforts to keep them alive, more than half the human cargos died on the journey, and the survivors suffered from malnutrition.
	For what they did, all of the Templars were hung as pirates, and few even made it to trial. The South Atlantic Company arrested as many of the pirates as they could and summarily executed them. The ones that did make it to trial were sentenced to death, which pleased the Company greatly. The monks were dead, but their mission continued. The damage to the South Atlantic Company was already done. The people of Amsterdam saw their fellow man enduring conditions that they would not even impose on cattle or hogs. Within a year, pamphlets appeared in all of the Provinces demanding an end to the slave trade.
	Had the South Atlantic Company simply sat back and let the public outrage burn itself out, they might have survived. Instead, seeing how many of the anti-slave pamphlets were printed on presses owned by Buddhist monks, the Company made an attempt to turn the Dutch people against these foreigners with their Godless religion. The Company called for all God-fearing Netherlanders to cast out the heathen. They wasted no effort in playing the religion card in an attempt to whip the public into an anti-Dharmic frenzy. 
	The South Atlantic Company made the same mistake that Spain and England made in dealing with the Netherlands. The Company’s mistake was worse, for as Netherlanders, they should have known better than to play on sectarianism. Instead of unleashing a storm against the monks, and by association, anyone who was against the slave trade were with the monks, the ploy set off a backlash against the Company. How dare these businessmen, these same people who profit off the suffering of their fellow man violate the most sacred of all Dutch percepts. In going against the spirit of the Pacification of Ghent, they manage to unite the faiths of the Netherlands against them.
	Soon some churches held rallies, both Catholic and Lutheran, against the evils of trading in human flesh. The people soon began to act with their pocket book along with their voice. Brazilian sugar, coffee and tobacco were boycotted in favor of the VOC or England’s American Colonies. VOC products were preferred, not only because they were Dutch, but also because the British colonies found themselves enthralled by what future Englanders would call a ‘peculiar institution’. It might cost more, but to force a man into servitude– was that not what the Dutch fought against when they rebelled against Spanish rule?
	With the public so ardently against the South Atlantic Company, shareholders, and especially speculators, began selling off their holdings. It soon became more profitable to invest in a venture that did not presume to dictate proper religious attitudes to a people who valued their freedom to worship God, or in the case of the Buddhist monks, not to worship Him, above most others. Share prices fell, profits bottomed out, and by 1710, the Dutch South Atlantic Company was forced to declare bankruptcy. Never before or since has the public of any nation toppled such a large corporation, and never before had a boycott been so absolute.
	However, the company’s fall was not the end. The people, and churches, continued to rally around abolition of the trade. They started asking the same questions that historians ask today; how could a nation built on person freedom allow for another person to be held in bondage. When public opinion blows one way, the elected official bend to the wind. Delegates in the Second Chamber began to debate the slavery issue in earnest, and not just because an election was rapidly approaching. In 1711, Johann I, called for the Staaten-General to abolish the slave trade. 
	Before his death, the Trans-Atlantic slave trade was formally ended, though buying and selling of slaves in Brazil continued for decades, with the practice of slavery dying a quiet death by the 19th Century. There was a great deal of uproar in Brazil over the end of the slave trade. Without a steady source of labor, many feared that the colonial economy would collapse. This was not true, of course, for indentured servitude filled the roll in most non-sugar agricultural. Ironically, it was the large land holders of Brazil who were some of the stronger supporters of banning the importation of slaves. With a low supply and high demand, the value of the existing slaves skyrocketed, increasing the plantation owners’ wealth greatly. After their land, their slaves were their most valuable property.
	As for the South Atlantic Company, when it went bankrupt, it folded shortly afterwards. The Staaten-General, and King Johann I, seized the lands after the monopoly was revoked. Brazil and Angola both became crown colonies, soon subject to governor-generals and other official appointed at the whim of The Hague. Brazil itself would increase greatly in size due to the ongoing War of the Spanish Succession. As stated, at the time of the war, the population of Brazil surpassed half a million. Even if half that population were held in bondage, Brazil’s free population was still twenty-five times greater than that of French Amazonia. 
	The French might lay claim to the vast Amazon Basin, but in reality, the ten thousand or so Europeans living in their South American colony lived mostly around the city of Cayanne, founded in 1671. They made no use of the vast interior and had only made cursory expeditions up the Amazon River. They discovered no El Dorado, nor any native civilization with to trade. All they found was disease, jungle and hostile natives. Now the area around Cayanne and the northern coast, which was prime sugar producing country. Amazonia produced the bulk of France’s sugar. Brazil produced far more, and adding Cayanne would increase the wealth only slightly, but to the Dutch, one could never have too much wealth.
	Duke Siegmund of Pernambuco lead the Amazonian Expedition. Just like the name French Amazonia, it had nothing to do with the river or jungle of the same name. The expedition itself was a short affair, involving the landing of some five thousand Brazilian militiamen east of Cayanne, and a short, pitched battle with the city’s garrison. Outnumbered ten-to-one, the French governor was forced to surrender the city to the victorious Pernambuco. By the end of 1608, French Amazonia was firmly in Dutch hands, and Brazil stood to gain a limitless frontier and a large buffer against Spanish holdings in New Grenada.
	The War of the Spanish Succession came to an end in 1716, when France was forced to relinquish any claim to Spanish territories that by rights belonged to the Habsburgs. The Bourbon king was allowed to remain on the Spanish throne, but was forced to renounce any claim to the French crown and a political union between France and Spain was strictly forbidden by the Treaty of Maastricht. France ceded Amazonia to the United Provinces, thus ending any French colonial ambitions in South America. The United Kingdom retained possession of Calais, allowing the Anglo-Dutch alliance a far better defensive barrier against French aggression.
	Queen Mary, now of Britain, never lived to see the end of the war. She died in May of 1712, leaving the throne to her son Frederick. Her sister Anne reigned as regent until Frederick reached his majority. Upon taking the crown of the new United Kingdom, Frederick chose the regal name of Henry IX. It was a calculated insult against France and other hostile Catholic states, a move that was wildly popular in the solidly Protestant United Kingdom. The move was not so wild in the United Provinces, where his brother Johann was most displeased to see a member of the House of Oranje move away from a non-denominational stance.
	The fate of King Johann is an ironic one, for he died in 1727 in a boating accident. It is indeed ironic that the king of a maritime colossus would die while trying to cross a river. The event occurred on the Maas River while the king was on what could only be called an inspection of the United Provinces southern frontier. France had not backed away from its claim on the Rhein, and the Netherlanders would need to be prepared to repel an invasion at any moment. The ferry carrying the king, along with many other passengers capsized during a routing crossing of the river. Members of the Staaten-Generaal immediately suspected sabotage, for a boat in the United Provinces simply does not just capsize.
	 On April 7, 1727, Johann’s oldest son, Karel Frederick took the throne under the name William III. In 1729, his marriage to Marie van Hainaut caused a stir in the Staaten-Generaal, as the Dutch peerage feared it would give too much royal influence to Hainaut. Marie was from a side branch of the House of Hainaut, but she was still kin to the Count. It is said that the Count, and head of the House, was not particularly thrilled by the match, but decided that having a royal nephew outweighed any sectarian concerns. His concerns were more personal, and religious in nature, and were kept locked away from the public. Simply put, the Catholic Count had qualms about his niece marrying a Lutheran King.
	William III’s was not the only marriage of 1729. Across the North Sea, his cousin, Henry IX, married his own second cousin, the daughter of the pretender James Stuart. The marriage was strictly political, and lacked the affection that William showed Marie, and served the ultimate purpose of establishing the House of Stuart-Oranje. The Orange Stuarts, as the British called them, faced extinction almost immediately upon setting sail on the tides of history. Henry IX died in 1731, during a royal hunt. His death was suspect since the horse that threw him tumbled after stepping on an unseen snare. Despite claims of poachers setting the snares on the royal preserve, William III demanded an independent investigation of the accident.
	The investigation was not to be, and the further actions of James Stuart only strengthened suspicions in the United Provinces. Henry’s only legitimate son, William James van Oranje-Stuart, was the clear heir to the throne. It was assumed he would be crowned and his mother would rule as regent. Instead, James made his own claim on the throne, a claim supported by the French. On July 17, 1731, James landed in southern Britain, along with an army of seven thousand “mercenaries”, and began his own march on London. Regent Charlotte was hesitant to call up the army to march in battle against her own father. Her delay cost Britain dearly, for had the British army moved at once, it could have prevented the War of the British Succession.
	Parliament had no such restrictions. They did not see dear father, but a pretender to the throne. Not only a pretender, but a Catholic pretender—one backed by France. The British army, under the command of Edward Lee, met James only three kilometers east of Hastings. The site of the battle proved an ill omen for the British, for it was at Hastings, seven centuries before, that a French duke defeated and English king to become William I of England. In a pitched battle on July 24, James decisively defeated Lee and routed the British army. With the death of Lee and half the defenders, James was free to march on London.
	James III was crowned on August 21, and the fear of the return of Catholic Absolutism spread across England. Charlotte and Prince William were both placed in the Tower of London, though under far better conditions than previous tenants. James could not bring himself to kill his grandson and thus eliminate the only threat to his claim on the crown. Instead, when William was old enough, he would be sent back to France to receive a Catholic education. If he would not kill the young prince, then he would transform him into a proper heir.
	The repudiation of the Anglo-Dutch Alliance by James III outraged the Staaten-Generaal even more than the usurpation of the British throne. His further alliance with France only pushed the United Provinces into a war against the French. The Staaten-Generaal refused to recognize the usurper and proclaimed that William James was the true King of Great Britain. Furthermore, they refused to allow the French the use of Britain’s navy, or to permit any political situation to disrupt the flow of commerce. As soon as new of war reached the Far East, the VOC began to wage its own private war of the East Indian Companies of France and Britain.
	The United Provinces were not alone in their war for British Succession. The Habsburgs were not about to allow the balance of power in Europe to be tipped permanently in France’s favor. The Spanish Bourbons played a limited role in the war, and even then they fought mostly in Italy against Austria. The growing Kingdom of Prussia threw its support behind the United Provinces, looking to gain influence in Germany at the cost of France. Sweden sat the war out, its King having his own problems hanging on to his Russian crown.
	Ten thousand Dutch soldiers landed in Yorkshire in early 1732, adding their strength to Parliamentary and pro-William forces holding out in northern England. Scottish units marched south to join the pro-William forces in their campaign to expel the French from their island. The pro-James forces, even with their French supporters were outnumbered three-to-two, and James III could only effectively reign over the southern part of England. France would not send more soldiers to aid James, for they had plans elsewhere. With the United Provinces’ attention focused on Britain, a French army of some forty thousand marched across the border into Hainaut.
	Hainaut militia slowed the French, but failed to turn the invasion. On October 3, 1732, the French army reached the outskirts of the fortified city of Mons. Mons was one of several cities that had rings of fortification thrown up around them during the 17th Century. In places, the outer fortifications were over one hundred years old. In the century since they were built, artillery had grown in power. French cannon breached the walls of the fortress near modern day Quevy. A second fortified town fell on October 9, when French soldiers stormed Castle Harve, a structure built too much along the lines of a Medieval castle to be of much use against cannon.
	More recent fortifications were built with artillery in mind. Their walls were reinforced by earthworks. Mons itself was surrounded by thirteen such fortresses. Attempts to encircle Dutch cities with walls was abandoned in the middle of the 17th Century, for by the time the wall was complete, often the city would have expanding beyond it. These fortifications blocked France’s drive towards the Rhein, forcing the invaders to lay siege to the city. Further lines of fortification north of Mons fell to a costly French attack, cutting off Mons from the rest of the United Provinces. The citizens of Mons were in for a tough winter.
	A second French army, numbering only twenty thousand, attempted to penetrate into Namur and Liege. They were brought to a halt, first by winter, and then by a Dutch army of thirty thousand, commanded by Jans de Moor, outside of the city of Namur. On April 2, the two armies clashed, and de Moor turned the French flank and forced the enemy to retreat. He decided against pursuing the battered French army in favor of lifting the siege on Mons. 
	For five months, Mons lay under French guns with little aid from the outside. By May, the city had nearly exhausted all food stores, and the people began to prey upon horses, small birds and even rats in an attempt to survive. The ordeal at Mons was latter immortalized in the 1948 classic Winter of Despair.  Though movies tend to exaggerate the facts, Winter of Despair did accurately portray the desperation of those besieged. The city would likely have surrendered if not for the timely arrival of Jans de Moor.
	De Moor was born to a family of tailors in the once glorious city of Antwerp on May 7, 1696. Unlike his many brothers and sisters, who continued and grew the family business, Jans set off in search of adventure in 1712. He answered a call for volunteers to do battle against the French across the globe. What better way to explore the far corners of the world than to serve in the army? He was most disappointed to learn that he would not serve in far off India or Brazil. Instead, he served along the French border, taking part in several raids into France. At that stage in the war, France was far more concerned about the Austrians than the Dutch, and the United Provinces lacked the manpower for a full scale invasion of northern France.
	Following the war, de Moor continued his service in the Dutch army, spending much of the time on garrison duty in Liege and Limburg. At the start of 1732, de Moor commanded a regular army regiment stationed in Liege, and was able to move against the second French invasion so swiftly because he spent most of the winter assembling an army to march to the aid of Mons. Lifting the Siege of Mons would prove a far greater challenge than Namur. When building the fortresses, the Netherlanders built them all around strong, never seeing a need to have to retake them. Not having the northern face of their defenses weaker than the southern defense was an expensive lesson for the United Provinces, and one that would go into the construction of future works.
	A direct assault from the east failed, leaving de Moor with more casualties than he could afford. A second attempt fared little better. He abandoned a third attempt on assault and opted instead to swing south and severe communication and supply lines into France, effectively trapping the French between his army and Mons. This left the French commander in a position between either lifting the siege or being besieged himself. Had he known that de Moor’s army was not equipped for siege warfare, he likely would not have moved to meet him on the field of battle. The two day finale of the Siege of Mons ended in stalemate. With no decisive outcome to the battle, both combatants were at an impasse. It was only a worsening war against the Austrians in Italy and southern Germany that ended the French invasion of the United Provinces. The French outmaneuvered de Moor in the days following the battle, and returned to France, their supply carts loaded with loot.
	Where the French were focused on battling the Austrians, and to lesser extent the Prussian, so too were the United Provinces focused on another front. The Staaten-Generaal refused to see Britain lost as an ally, and once again a perennial enemy. With the French, the Provinces had a relatively small border. With the British, all of the world’s oceans were the border. Nothing short of the total annihilation of Britain’s Royal Navy would secure that frontier. It was better to secure the British throne than to make small territorial gains at France’s expense.
	That was the attitude of most Netherlanders, save the VOC. The Company saw the War of the British Succession as an opportunity to expel both France and Britain from India. The French East India Company was the smaller of the two foes, and the first to face defeat. At great cost, and with the aid of Kandyan allies, the VOC defeated France and its Mysorean allies between 1740 and 1743. The final French trading post to fall was that of Pondicherry. The ill planned amphibious assault on the French city cost the VOC greatly in both men and resources, but resulted in the raising of the VOC flag over the Governor’s Mansion at the height of summer on August 4, 1743.
	While war continued in Europe, the VOC and French East India Company concluded their own peace treaty. In effect, the French company surrendered to the VOC, losing all holdings on the Indian subcontinent, yet was permitted to keep their island holdings scattered across the Indian Ocean. The war against the Mysore continued for another four years. The VOC spent even greater fortunes, mostly hiring native Mercenaries to supplement Company and Kandyan soldiers, subjugating the Kingdom of Mysore. With the further aid of a new ally, Travancore, the VOC broke the power of Mysore. 
	The ultimate victory over Mysore took place in 1748, when the VOC-lead army sacked the Mysorean capital of Seringapatam. The VOC struck at the Mysorean Army camped on the hills overlooking the city. The VOC struck at dawn, cutting a swath of destruction through the native encampment. The King of Mysore was one of the ten thousand Mysoreans killed during the hour long battle. Attempts to retreat to Mysore failed when a Kandyan Army cutoff their retreat and surrounded the demoralized Mysoreans. Instead of offering surrender, the Kandyans massacred the beaten enemy. This action greatly displeased the Governor-General, as it was VOC policy to hire defeated enemies. The needless slaughter of thousands of Mysorean soldiers eliminated a potential pool of recruits. Newspapers in Rotterdam phrased it well when they said the VOC would defend its interests to the last Indian.
	The Dutch-Mysore war was short, but still the bloodiest conflict in southern India during the Dutch Raj. Thousands of VOC employees lost their lives, while tens of thousands, if not hundreds of thousands of Indian were killed, either in combat or famine that followed. Native lords took their own taxes of food and gold, and when the VOC overran an estate, the vaults and granaries were taken as spoils of war. Indian employees, particularly those from states hostile to Mysore, looted markets and burnt fields.
	The VOC had little regard for the Indians. If Indian killed Indian, that was not their concern. When the United Provinces took direct control over India in the 1760s, the anti-Dutch mentality gave future governor-generals fifty years of headaches. It took even longer to undo the damage inflicted by the company. When the VOC emerged victorious, the royal family of Mysore was put to death, and the government of Mysore answered directly to the Governor-general on Ceylon.
	Some of the spoils of the Mysore conquest came in the forms of precious and semi-precious stones found across the Indian sub-continent. Before the invasion, most Netherlanders only had the faintest idea about sapphires and emeralds. Afterwards, the demand for gemstones drove the VOC, and later the Dutch Raj, to expand its sphere of influence throughout India. It also lead to the downfall and near destruction of the VOC, following its even more prohibitively expensive conquest of British-controlled Bengal during the 1750s.
	War with France died a quiet death. France dropped out of the war in 1746, following a separate peace with Austria, though France would continue to support James III for the duration of his reign. From 1746 onwards, the War of the British Succession mutated into a Third Anglo-Dutch War. The name is a bit misleading. True, the Dutch and British were at war; however, it was the pro-James faction that the United Provinces waged war upon alongside the pro-William faction. In effect, the United Provinces were sitting in the middle of a British civil war. 
	With the French threat diminished, an extra ten thousand Dutch soldiers, under the command of now Field Marshall Jans de Moor, sailed for Lowestoft. The idea of repeating de Ruyter’s actions and landing on the Thames were considered, and had they worked, Prince William could have taken the throne as early as 1747. However, a naval battle on the Thames estuary proved that British defenses have improved considerably in the eighty years since the previous Anglo-Dutch War. The battle was nominally a Dutch tactical victory, but failure to follow up with a landing in the face of shore defenses gave the strategic victory to James III.
	A two day battle at Cambridge, June 3 and 4 of 1748 did great damage to the city, including its famed university. Furthermore, Dutch attempts to take the city failed, and the pro-William forces made a second, successful attempt on July 22-28, in a week long battle that drained the pro-James army of men and ammunition. Capturing Cambridge opened the route to London for de Moor, which he reached in September. No decisive battle ended the war that month. Instead, in a mirror image of Mons, the Dutch and pro-William British armies laid siege to the capital. The siege was largely ineffectual with James III controlling the lower Thames until it froze over in the winter, allowing sufficient time to bring in stores to withstand the siege.
	The thaw of spring, 1749, allowed the Dutch Navy to engage the British fleet once again, and again to defeat the enemy flotilla. However, unlike the Battle of the Thames, Dutch Marines managed to land along the bank of the river and seize the fortification at the mouth of the river. Attempts to advance further upriver were delayed, but the crucial job of cutting off London from the sea was complete. With no way out, nor any hope of aid from France, James III was forced to surrender on August 19, 1749, abdicating in favor of his cousin.
	James III was exiled from Britain, but not to a foreign nation. Concerns of exiling him to France or Spain would result only in him, or his children, gathering an army to start the dynastic wars all over again resulted in him being exiled to the British colony of Maryland. He would live out the rest of his days as an ordinary citizen, albeit on an extraordinary plantation estate, near the town of Frederick. On September 1, William James van Oranje was crowned King of Great Britain. He had hopes that his reign would be the beginning of a new golden age, and to inaugurate this new Camelot, he took the regal name of Arthur. Thus the ascension of King Arthur I secured the British throne for the House of Stuart-Oranje.
	As with war against France, war in Britain might have been over at home, but it continued to rage in India between the VOC and the British East India Company, with Bengal as the prize. For more than a century, large national companies were plagued by warfare in India, fighting both rivals and native princes. Both types of warfare were a constant drain on the VOC’s coffers. Management in Amsterdam had little tolerance for the loss of profit, but these same expenses could lead to eventual dominance of India, and a far more lucrative future. The VOC used the wars with France and in Britain to expand its own influence and to finally eliminate competition for Indian trade. The VOC’s private navy did its own fighting on the high seas, while its private army and native allies waged war on land. Eliminating France proved to be far easier than ejecting the British.
	The invasion of Bengal was not a quick affair, for the VOC had to not only garrison the lands it took from France and Mysore, but it also had to transport another army greater distances. French holdings were across the sea from Ceylon, while British holdings were at the northern end of the Bay of Bengal. The first regiments landed in May of 1749, while VOC ships spared no expense in attacking British shipping in and out of the area. The British East India Company sent messages to London, begging the crown for assistance against the invasion. However, word of the invasion reached Britain, after a long and dangerous sea voyage, around the same time the VOC had conquered Bengal. Word of British losses caused some malcontented princes in Bengal to switch sides, trading one foreign master for another.
	British hold on Bengal was forever shattered on June 15, 1750, when VOC soldiers decisively defeated the British as Dacca. The battle was the height of corporate power; never again would non-national entities wield so much power. The battle marked the end of the British East India Company in India, and ultimately lead to the bankrupting of the company and Britain seizing direct control of its remaining holdings in Southeast Asia. The British economy would not feel the full impact of the loss for years.
	After receiving a call for aid, King Arthur did send a relief flotilla. He might be a cousin to the Dutch King, but he was also King of Britain and had to act in its best interest. After spending a year in transit, the exhausted fleet was handedly defeated by VOC ships in a pitched battle off the coast of Ceylon near Jaffna in 1751, making it the last battle in the Third Anglo-Dutch War, and marking the end of British influence in India. The VOC ended the wars of the 1740s as undisputed masters of India, whose only real rivals on the subcontinent were the fading Mughals to the north and west. It also racked up a serious debt that would nearly destroy the Company in the following decades.
	With peace at home and abroad, the Netherlanders returned to their daily business. One such business, that was a constant bane in parts of the United Provinces, was that of flooding. In 1753, a severe flood along the Rhein overwhelmed dikes and flooded out many cities, including Antwerp and Rotterdam. Tens of thousands were forced from their home with unknown thousands killed in the flooding. Antwerp’s own mayor was killed in the floods while aiding citizens trapped by ever rising waters. Many citizens returned to rebuilt once the waters receded, yet others opted for opportunities in the New World, emigrating to New Amsterdam and Brazil. Brazil was no stranger to refugees, with its population doubling between 1710 and 1750 as hundreds of thousands fled the perennial wars of Europe. Brazil’s immigrants ranged from serfs escaping Spanish Portugal, Catholics fleeing Britain, Protestants fleeing France, and even several fallen nobles from Russia.
	With a large supply of people wanting to escape Europe for a better life, the VOC saw an opportunity to develop its own holdings. For a century, they ruled the island of Formosa and profited vastly from trade with China and the hermit kingdom in Japan. For most of that time, natives and imported laborers from China worked the tea plantations and mulberry orchards, as well as rice and sugar fields. However, these laborers were mostly peasants, and offered little in the way of skilled labor.
	In 1754, the VOC offered thousands of Antwerpers a chance to start over. Carpenters, artisans, merchants and shipwrights were all granted tracks of land in the VOC’s colony, in exchange for their labor. After their indentured term of service was ended, many of these colonists went on to form the foundation of Formosa’s modern middle-class. Terms of service were often fulfilled within three years, as colonists took up other jobs to generate income and to pay off the coast of transport and land quicker. As with many settlements, not all the colonists went on to live prosperous lives, and fell into perpetual debt with the VOC.
	It was not until 1755, that the first colonists arrived at a small bay southwest of Taipei. They did not find paradise, but they also did not find mosquito-infested swamps like those that dot the Brazilian coasts and rivers. Instead, they found relatively flat land, already stripped of its former forests. Little in the way of game lived in the area, and for the first year, the colonists were forced to rely upon the Company as its food source.
	At first, the colonists did little more than workers already on the island, and that was grow cash crops. Obtaining jobs in the VOC was difficult; management and foreman positions were already filled by able natives and Chinese. To many of the colonists’ surprise, the people already living on the island spoke Dutch, if not fluently then at least well enough to convey the message. Many of the refugees from Antwerp were starting to wonder if they had not been duped by the VOC.
	However, after two years at the new colony, the Dutch did what they do best: reclaim. The deforested land soon blossomed with mulberry and tea plantations, as well as apple orchards and vineyards. Wheat was grown in some quantities, but many of the colonists adopted rice in its place, turning it into odd tasting breads. As with other lands colonized by the Dutch, the colonists introduced the tulip to Formosa with the first bulbs arriving in 1757. Even the natives, already well settled on their own lands, found room for the turban-shaped flowers.
	By 1775, the city of New Antwerp soon exceeded the population and wealth of its namesake. Where the Dutch grew sugar in the west, they began to grow tea in large quantities in the east, mostly on Formosa and Hainan. Netherlanders themselves were not big on tea, being more of a coffee-drinking people, but the British simply could not consume enough of the leaves. With Dutch dominance in the Far East, Netherlanders almost literally had all the tea in China.
	Along with becoming a profitable tea producing center, New Antwerp also became the island’s shipyard. At first, immigrants wished to build the same types of ships that they have always built; sloops and the like. They did, until the shipwrights fully inspected the VOC ships in used off the Chinese coast. The ships that transported colonists were mostly of European design and sailed by Dutch crews. They were ships that seldom made cargo runs across the Indian Ocean, and most of ships had never even left the Atlantic. VOC freighters dwarfed what plied European waters.
	The freighters borrowed heavily from Ming Dynasty ship designs, or treasure ships as they were called. The biggest difference, aside from size, lay in the compartmentalized hulls, an innovation dating back centuries to the Han Dynasty. At first, shipwrights considered the bulkheads to be cumbersome and a waste of space. Why divide the hull and limit how much cargo that could be held? True, it did allow for water-tight spaces to store either fresh water, or live fish, but it also cut down on profits. The colonists changed their minds, as the VOC had a century before, when they first saw a ship run aground on a small coral reef. 
	Seeing a large gouge in the hull, the colonists assumed the ship would sink and prepared to set out and salvage the cargo and rescue the crew. The seasoned shipwrights were astounded to see that not only the ship remained afloat, it continued on its voyage to Taipei as if it struck only a wave of water and not something as solid as a reef. A few sailors did drown in the flooding, and cargo was lost, but only in the damaged compartment. The rest of the ship and cargo were unharmed. Witnessing this miracle in engineering, some of the colonists wondered why this innovation was mostly used in the China trade.
	Around the same time the first of the Antwerp refugees were leaving for the Far East in 1754, William III died a peaceful and natural death while his son and heir was only sixteen years of age, around the same age that William II ascended the throne in fact as well as name. William IV would be the longest reigning Dutch monarch, and would oversee the final hostile takeover of the 18th Century. When William reached his eighteenth birthday in 1756, the VOC began to crumple beneath the excessive debt it collected in its conquest of India. 
	By 1755, the Indian Ocean was nearly a Dutch lake. The VOC ran colonies and controlled lands from southern Africa, north to India and east to Java and the southern continent of Australia. In the previous century-and-a-half, the VOC took former Portuguese holdings and expanded them to include Danish, French and lastly British possession, as well as muscling smaller commercial players, such as Venice, out of the India market. For India, whether it was under VOC control, allied or outside of the sphere of influence, the VOC held a monopoly on the import-export business.
	Only the VOC was pleased by the monopoly on foreign trade. A number of princely states, most notably Mysore, were not so pleased by the lack of choices. A second Mysorean War broke out in 1754, resulting in Mysore being governed directly by a VOC-appointed king. This conquest added more to the crushing debt that the Company faced. A few smaller states attempted to close their border to Dutch trade, and faced the same consequences that Mysore suffered. Half were annexed outright. Not all of the VOC’s policies were that of ruthless profit seeking. Along with fortresses, the VOC built roads, company-ran schools and hospitals in newly conquered lands. Education was nearly universal in parts of southern India, and more than half of the Kandyan population spoke Dutch to a degree in 1760.
	Like many trading companies of the 18th Century, the VOC wielded powers comparable to that of nation-states. The VOC’s royal monopoly authorized it to sigh treaties, raise armies, levy taxes and even wage wars. The VOC took advantage of these privileges greatly in India, as well as the East Indies. In the 1750s, the VOC saw a new source of manpower; tens of thousands of veterans of the wars in Europe. Adventurers and mercenaries from northern and western Europe signed on to the VOC for tours of duty in India. Many of these soldiers settled on VOC lands, building plantations and fortunes of their own, as did the native soldiers, known as Sepoy. Those who served the Company were rewarded amply. Those that resisted were often run over by the corporate juggernaut.
	Between 1751 and 1758, the VOC was one of the world’s largest empires. Like all empires, the VOC’s Indian Ocean operations were not without trouble. The largest problem came not from the Indians but rather from Dutch colonists in southern Africa. One of the backwaters of the Dutch world as well as the VOC’s commercial empire was oddly enough one of the more strategic points in the spice trade. Kapenstaat was founded by the VOC in 617, as an agricultural colony to stock its ships with food required to complete their long trade missions. The VOC recruited farmers and other adventurers across the United Provinces with the promise of free land. The first settlers brought with them tried and true European crops, such as wheat, barley and grapes; all of which could be converted to alcohol. The following decade saw the arrival of more exotic crops.
	Potatoes from the New World, oranges and limes for battling scurvy, and even sugar cane were tried by the colonists. These and more attempts to grow export foods and cash crops were quickly quashed by the VOC. The colonists were paid to produce food, not luxuries, though citrus fruits and potatoes were permitted. The colonists protested the VOC’s attempt to control them. It was their land, and the colonists intended to grow what they pleased. After all, owning land was a path to liberty. The VOC saw the situation differently. To them, the colonists were nothing more than employees and would do precisely what the Company commanded of them. Instead of a second Brazil, the VOC wanted the Cape to become Holland, Flanders and Limburg transplanted on the opposite side of the equator, complete even with dairy farms.
	Cape Colony was unique in the VOC’s holdings. It was the only predominately exclusive Netherlander department that was ruled like a private fief. The colonists considered the VOC tyrants to be the worst kind, sons of Spain and not true Netherlanders. The VOC cared little for what their employees thought, so long as they grew precisely what was required. Since the VOC held an absolute monopoly on imports and exports from Kapenstaat, what it said went. By the start of the 18th Century, many colonists have had enough of the VOC’s dictates and upped and moved further inland. Since the Company saw little of interest in the interior of Kapenstaaten, the colonists reasoned it was the perfect place to escape.
	Up to a hundred families departed Kapenstaat for the bush and for freedom from the domineering VOC. The families and further settlers, known across history as Boers, took upon the Boer Trek across hundreds of kilometers of wilderness before reaching rivers and watering holes in the highlands. The first Boer Trekkers left Kapenstaat in August of 1748, after enduring more than a century of VOC rule. After the first two Treks, the VOC cracked down on the colonists, going as far as attempting to prevent emigration.
	The Boers lived life in the bush far freer than on the cape, but it was far harsher as well. Gone were the luxuries brought in by the VOC, and goner were the food crops grown for them. Boers brought with them their sheep and cattle, along with corn and wheat as well as a few tomatoes. Not only did their livestock provide food, but wool and leather to power a small tanning and weaving industry. Leading this new community was a man named Johann van der Weld. His birth name remains unknown to history, aside from his given name of Johann, but what is known is that van der Weld was born in Kapenstaat sometime in the year 1707. Like many born on the Cape, he was born into lifelong employment to the VOC. 
	Colonists had little say in the matter. Van der Weld said that the only difference between colonists of the Cape and African Slaves of Brazil was that van der Weld’s people were paid for their services. Living in such an isolated pocket of civilization, with the Company controlling all shipping in and out, gave the colonists no option by to work for the VOC. Van der Weld ran away from his contract at the age of thirty, striking out into the wilderness with a few fellow adventurers. His own expedition survived the rigors of the bush, crossing the Dragon Mountains and making it far as the source of the Oranje River.
	He returned to the Cape with exaggerated stories of a great and verdant land further north. He recruited a hundred families and began the Boer Trek to a location named in the honor of a Dutch king, as well as the community’s leader; Johannesbourg. The community struggled for several years, and survived partly because of a second wave of settlers to replace the nearly half of the first wave that died in the first three years. Johannesbourg lacked the resources to support a rapidly growing population, and settlers were turned away to establish their own communities along the Oranje. Trade with the natives did help to supplement what the settlers could grow on their own on their farms and ranches. Boer homes were nothing like the great plantations of Brazil or Ceylon, nor anything like the orchards of New Amsterdam. 
	Boer were living at a subsidence farming level, with simple houses built from stone with dirt floors. Compared to the rest of the Dutch world, the Boers were living in poverty. When Johannesbourg’s population stabilized and the standard of living grew to a more tolerable level, the Boers began to expand their community. Each of the smaller settlements elected representatives to meet at a Staaten-Generaal in Johannesbourg, forming the kernel of the Boer Republic of Johannestaaten. Johannesbourg faced a severe setback in 1758, with one of the VOC’s final acts of its first incarnation. The town was sacked by VOC soldiers. Though many of the settlers escaped, the VOC took livestock back to the Cape, burnt Boer homesteads, and a few vicious soldiers went as far as to poison wells. Further attempts to destroy the Boers were brought to a sudden halt when the VOC was defaulted on loans in 1758. News of the Company’s financial collapse did not reach Kapenstaaten for months.
	Unable to pay their creditors after their expensive conquest of India, the Bank of Amsterdam, as well as other banks, began to seize VOC assets. The Staaten-Generaal saw the collapse of the VOC as a potential disaster for the United Provinces. Without money, the Company could not pay soldiers, and without soldiers, they could not hold the lands they acquired over the decades. Unwilling to allow the British, French of Spanish to gobble up VOC lands, King William IV ordered the Dutch Navy and Army to take control of the lands.
	Between defaulting in 1758, and final bankruptcy in 1762, the Staaten-General had control of the VOC’s African holdings, India, Ceylon and the East Indies. Treaties that the VOC made, the United Provinces would continue to honor. In the place of the giant VOC, tens of smaller trading companies began to fill the void left by the giant’s collapse. Investors began to liquidate the VOC’s remaining assets in order to regain their investments. A few investors, as well as captains and their crews, remained loyal to the VOC under the command of their new chairman, Heydrick Doeff. The Company that straddled the world in the first half of the 18th Century were reduced too just another trading company in the latter half of the century. Unlike other small trading outfits, the VOC made its share of enemies, who now took the opportunity to seek out revenge.
	In the space of sixty years, privately ran colonies were nationalized and the Staaten-Generaal found itself administering colonies that were once the domain of companies. Much of the VOC bureaucracy was kept in place, as were the people who ran the colonies. The largest difference now was that they took their coin from The Hague and not Amsterdam. The United Provinces found itself at the heart of an empire, with all the inherent problems that plague any imperium.




V) Revolutions
(1780-1840)
	The decades approaching and preceding the turn of the 19th Century saw some of the greatest changes, both politically and socially, in the history of the United Provinces. With a new empire to administer, the Staaten-General was forced to raise taxes from all corners of that said empire just to pay for its maintenance. Taxes in the formerly VOC-owned lands were nothing new, nor were those in the colonies ran by the South Atlantic Company, however, this did not stop the colonists from grumbling about taxes. Especially in Brazil.
	By 1780, Brazil’s population of two million was mostly free, with less than fifty thousand slaves still held in bondage. Heavy cultivation of the soil along the eastern seaboard depleted the nutrients and gave plantation owners smaller and smaller yields. Those who could afford simply moved further inland. With each move, the number of those who could fell to decades of attrition, and soon the formerly prosperous colony stagnated. Though soil exhaustion would have happened no matter who administered the colony, the colonists blamed the Staaten-Generaal for everything that ailed them. As their sells fell, plantation owners either sold their slaves or emancipated them. Selling was popular at first, but when even the Duke of Pernambuco could no longer afford to keep slaves, many were freed.
	It might seem today to be a great move of compassion, but the motivation of emancipation was not an enlightening one. It was simple economics. It cost a great deal to feed, clothe and general care for slaves, whereas plantation owners need not pay any sort of upkeep for hired hands. Many of these wage-earners were former slaves, who while technically free, could ill afford the cost of moving on to greener pastures. Different crops were planted in the place of tobacco and sugar, but none of these brought in the same level of profit. 
	Taxation made the lot of the wealthy even worse, as taxes were calculated partially with the anticipated income generated by cash crops. When taxes came due, plantation owners and small farmers alike found themselves a little poorer than the year before. Worse still in the eyes of the colonists was that a portion of the tax money was exported from Brazil to pay for other colonial ventures. Paying taxes to support their own local self-governments was one thing, but subsidizing colonies scattered across the globe was quite another. The first of many tax protests hit the major cities of Brazil in December of 1780. In the case of Mauristadt, the protest turned into a riot, with government offices being burned and tax collectors suffering from both tar and feathers.
	In response to such open defiance, the Staaten-Generaal sent five thousand soldiers to uphold the martial law declared in the city. Taxation was not the only bone the colonists had to pick. For the most part, South Atlantic Company rule left the colonists to their own devices. As long as the Company made a profit, it was not overly concerned how the people governed themselves. The Staaten-Generaal did not outright usurp such local authority, but rather bombarded them with hundreds of details and tried to micro-manage Brazil from afar. Even the Duke of Pernambuco, in theory of equal standing to nobles in the United Provinces, was not immune to overseas’ decrees. To make matters worse, the Staaten-Generaal made all these decisions without even consulting the colonial assemblies.
	The combination of poor economic performances in the 1780s, constant interference by The Hague, and increasing taxation to pay for territory that is of little interest to colonial Brazil left the colony at a crossroads. It could either continue down the same road, which many of the landed colonists saw as further ruin, or they could strike out for change. The smoke of revolution was in the air, but there had yet to be a fire lit. In 1791, two hundred prominent colonists appointed themselves representatives of the cities and provinces of Brazil and convened in Recife to discuss the future of Brazil.
	The Brazilian Convention saw the rise of two factions and two leaders. The more extreme faction called for outright independence from the United Provinces. The Revolutionaries were led by a man named Maarten Bechard. Bechard was a wealthy landowner from southern Brazil, descended from Hugonauts that fled oppression in 17th Century France. Like many in the south, he saw Brazil’s relationship with the United Provinces as give-and-take; the colonist gave while the Mother Country took. His faction was in the minority, but was also very loud in their demands and extreme to the point of wishing the abolishment of monarch and the establishment of a Brazilian Republic.
	The more moderate faction also called for independence, but did not wish to sever all ties with their cousins across the ocean. The Constitutionalists called for Brazilian statehood instead of outright independence. They did not wish to become a twentieth Province, but rather a kingdom in of itself. They held no ill will towards King William IV, though they did resent Staaten-Generaal interference in colonial affairs. Their leader, a professor at the University of Pernambuco, named Johann Valckenaer would go down in history as the Father of Brazil.
	Valckenaer was born to a middle class family of modest means in Pernambuco on July 4, 1751. He spent five years after his seventeenth birthday serving in the Pernambuco Militia. During his service, Valckenaer read many books and taught himself geometry, algebra and even the recently developed calculus. After being released from his required five years’ service, he headed off to the University. He did not land a professorship immediately. Instead, he took a job as a groundskeeper while attending class. Though he would eventually become a professor of mathematics, he studied Dutch law as well as foreign legal systems even after graduating.
	At the Convention, he called upon Brazil to adopt a monarchal form of government, and like Denmark-Norway, to be independent and to be ruled by the Dutch monarch. Bechard’s supporters were quick to point out that Denmark-Norway no longer existed as an independent principality. His strongest supporters were the Brazilian nobility present at the Convention, who would have lost both title and privilege under a republican form of government. A month into the Convention, the Revolutionary faction walked out in protest, never to return. Without Bechard blocking progress, the Constitutionalists drafted a Constitution that it planned to present to William IV and the Staaten-Generaal.
	The process would have been a simple yay-nay vote, if not for further actions of the Revolutionaries. On September 8, 1791, Bechard led an attack on a Dutch Army arsenal in Salvador. Many Revolutionaries were killed, but enough remained standing to overwhelm the guards and to loot the arsenal of muskets, powder and shot. Bechard’s small army marched from Salvador back to Recife, with the dual goal of ejecting the Dutch Army and eliminating his competition. Has he been successful, Brazil might have erupted in full rebellion. As it happened, the Dutch Army learned quickly what happened to the arsenal, and the local commander assumed that these rebels were on the march to the colonial capital.
	Valckenaer made one attempt to mediate between the Dutch authorities and the Revolutionaries. His attempt was derailed quickly when he messengers were killed and their bodies returned to sender. The Constitutionalists were placed in an awkward situation. Vackenaer now knew how dangerous a man was Bechard, but did not wish to fight against a fellow Brazilian. If he did not stand with the Dutch Army, then the Staaten-Generaal might assume that all attendants of the Convention were rebels, and would deal with them accordingly.
	The Battle of Recife was a short affair, lasting less than two hours on November 29, 1791. Bechard greatly overestimated his support among the population, as the Recife Militia turned out to join the “Orange Coats” and the Constitutionalists. Bechard’s seven thousand revolutionaries found themselves battling twenty thousand soldiers and militia. Bechard and his leadership were all but wiped out leading the assault down the streets of Recife. The short-lived Brazilian Rebellion ended after only three months, but the damage was already done.
	Martial Law was declared across the whole of the colonial, and any assembly greater than ten people were banned. The Constitutionalists had to leave the city and continue their convention twelve kilometers up the Capybara River at the town of Leiden. It was in the backroom of a pub in the less-than-prosperous side of town the Constitutional of Brazil was completed. Since Brazil was larger than several European nations combined, the Constitution called for the head of state to be an Emperor, and was to be given a broad range of executive powers ranging from leading the Brazilian Army, appointing and dismissing Governor-Generals as his viceroy and veto legislation.
	The Staaten-Generaal of Brazil would be divided into two chambers like the United Provinces. Unlike the United Provinces, the upper chamber, called the Senaat, was not the exclusive domain of the nobility. Brazil’s nobility would have their seats, but half would be awarded to the Provincial Assemblies to appoint their own Senators. Provinces in Brazil were never independent states as they were in the Netherlands. Instead, they were mostly administrative districts, with the exception of establishments like the Duchy of Pernambuco or the County of Natal. They had some provincial differences as their citizens’ ancestors hailed from different nationalities and religious sects. The Brazilian Empire would legally be a federation, though its Provinces would never be as independently minded as the United Provinces. All Senators would be appointed for life, pending on good behavior.
	The lower chamber, called the House of Electorates, would be comprised of representatives elected, initially, by all men with ten thousand guilders’ worth of property, for terms of five years. A few at the Convention wanted the term to be shorter, one or two years, so that the Electorates would be forced to keep in touch with their constituents. To prevent these Electorates from becoming de facto nobles, a two-term limit was imposed on how long any could serve in the lower chamber of the Staaten-Generaal. Thus legislature was effectively divided into a chamber that looks after Provincial interests and one that looks after the interest of the voters.
	One of the clauses of the Brazilian Constitution called for the abolition of slavery. By 1790, only some forty thousand of Brazil’s two-point-seven million inhabitants were still held in bondage. Though only a few of the members of the Convention were slave owners, they made their voices heard loudly and clearly; they were not about to give up their property. As with many other debates in the Convention, Valckenaer mediated a compromise between abolition and retaining. The slaves would be purchased at market value by the Staaten-Generaal and then freed. It solved the issue of slavery, as well as compensated their former owners for their loss.
	The Constitution also extended legal protection to all races. Racial classifications in colonial Brazil consisted of white (42%), black (41%), Indian (3%) and mixed (14%). The mixed consisted of predominantly black people with at least one white ancestor. In the case of former slaves, often their father or grandfather was either their owner, or more often than not, their overseer. Though legal equals, racial tension would continue to simmer in Brazilian society long after slavery officially ended. Low wages offered to field hands when agricultural industry finally recovered in the 1810s attracted far more black Brazilians than white ones. In many cases, laboring in the fields was often the only sort of work available for blacks, creating a semi-underclass of poorly educated workers.
	It would not be until the Industrial Revolution was in full swing that equality among the races would be in fact as well as in law. The industrialization of Brazil would bring workers of all races and from all backgrounds together in progressing the new nation forward towards the 20th Century. Dream of a Brazilian Empire that stretched from sea to sea would have to wait until the Constitution was enacted. The first obstacle for the Constitutionalists was to get their document into the King’s hands. With martial law still in effect, it was not until late 1793 that a copy of the document was smuggled out of Brazil.
	The document was not well received by the Staaten-Generaal. The idea that former rebels would have the nerve to make such demands so recently following their failed uprising was absurd. In 1794, not even the United Provinces had a written constitution. Its government was still based on internal treaties and gentlemanly agreements made by men long since deceased. The Brazilians desiring the same rights that Netherlanders enjoyed was not too outrageous, but having their own government, even with William IV as their sovereign. If the Staaten-Generaal agreed to such a Constitution, it was feared that the act would only encourage other colonies to strike out on their own, though perhaps not as dramatically as the Boers of Kapenstaaten.
	One of the most powerful Constitution supporters was the Grand Prince of Norway, William Frederick. He favored the concept not just in Brazil, but would see it carried out in the United Provinces themselves following the turn of the century. He convinced his father that if the Brazilians could not gain independence through evolution, they might all turn back to the idea of revolution and forever severe the ties between the two lands. Even then, the aging William IV could not simply give into the demands of the colonists.
	Then why not act as if you are granting the Constitution? That was what the Crown Prince asked of his father. He further added that it should be amended so that only the Dutch King could sit upon its throne. Of course, if the king were to do so, then the citizenry of the United Provinces would wonder where is their Constitution. That would be an issue for the royal heir to resolve upon taking the throne in 1806. Arranging the situation to appear as if the King, and naturally the Staaten-Generaal, was granting a Constitution brought enough of the First Chamber over to the side of the Brazilian Constitutionalists when it finally came to a vote.
	During a blizzard on February 7, 1795, after months of debate, the question was finally put to a vote. In addition to the Constitution, a permanent treaty of alliance was also put on the floor, an attachment to the Constitutional bill. It passed the First Chamber by three votes. As this was considered a matter of the Provinces, the Constitution did not go before the Second Chamber, which favored the idea by a slightly greater margin. The news reached Brazilian delegates that waited patiently in The Hague for the past year with great joy.
	By May, Brazil’s Staaten-Generaal convened for the first time in Recife. Formal elections were scheduled for July 1, 1795, and until then Brazil’s legislature would be ran by the same self-appointed cliché that held the Convention. They agreed to the alliance with the United Provinces, for Brazil was a nation of much land and not nearly enough people to hold it securely. With the United Provinces, and their navy behind Brazil, European powers will think twice before trying to carve off pieces of the new country.
	On October 29, William Frederick arrived in Recife to receive the crown of Brazil. William IV wished to have made the journey himself. Unfortunately, in the last ten years of the life, the old king suffered from various ailments to his health, including debilitating kidney stones. His son would be crowned the first Emperor of Brazil on November 7. When the Bishop of Recife placed the crown upon his head, a modest ornament based upon the United Provinces’ own crown, William Frederick became Emperor Maurice I of Brazil. He took the name Maurice for that was the name of the United Provinces’ first monarch, and only seemed appropriate as was a fortunate name, for the new Empire. His first act as Emperor was to appoint Johann Valckenaer as his Governor-General. It was hardly a great surprise to anyone in Brazil or the United Provinces, especially the new Governor-General. Valckenaer spent the past two years maneuvering himself into a position to become the appointed viceroy.
	Before 1795, the average Brazilian, a person whose culture was a fusion of Dutch, various other European and West African, lived a much different political life than the average Netherlander. In the cities, both societies had relatively large middle classes, but the Brazilians had little say in how their country was governed, while a Netherlander could, at least in legal theory, petition their representatives in the Staaten-Generaal for change. Failing that, they could fire him come the next election. Brazilians had no such luxury for their decisions were made across the Atlantic.
	After the Constitution was ratified, Brazilians knew the same rights as their cousins in the Mother Country, as well as the same frustrations. A great deal of political power fell into the hands of the wealthiest of Brazilians, men who owned great plantation in the countryside. These landowners would run for office, with seats in the Senaat being their greatest ambition. The wealthy did look upon the nobility in a similar envious way as the middle class looked upon them. Brazil was a far less egalitarian society than the United Provinces. All men were equal in the eyes of the law, but generations of slavery enhanced the stratification of society.
	The elite looked upon their former property, even those black Brazilians who were enterprising enough to gain their own land and vote, with disdain. They looked upon the landless poor whites with almost equal distaste. Poor white and mixed Brazilians viewed blacks, be they recently freed or generations removed from bondage, as competition for jobs in the city or as field hands. Tensions between the poor of all races continued until the economic boom of the 1810s, when unemployment fell and the workers began to save up their money to buy their own land further west. The exodus of labor pushed wages up higher as firms struggled to keep skilled laborers, or sometimes just to hold on to enough workers to meet the demand for their products. Whenever a skilled laborer headed to the interior, a new pair of hands walked disembarked a ship from some European port.
	1811 was the start of a great land rush along the Amazon River. Nearly two hundred thousand families tried their luck in the Amazon Basin during the decade. With such lush vegetation and ample water, how could they not prosper? Settlers soon found that the lushness of the Amazon was very misleading as the soil was some of the poorest in Brazil. Many of these settlers died of tropical diseases, and many more moved south, to the highlands of Brazil, for greener pastures. Quite a few remained in the Amazon, but not as would-be landed elite. They fell back into wage labor, working for logging companies and mining outfits. One of the logging centers, far up the Amazon would become a very important commercial center in the future of Brazil: a city named for the nation’s first Governor-General.
	Settlers in southern Brazil found life more tolerable than that in the sweltering jungles. In the same time that hundreds of thousands struggled in the Amazon, more than a million people settled in the higher elevations of Highlands. Brazil was a nation divided into various agricultural fiefs and in the highlands it was coffee that was king. Coffee from the Provinces of Groenebergen supplied much of Europe’s demand alone. In the western reaches of the Province of Margaretha, the open savanna was quickly partitioned between various cattle-owning families, who fought bitterly over access to water and the best grazing lands. With the advent of the railroad, many of these families and their herds would come to blows at the regularly lawless cattle depots, the greatest of these named Savanne.
	While Brazil was experiencing its first economic and population boom since independence, the United Provinces were feeling a change of their own. When Emperor Maurice also became King Maurice II, the first items on his agenda were constitutions, not just for the United Provinces as a whole, but for the Provinces individually. Since first seeing Brazil’s written code of government, Maurice became obsessed with the idea of written constitutions. For the better part of his first decade as King, Maurice pressed the issue with the Staaten-Generaal, who constantly brushed it aside. The United Provinces already had a functional system, and members of the First Chamber saw no reason to fix what was not broke. Maurice had far greater support in the Second Chamber, and among the more enlightened of the United Provinces’ citizenry.
	The first Province to draft a Constitution was Liege. For two centuries, a Regent reigned in the place of the Bishop, appointed by the Staaten-Generaal to not only rule Liege, but to serve in that august body. In June and July of 1809, the leading citizens of Liege assembled in the city of Liege to draft the new framework for their government. Most of what existed before was retained and enshrined in writing. The largest difference from pre-constitutional Liege and the new Liege was that the Regent would not be appointed by The Hague, but rather elected by the people. If electing their Regent was not radical enough, Liege went as far as to establish universal manhood suffrage in its Provincial Constitution.
	Is enthusiasm spread to the educated massed, who swept up the ideal of constitutionalism the way modern crowds might sweep up a fad. Unlike fads, this idea did not die when a new idea came over the horizon. In the Spring of 1816, Maurice II called for a Constitutional Convention to be held for the United Provinces. Along with Dutch nobility, hundreds of intellectuals, lawyers and elected representatives of various towns descended upon Delft. They would not suffer the sweltering heat of Recife for months on end. The United Province Convention would last only three weeks, as much of the United Provinces’ Constitution would be borrowed from Brazil. In an odd twist of fate, it would be the former colony leading the way for the former Mother Country.
	However, unlike Brazil, the United Provinces were still a collection of independently minded Provinces. Much of the three weeks of the Convention was spent arguing over whether the United Provinces should be a Confederation like Switzerland, albeit with a far stronger national government, or if it should be Federal, with the national government holding more power than the Provinces. Two full articles of the United Provinces Constitution were dedicated to preserving Provincial Rights. The Provinces would continue to tend their own internal affairs, but the Staaten-Generaal was specifically given the right to regulate commerce and travel between the Provinces. Over the next two centuries, the Commerce Clause would be a battleground between Provincial and National governments.
	The greatest change to the Staaten-Generaal came to the Second Chamber, which like its Brazilian counterpart would be named the House of Electorates. Since 1609, the Second Chamber consisted of many members who essentially bribed and bought their way into power. After the Convention, the Electorates came into power by a more organized and legitimate means, chosen by the suffrage of their district. The age and condition of the vote was left largely to the Provinces to decide, many keeping property qualifications as a requirement. This lasted until 1884, when Holland finally abolished the property requirement. No longer would wealthy merchants and powerful companies decide the fate of the Dutch people—at least not directly.
	The First Chamber, as with Brazil it would be renamed the Senaat, would continue to consist of hereditary rulers of the Provinces as well as other peers of the realm. It was not open to election, and new members could not be admitted without its own consent. As with before, the Senaat would handle matters concerning the Provinces while the lower chamber would handle matters of the people. Both Chambers locked horns over issues such as taxation and tariffs, with both Chambers arguing that it affected them greater. In a compromise, it was decided that the Senaat would deal with tariffs and any commerce arriving from outside the United Provinces, while the House would deal with taxation.
	As a mercantile nation, the United Provinces derived more than sixty percent of its budgetary income from a series of tariffs and customs, all of which were designed not only to fund the government but to protect homegrown businesses and domestically produced goods. Protectionism has always been a way of life for the Netherlanders. If foreign goods were imported by foreign ships, the fee would increase even greater. Various customs were even imposed on foreign ships that were simply “passing through” that were not offloading any great amount of cargo in Dutch ports. Even at the highest point of taxation upon the citizens, no Netherlander would ever lose more than twenty-five percent of their income or wealth to the tax collector.
	The 1816 Constitution also gave the King more power. Initially, the King of the United Provinces was intended to be as much an anchor as a leader, something to help link the Provinces together. As an executive monarch, the Dutch king would always have greater power than the figureheads that would one day reign across the North Sea, but they were specifically denied the right to dissolve the Staaten-Generaal and call for new elections. The House of Electorates would face re-election every five years. Unlike Brazil, no term limits were placed upon Electorates.
	Prosperity and constitutionalism struck a third corner of the Atlantic. New Amsterdam remained trapped between mountains and sea for more than a century. In 1773, the first settlers crossed the Appalachian Mountains to found Beverbourg at the confluence of the Allegany and Monongahela Rivers. This city received its name from the numerous beaver pelts shipped up the Ohio River by trappers for the past thirty years. Beverbourg grew from a population of two hundred to that of four thousand in fifteen years and rapidly became the gateway to the Ohio Valley.
	The Dutch were not the only Europeans interested in the Ohio. As mentioned, trappers have visited the area for decades, but they were not solely Dutch. British and French trappers traded extensively with the natives. France had access to the Ohio Country from Quebec to the northeast and Louisiana to the west. The British had access to it from Virginia to the south and the Hudson Bay to the north. All three colonial powers converged on the rich land. France was the easiest to contain, as both Britain and the Netherlands decided Quebec’s boundary should end at the Great Lakes and Louisiana should consist of lands west of the Mississippi River. France’s attempts to reject the boundaries were futile, as British and Dutch settlers colonized the land at a far greater rate than the French.
	British and Dutch authorities in Virginia and New Amsterdam struggled to define their own borders west of the Appalachians. The Netherlands insisted that the Ohio River was a natural boundary, while Britain wished to extend the New Amsterdam-Maryland border in a straight line to the Mississippi. Though the United Provinces and the United Kingdom were not about to go to war over this boundary, their colonists were more than eager. To prevent this conflict, both The Hague and London turned to a third party to mediate the dispute. The King of Sweden ruled in favor of the United Provinces’ claim, but only on the southern boundary. The northern boundary, which was claimed all the way to Lake Champlain, was ruled in favor of the British, bringing the Iroquois Confederacy under British influence.
	The ruling satisfied most parties, save the colonists in Virginia who felt a new level of betrayal by their own Mother Country. The Marquis of New Amsterdam invited any British colonists to settle in the Ohio Country, provided that they obey Dutch law and mind their manners. The Ohio River would remain the border between New Amsterdam and Virginia, even after the colony broke from Britain to form the Confederation of American States, and later simply the Republic of Virginia.
	In the eight years since the United Provinces’ Constitution was enacted, the people of New Amsterdam began to wonder about their own government. Town halls were the extend of self-government in New Amsterdam, and that only extended as far as the town’s charter. Beyond that, the Marquis’s word was law. Unlike the United Provinces, the nobility of New Amsterdam ruled more like feudal lords of old than of enlightened gentlemen. It is a bit of historical irony that a colony that shunned slavery in favor of indentured servitude would find its citizens with fewer rights than the former slaves in Brazil. The cities of New Amsterdam, Ruyter and Fort Oranje gathered petitions with over ten thousand signatures each and presented them to the Marquis, who dismissed these calls for reform.
	One of the petitions crossed the Atlantic and was brought to the attention of King Maurice II. He saw that the New Amsterdammers were seeking a Constitution of their own, and called for the Staaten-Generaal to intervene. Being a colony, New Amsterdam was ordered to reform and the Marquis was commanded to call a Convention. Given the ruggedness of the colony, the Convention was a slow affair, with delegates from as far as Lake Michigan arriving in the city of Ruyter. Four months after calls went out, the Convention was convened.
	New Amsterdammers borrowed as much from the American Confederation’s Constitution as it did from the United Provinces. The New Amsterdammer Constitution was radical by Dutch standards. It called for the abolition of all hereditary heirs in New Amsterdam and for an elected Regent to be the head of the Province. Unlike Brazil, New Amsterdam opted for direct union with the United Provinces, and on April 18, 1824, petitioned The Hague to become the twentieth Province.
	It was not until October 18, that both the Constitution was ratified by the Staaten-Generaal, and New Amsterdam was admitted into the United Provinces. A great deal of resistance came from the Senaat, which refused to admit any delegation from New Amsterdam. To alleviate the problem, Maurice II suggested that the former Marquis not be totally deposed and instead serve New Amsterdam in the Senaat, while New Amsterdam’s own Regent preside over the new Province’s assembly.
	With a change in government, the United Provinces faced a change in life. The steam engine, developed in Britain decades earlier, finally reached Dutch soil. For much of its history, mills in the United Provinces were powered by winds blowing off the North Sea or from currents in tidal estuaries. These limited industry to specific areas of specific Provinces, granting disproportional wealthy to these regions. The first steam engine was not introduced to Holland, or any other coastal Province, but rather was built in Luxembourg. 
	Industrialization greatly increased productivity within Luxembourg, but it came at a coast. Large quantities of coal were mined from the once pristine Province, and woodlands were replaced by forests of smokestacks. Endless streams of black smoke blotted out the sun as new steam-powered factories sprouted, filling the lungs of its citizens. As bad as the plight was for the average citizen, it was far worse for those tasked with extracting the burning stone from the Earth. The life expectancy of a coal miner in 1830s Luxembourg remained vanishingly short. Thousands were killed in mine collapses on an annual basis, while many more died of poor health caused by mining conditions.
	Industrialization also improved efficiency at the cost of the workers. What was once done by five workers could now be done by one, and Luxembourgers found themselves in an unfamiliar situation: chronic unemployment. Those that could afford the trip left Luxembourg for another Province, Brazil or one of the colonies. The majority grew too poor to escape the industrial blight. Shifts in supply-and-demand allowed the factory owners to cut wages. If their workers did not like it, the owner could easily replace him with one of the many desperate souls seeking work. This did not mean all wages were cut, but it did mean they seldom rose. The cost of living in Luxembourg grew as the relative purchasing power of the individual shrank.
	The proximity to coal and iron also allowed Luxembourg, and later Limbourg and Liege, to become steel producing powerhouses. If conditions in the mines were bad, then those on the foundry floors were worse. Long hours and hostile environments took their tolls on the steel workers. To be fair, there were factory owners who tried to impose safety regulations upon the work place, for after all, it was rather difficult to replace a skilled steel man. Like with so many aspects of life, there were also those rotten apples in barrel called the steel industry that would cut corners and put laborers at risk to gain a competitive edge.
	When steam power first arrived in Holland and Zeeland, it was not for industry, but rather flood control. Large pumps were fashioned to pump out the flood waters and to greatly increase the ability to reclaim land from the sea. In the days before steam, land was reclaimed at great cost in manpower and time, and only reclaimed a parcel at a time. With industrial strength pumps, entire strips of land could be raised from the shallow depths in a fraction of the time. Between 1830 and 1840, Holland’s size increased by one hundred five square kilometers.
	Being once at the bottom of the sea, these new plots of land were not the best places to build new farms. Instead, the land, most of which was around Amsterdam, would be used for urban expansion. As industry stripped jobs from other Provinces, Limburgers, Luxembourgers and other southern Provincial citizens made their way to the northern cities in search of work. Though factories started to run on constant steam instead of sporadic wind, there was still a shortage of menial laborers in Holland. Long since the commercial capital of Europe, Amsterdammers, and Hollanders in general, avoided the dangerous factory work.
	Dangers were plentiful in the new industrial landscape. Machines powered by steam could move twenty-four hours a day, and often did. Seldom did the early machines need to stop, and only then it was when a piece broke. Life was not pleasant in this new, industrial Netherlands. 1840 saw the lowest quality of life since before 1609. In Holland, demand for laborers rose so high that newly built textile mills would take any able bodied economic refugee from the south. The worst conditions were reserved for the children of refugees, who were made to crawl beneath mechanical looms, while they continued to run, in order to retrieve scraps of wool, cotton or silk. Working in the mills gave them little, but took a lot, sometimes fingers or who limbs. The invention of a cotton separator in the American Confederation greatly increased the supply of cotton, which further fueled the expanding textile industry in the United Provinces and Brazil. Unlike Brazil, Netherlanders could not simply up and move west once they saved enough money. There were no open lands for homesteading in the Low Countries.
	The Industrial Revolution produced more than mechanical monsters and replaced more than human laborers. In 1822, the first railroad was constructed between Amsterdam and The Hague. It replaced not only horse-drawn carts, but threated to replace canals and was seen as a danger to river commerce. Unlike the mechanical behemoths that took in worker and spat out mangled bodies, business interests in the Netherlands did lobby the Staaten-Generaal against the railroad. The shipping giants claimed that it would not only wreck the national and Provincial economies, but threatened the seafaring traditions of the Dutch people. To some extent, the lobbying was a success. Brabant’s Provincial assembly passed legislation that limited both the size and speed of railroad engines, taking away some of their competitive edge.
	Not all shipping companies fought against the railroad. One company, once a monopolistic giant, but now a struggling small fish in a large pond, took a chance on the new invention. The remnant of the VOC spent the time between its fall in the 1760s and the rise of rail in the 1830s, trying to eke out a living in a hostile world. The Company did not fold after bankruptcy. While most of the investors did pull out, a few employees, namely sailors and VOC captains bought up remaining shared of the VOC. Many in Amsterdam thought them fools, and had all but written off the VOC.
	The new VOC, a strictly private venture between various captains, sailors and land loving employees reopened the VOC’s doors in 1770. In retrospect, it was a poor time to for a business venture. With the former VOC gone, dozens of companies rushed to fill the vacuum, competing fiercely and driving prices to record lows. With so low profit, there was little room for growth. The VOC managed to expand its fleet from fourteen ships to seventeen in 1791, when the VOC defeated a pirate attack against its own convoy off the coast of West Africa. Without a spice monopoly, ships seldom ventured farther than Kapenstaat. Instead, the VOC tapped into a largely neglected territory; Angola. Lumber from Angola generated a modest profit that kept the VOC afloat.
	In 1801, the Board of Directors met in Amsterdam to select a new head of the Company. Maarten Minuit started his career in the VOC after the company fell from its graces. His first voyage on VOC ships was as a seaman, but over the several more voyages, he proved himself able and climbed through the ranks. Minuit’s most valuable asset was his mind. He was both a financial genius and had a gift to see the coming thing. No matter how oppressive the old VOC’s tactics were, it still had friends scattered around the world. Minuit re-established contact with VOC connection in Ceylon and India. So the VOC no longer had a monopoly on the spice trade; there was still plenty of cinnamon to be shipped back to Europe. The VOC would no dominate the spice trade, but it would not go hungry either.
	When the railroad made its first appearance, Minuit saw an opportunity to gain the edge on the hundreds of competing shipping firms. Canal owners and shipping magnates in the United Provinces fought to suppress the rail, but Minuit saw that the British made good use of the railroad, both in Britain as well as its colonies in North America. Minuit could not argue with the prospect that rail would put ships out of business. As the head of a shipping company, he saw the only way to avoid closure was to embrace the new technology.
	The new VOC would not make the mistakes of its predecessor, and Minuit decided the Company would diversify. With his clout over the Board of Directors, Minuit convinced them to put everything on the line, in effect, put the entire VOC up as collateral on a fifteen million guilder loan from the Bank of Amsterdam. With the cash, he intended to purchase a number of railroads snaking across the United Provinces in 1835. It was gutsy move for the time, for the future of the railroad was not a sure bet from the perspective of 1835. When word of the purchase reached newspapers, headlines screamed that the end was finally near for the VOC.
	Minuit proved them all wrong. Not only did Minuit make the railroad work, he made it thrive. By 1840, the VOC expanded its railroad lines to Bruges and Arnhem. By 1843, the VOC laid now new railroad tracks to cities that traditionally could not easily be reached by ships. Freight trained carried far more than a horse-drawn cart, and one engine could haul five ships’ worth of cargo by 1843. New engines released in the following years tripled the hauling capacity. In that same year, the VOC reorganized itself into two separate companies. They would both be owned by the VOC, but VOC Freight and VOC Rail would operate independently.
	Many fears were fulfilled. The railroad did weaken canals and put a few shipping companies out of business. After the VOC paid off its loan, it turned on the failed competitors, buying out their commercial contracts and purchasing their liquidated ships. Railroads proved to be a more profitable means of shipping between the United Provinces than ships themselves. In 1844, VOC Rail operations were the largest railroad in the United Provinces, with hundreds of kilometers of tracks already lain.
	In the same year, the first tracks of VOC Rail were laid down in Brazil. Brazil was a massively larger state than the United Provinces, and the railroad would be the key to connecting the hard-to-reach interior with more densely populated seaboard. New lines snaked from cities like Recife, Natal and Fredericksbourg far into the interior, opening new lands for colonization. Where the trains went, settlers followed. The newly accessible land drove millions of Europeans to immigrate to Brazil over the next fifty years.
	Maurice II lived to see the impact of industrialization over the United Provinces. Near the end of his life, he feared that his people would lose their souls to a rapidly mechanizing world. On October 7, 1840, the king died after a long struggle with what is believed to have been lung cancer. He was not the only victim to respiratory diseases in urban Netherlands, and Maurice II was also known to have a fondness for Brazilian tobacco. His son, born William Frederick George van Oranje on December 6, 1792, young William was torn between two nations. His father married the daughter of Duke George of Wellington, putting him in line for the British succession as well as for the crown of the United Provinces and later Brazil.
	In order to ascend the British throne, about seven relative would have to die suddenly and without heirs of their own. The Staaten-Generaal, fearing even the slight chance of being drawn back into the British drama, passed a law three years before the United Provinces’ Constitution was drafted, forbidding any Dutch monarch from sitting on the British throne. Maurice II had no problem with the law, for his Empire in Brazil outstripped the tiny North Sea islands. Prince William had no desire for the English throne either.
	William V’s reign was to be the shortest of any Dutch monarch, lasting just under two years. In just two years, he generated more controversy than any other Dutch king managed in decades’ long reigns. Industrialization brought even more poverty into the United Provinces in 1840 and 1841. With no food to eat, work to be had, or anything to keep them out of trouble, the unemployment grew desperate. Desperate people do desperate things. The poor masses stormed factories in Namur and Upper Gelders. Venlo, in Upper Gelders was taken over by the angry and dispossessed. The poor were soon joined by exploited workers, and made no demands. They were perfectly content to destroy the mill and lynch management.
	The Count of Upper Gelders called forth his own militia to battle the insurrection, and requested aid from King William V. William took the lead of a small army, only eight thousand strong, and marched on Venlo. He hoped to reason with the rebels and bring this uprising to a peaceful resolution. Attempted to meet with the so-called leaders was futile, and with no demands to make, there was little to negotiate. The rebels wanted only to destroy the machines and return the Provinces to the way of their fathers.
	As it is widely known, progress cannot be reversed and seldom can it be stopped. Even if laws were passed banning technology, there would always be individuals who believe those laws do not apply to them or nations that will use the technology to their advantage while those around stagnate. With no grounds for negotiation, William V was forced to release the army upon the rebels. Over two thousand were killed in Venlo.
	The Venlo Massacre weighed heavily upon King William, and the people never let his forget nor did they ever forgive him. He was the sworn protector of the people, and like the Spanish tyrants of the 16th Century, he failed in his duty to the people. Newspaper editorials and pamphlets denounced his action, calling for actions ranging from removing him from the throne to removing him from this earth. On March 17, 1842, William V became the only Dutch monarch to resign his position. He abdicated in favor of his brother Alexander Frederick and spent the remainder of his life in exile in Sweden. Alexander Frederick took the throne five days after his brother removed the crown, and Frederick II’s reign saw more years and more turmoil than his brother.
	While revolutionary fever simmered in the United Provinces, it boiled over in other parts of Europe. In April of 1831, massive protests in Spain turned violent as the royal palace was stormed and the king slain. The Spanish Revolution declared Spain a republic, plunging the country into brutal civil war. In response to the Spanish Revolution, Prussia, Britain, France and Brazil descended upon the Spanish Empire in the New World and tore it into pieces. The British took California, the French in Louisiana took Tejas, France took Mexico and Prussia took the River Platte colonies.
	For Brazil, their conquest was not just an opportunistic action, but one of a grand design. Before Valckenaer’s death in 1827, he called for Brazil to fulfill its Continental Destiny, to span from the Atlantic to the Pacific, becoming a true continental empire. From the city of Valckenaer on the upper Amazon, the Brazilian Navy ferried some twenty thousand Brazilian soldiers to the foothills of the Andes. From there, they faced a quite literal uphill battle as they waged war upon the Spanish in Peru.
	From 1831 to 1836, the Spanish fought a losing battle against the Brazilians, and later Netherlander reinforcements. Lima fell in 1834, followed by Cusco later that year, forcing any organized Spanish resistance further westward. Their last outpost, Quito fell on April 28, 1836. Two months later, the Spanish viceroy surrendered to the Brazilian General Otto Alexander, bringing Spanish rule in Peru to an end. It was not the end of the story, however, as Peruvian rebels continued to plague the Brazilian occupation until the 1850s. It would not be until Peru was sufficiently pacified that any attempt at a Trans-Andean Railroad was made.
	Revolution in Spain quickly spilled over into France, toppling the French monarchy. The Bourbons were forced into exile, arriving at the city of Quebec in 1834. A joint Anglo-Dutch-Austrian army marched into northern and northeastern France, occupying Paris with little effort. The French Revolution lacked the cohesion of the new Spanish Republic, which was recognized by the Staaten-Generaal in 1836 in return for Spain relinquishing claims on Peru. The civil war in Spain would continue for another ten years. France, however, was closer to home and needed to be resolved in a hurry.
	French Revolutionary forces attempted to retake Paris, only to be decisively defeated at Versailles. The Austrian army was forced to abandon its war in France when revolution struck at northern Germany. The term revolution is used loosely in the case of Germany, as it was more of a case of the people of the various German states demanding a Constitution in the model of the Dutch and British. In response, both Austria and Prussia cracked down on the German states. One German state was spared severe oppression. East Friesland called out to the County of Friesland for aid against oppression.
	The Count of Friesland lobbied the Senaat for action in saving the Frisian minority in Germany. His lobbying resulted in the Staaten-Generaal extending United Provinces’ citizenship to all Frisians. To protect their new citizens, the United Provinces extended its border eastward to encompass all of Friesland. What exactly was to be done with this new land was of some debate. The Count of Friesland pressed for a separate Province, but his opponents in the Senaat saw this act as an attempt to gain two voices for the Frisians instead of one. Instead, the Staaten-Generaal decided, and King William V approved of the reunification of Friesland, annexing East Friesland to the County of Friesland, giving the count more land, but not a larger voice.
	The situation in France was not resolved as easily as the eastern border. Though the rebels failed to retake Paris, they continued to run their own government from Lyons. Britain wanted to extend the war in France, crushing the rebels and installing a friendly regime upon the throne. The Dutch were of the opinion that the resources expended in such a war would be better used modernizing fortification in southern Netherlands, and Britain should do the same in Calais. In any event, the war was not expanded for both the British and Dutch faced social rumbling back home.
	The French Republic turned out to be a short-lived affair. Though its alleged goal was the abolition of the monarchy, the Revolutionary Army had a number of dissatisfied nobles in its ranks, including one General de Motier. De Motier survived the intrigues and infighting of the Revolution, gaining enough allies and support to have himself crowned as king, establishing the House of Lafayette as the new rulers of France. King Henri V was in no position to regain lost colonies, and the Bourbons were left ruling the new Kingdoms of Quebec and of Louisiana, but continued to fight fiercely against the Bourbon King Charles X for control of Mexico. Henri ultimately retained control of Mexico and Haiti, due to Dutch assistance. Unlike the Bourbons, the Lafayettes made no attempt to claim France’s natural border of the Rhein River. The Staaten-Generaal decided it was safer to have a Lafayette on the throne and to have France occupied elsewhere in the world, and the recognition of the House of Lafayette brought eighty years of peace for the Dutch in Europe.
	Revolution and civil war produced more than two million refugees, most of which fled Europe for the safety of overseas. More than half of the refugees produced during the 1830s Revolutions would find themselves transplanted to the four corners of the world.

VI) The Four Corners of the World
(1834-1888)
	Upheavals in Europe, both political and social, drove wave after wave of emigration and saw an unprecedented expansion of the European population overseas. From 1830 to 1850, the population of Brazil alone increased from six million to fourteen million. The population increase was partly natural, and partly the influx of Europeans which upset the racial balance of Brazil, throwing the white Brazilians into the majority. Five hundred thousand Irelanders, fleeing a devastating famine on the Emerald Isle, made their way to Brazil during the 1850s. Most of these new arrivals stayed in the cities only long enough to afford to buy land out west. A small percentage tried their luck in the Amazon, but most headed towards the savanna in the southwest of the country as well as the verdant hills of Groenebergen.
	After the violence at Venlo, King Frederick II went out of his way to promote peace and prosperity at home. Moved by the atrocitous conditions under which the Venlo workers suffered, he pushed for laws to protect the workers, to protect his people. In his mind, it was the British who were impoverished or the French who were impoverished. The United Provinces should never know poverty. Mechanization increased productivity while decreasing the need for manpower, generating a great surplus of labor, which the owners of the factories were set to exploit.
	Factory owners petitioned the House of Electorates against any labor laws. They claimed that to pass these laws, the government would be interfering in one of the Netherlands’ most sacred institutions, that of commerce. Save for tariffs and custom duties, the Staaten-Generaal seldom interfered with the economy. The capitalists convinced many that by passing new laws would force them to increase the prices of their products in order to cover the new cost. This new cost would, of course, have to be passed on to the consumer. In reality, whenever costs were cut, the capitalists simply pocketed the profit and continued to sell at previous prices.
	The only labor laws passed in the 1840s, were those concerning safety. Workers still toiled from sunrise to sunset, but now factory owners were supposed to meet a minimum safety standard in their factories. To enforce these new regulations, the United Provinces’ government would need to expand. It was an expansion that was resisted greater than the labor laws themselves. None desired to see the United Provinces fall to institutions that would bloat the government’s size, and budget, to those of France or Prussia. 
	The Workers’ Safety Act was one of the most progressive pieces of legislature at the time. At least it was on paper; in reality, it created an understaffed agency with too few inspectors were forced to inspect too many factories. While a great number of factories were brought up to new standards, a few capitalists ignored the bill and bribed any inspectors to look the other way. On-the-job injuries did decrease, but they never vanished completely. Even with the greatest of vigilance in enforcing regulation, employees who were overworked and tired would always make mistakes.
	Frederick II continued his crusade for his people in the form of an hourly limit on just how long workers could toil in the factory. He sought an eight-hour day, but sold his idea in a package different than improved worker health. He presented the idea before the House of Electorates as a means to increase employment. If eight hours was the limit, then factories could have three shifts of workers, and thus could employ more Netherlanders. Though his attempts were rather transparent, the Electorates decided to overlook his interventionist attitude. The issue was brought to a vote twice in 1851 and again in 1852, defeated all three times. The King went to factory owners between votes and encouraged them to adopt these policies on their own accord. Though profit was good, sometimes one must put aside immediate profit for longer-term prosperity. To be on the good side of a king and emperor was enough reason for some textile mills to adopt his eight-hour day.
	Frederick’s love for his people stopped at the borders of his two realms. The Indian people did not enjoy the level of liberty as Netherlanders or Brazilians, nor did they share the same liberty long since established in Ceylon. Ceylonese natives owned their own plantation and manors along with the descendants of VOC officials, and later European colonists. For two centuries, the Dutch and Ceylonese existed almost as true equals. The Kandyans were allies nad partners, where the Indian mainland was more a conquered province. In 1837, a level of self-rule was established in the form of a Colonial Assembly, in which both natives and Europeans could vote. More than half the assembly were Kandyan, with the King of Kandy having a great deal of say in the assembly. Until 1911, any laws passed by the assembly were subject to rejection by the Staaten-Generaal, half a world away.
	Though close in geography, India and Ceylon experienced vastly different colonial existences. Ceylon was the jewel in the crown, a shining beacon for liberty. India was a land kept under the direct domination of the Dutch, with the only truly free natives being those that belonged to allied principalities. The Ceylonese owned their own land and ran their own businesses. The Indians were largely overseen by Dutch colonists and officials. The only common thread between the two lay in the fact that the Mother Country never interfered with native religions. It was one of the few benefits that Hindus and Muslims of Bengal appreciated, as opposed to previous British attempts at conversion.
	Poverty was as rare on Ceylon as it was in the United Provinces, but was the norm on the mainland of the subcontinent. Large slums sprouted like mushrooms around Goa, Mumbai, Dacca and Calicut. Work for native Indians involved a great deal of extraction of various resources from the land. Indians were used as laborers in the fields, mines and in Dutch estates. Where British officials had country manors with hedge rows, the Netherlanders decorated their estates with tulips. It was a constant of Dutch colonization; wherever Netherlanders went, the flower followed.
	Defending India was quite a costly affair, taking a large proportion of the United Provinces’ colonial budget. The biggest threat to the Dutch Raj was the decrepit Mughal Empire. What exactly the Dutch should do about Mughalstan was under debate. A few sought to conquer the Mughals, who were suffering after decades’ long decline in power, starting with the arrival of Britain in strength. The conquest would double the size of the Raj, but would be a very costly affair. Though it happened in the previous century, the fall of the VOC was still in the mind of the Staaten-Generaal. They went bankrupt conquering Bengal. What would happen to the United Provinces if it conquered Mughalstan?
	Instead, loans were offered to the Mughals and advisors sent in to modernize them. It might seem suicidal to prop up a potential enemy, but there was a method to the madness. The elite of Mughal society soon found themselves in debt to Dutch banks, and the Mughal government dependent upon the Netherlands for modern machines and trade goods. By 1870, Mughalstan was largely an economic dependent of the United Provinces. The Mughals retained their political independence but were also firmly in a Dutch sphere of influence. The Mughal government reformed as Dutch urging, transforming from an absolutist regime to a weak constitutional monarchy with the Mughal Emperor appointing half of the Mughal parliament.
	The Dutch Raj was an era of unification for southern and eastern India. It was not the first time in the history of India that these lands were united under one rule, but no other foreign ruler expended the effort to integrate the princely states into a single entity. The Dutch Raj offered, and even insisted, on a universal language for all of its Indian holdings. If the natives wished to communicate with the Dutch officials now ruling over them, they had little choice but to learn the new overlords’ language, for they refused to learn the native languages. Despite their mistrust—to say the least—of the foreigners, many Indians found Dutch to be a useful common language.
	The Dutch unification of India was not all about conquest and exploitation. During the 19th Century, Indian began to develop a sophisticated, industrial infrastructure, strengthening trade and facilitating economic growth, benefiting mostly the Dutch. VOC Rail laid tracks across India as fast as the native laborers could work, connecting princely and provincial capitals as well as population centers, allowing for easier rule. The VOC imported foremen and managers from Ceylon, as well as other corners of the Dutch Empire, but left the manual labor to the underpaid natives. Railroad workers did earn an income higher than the Indian average, but at the cost of back-breaking work starting at sunrise and ending at sunset.
	During the Dutch Raj, tens of thousands of Netherlanders immigrated to the colony. With unemployement reaching unbearable levels back home, The Hague was more than happy to send the less fortunate to India. When a colonist arrived, they were granted a lot of land approximating one square kilometer. With parts of India already heavily populated, the only way a newcomer could gain land was at the expense of the natives. Millions of Indians were displaced and dispossessed between 1820 and 1890. In order to support themselves, many of these displaced people had little choice but to work for the Europeans who displaced them, and sometimes even work their former lands for subpar pay.
	The lands in question once grew rice, wheat and other foods to feed the native population. Colonists were not interested in growing vast quantities of food stuff. Old fields of wheat and rice were ploughed under and replaced with cash crops such as tea. A cotton separator, invented in Brazil in 1823, allowed for a faster separation of cotton from its seeds and a greater production of the fiber. High demand for cotton in the textiles mills in the United Provinces, Brazil and even Ceylon, fueled an expanding boom in cotton planting. Half way through the century, cotton production dominated Dutch plantation production, quickly depleting the nutrients of the soil, forcing the planters to move on.
	Obsession for cotton lead to a series of famines across India. Colonists grew more than enough food to feed themselves, but belatelyed disregarded the native situation, transforming their farmlands into cash crops destined for overseas destinations. The Famine of 1857, was the greatest tragedy of the Dutch Raj. A few historians insist that the famine was orchestrated, for they claim that hungry people are weak people, and weak people could not rise up against imperialism. While it is true that a population weakened by hunger would not make for good rebels, the real motivation was greed, not desire to oppress. Pockets of rebellion did blossom in Bengal, but were easily put down during 1858 and 1859.
	By comparison, Ceylon was paradise for the native race. Rebellion was rare and the middle-class was on the rise, fueled by Ceylon’s own industrialization. Instead of shipping raw material around Africa, Dutch business interests set up shop in Ceylon. Not only was it closer to the source of material, and thus would prevent loss due to long voyages, but it was also home to a lower cost of living, and thus the populace could work for lower wages. For the most part, plantations and estastes were divided by various trading families from previous centuries. Some were native, some were Dutch, and a few were a fusion of the two. Unlike India, the plantations of Ceylon grew spices such as cinnamon, instead of the soil leeching cotton. Besides, why should the Ceylonese ruin their own productivety when they had a whole subcontinent to exploit? Along with various Netherlanders, India also saw a small influx of Ceylonese colonists.
	The colonial capital of Colombo began to transform into Amsterdam East. Colombo was the trading center of the entire Indian Ocean. Merchants from Dutch colonies in Indonesia to the east and the Ottomans and free Arabs in the west all made the voyage to trader their goods in the Ceylonese capital. Netherlanders were more than happy to take these same traded goods on the long sea voyage home for a substantial profit. Where profit s earned, banks were sure to follow. The Bank of Colombo was established in 1839, shortly after limited self-determinatuion was instituted. With a steady bank, money was lonaded and new businesses began to sprout across the city.
	The most propserpous of Colombo’s citizens could afford to abandon to crowded apartement flats of the city proper, and build luxurious mansions on the outskirts of town. Cheap labor was imported from India to maintain these expensive investments. With famine and poverty raging across the land, Indians were more than eager to sell themselves into indentured servitude to escape to Ceylon, and later on to other Dutch colonies. With cotton production in Brazil increasing, over a hundred thousand Indians made the journey in the decade of 1860 alone. The explotation of desperate Indians was not just a European affair. Ceylonese employeed more Indian servants in their manors than did the people of European descent. Wealthy Javanese and Formosans also participated in the Indian diaspora.
	Unlike Brazil or New Amsterdam, Ceylon was never the Netherlands transplanted on foreign soil. The Dutch did bring their own ways with them and assimilation took place. But the road to assimilation is a two-way path. The colonists of Ceylon took to eating native cuisines, adaopting native dress and even building their homes in a fusion of Netherlander and Ceylonese architecture. Adaptation and assimilation on Ceylon caused little unrest on the island, where as India was always a hotbed for turmoil. Even under the best of circumstances, Indians were still treated like second-class citizens in their own homeland. Many decades would pass before the quality of life would rise to acceptable levels.
	The year 1861 saw one of the greatest wonders of the age constructed. Since conquering Peru, Brazil sought a means to connect the distant Pacific shore, and its harbors, with the population centers on the eastern coast. The Amazon River provided an excellent highway for commerce, though its usefulness decreased the further into the foothills of the Andes one travelled. Seagoing vessels seldom voyaged no further than the confluence of the Amazon and the Putumayo Rivers.
	VOC Rail, as well as other railroad magnates, proposed in the 1850s, the idea of a railroad arching over the Andes Mountains. Engineers hired by these investors said a railroad could be constructed from the Putumayo to the Pacific, but at great cost. Investors demanded that a location further west, and further down in cost, to be the starting point of the Trans-Andean Railroad. Two years were spent, and many explorers’ lives were lost, before a suitable location was discovered. The Jesuit mission of Iquitos was a small settlement, and further up the Amazon than most ships travelled. At first glance, it seemed an odd location for what would become a great terminus, but at closer inspection there was more to the choice than prxomity to the mountains.
	Iquitos was home to rubber trees, and as technology advanced, industry soon demanded a large quantity of rubber for hoses, belts and eventually tires, which the Upper Amazon had in abundance. Full scale cultivation did not occur until the 1870s, but transforming the small town into a bustling commercial port would soon add rubber to the list of Brazilian cash crops. Even a decade before the rubber boom began, settlers moved to the far west to stake out claims and carve plantations out of the jungle. Slash and burn was disgarded in favor of selected harvest. A means that not only preserved the rubber trees, once their value was discovered, but also allowed produced the enormous quantities of lumber that the railroad’s construction would require.
	To expidiate completion of the Trans-Andean Railroad, the project would be divided in two, with one end starting in the Amazonian terminus of Iquitos, and a second one starting in the Pacific port of Guayaquil. The port had served Spain for centuries, and was one of the last holdouts in the Brazilian drive to the Pacific. While the distance on a map between these two ports might appear short, construction of the railroad would take place in some of the most treacherous landscapes in the world. Thousands of workers died during the construction of the railroad, half of which were victims of the Amazon.
	For labor, the Trans-Andean Railroad Company brought in workers from across Brazil, as well as the world. For the western stretch of the railroad, laborers were imported from India as well as Formosa and Hainan. Though they suffered great hardship for minimal pay, they were lucky compared to the Brazilians who started from the east. Beyond Iquitos to the Andean peaks there was little more than dense jungle. Those who were not killed by disease met their maker at the hands of isolated and hostile natives. A few of these tribes had never encountered a white man before, and knew nothing of the modern world outside their corner of the jungle. Imagine their surprise when an army of laborers and machines invaded their realm and cut a swarth of destruction though the rainforest.
	To deal with the natives, the railroad investors hired mercenaries from across Europe. The 1850s saw a great deal of turmoil in Central Europe, and many soldiers that were released from service jumped at the chance of adventure and fortunes to be made in the unexplored Brazilian wilderness. There was no El Dorado to plunder, but the mercenary army, comprising largely of Germans and Austrians, did statisfy their blood lust. They did not bother to distinguish between hostile tribes and docile ones, wiping out both with equal zeal. Investors turned a blind eye to the destruction. As long as the railroad’s construction schedule was met, they would not waste a great deal of time investigating methodology.
	At the cost of sixty three million guilders, the Trans-Andean Railroad was completed after seven years of construction. A great deal of time was spent in carving tunnels through the Andes as well as bridging deep ravines. It is estimated that one worker died for every three meters of bridge or four meters of tunnel built. Work slowed to a crawl at the highest altitudes, where the thin air took its toll on workers who were born and raised near sea level. Many of the bridges built lasted less than twenty years. One bridge was destroyed by flooding in 1872, bringing commerce to a halt. Steel was used to replace other bridges during the 1870s and 1880s.
	The Trans-Andean Railroad cut the time it took goods to traverse the distance between Atlantic and Pacific, but proved to be uncompetitive in the long run. Intra-ocean railroads built across French Mexico, followed by the Nicaruagan Canal in the 1880s, cut transit time even further, reducing the railroad’s usefulness to Brazil alone. Even that was decreased in 1892, with the joint Netherlander-Brazilian invasion of New Grenada and the annexation of Panama to Brazil. A canal across Panama cut into the market share of the Trans-Andean Railroad, reducing its significance further. Without a great population base ever existing in the Amazon Basin, a railroad across the Andes proved of little use, though the railroad was expanded when valuable minerals were discovered across the Brazilian Andes.
	On the other side of the world, industrialization was in full swing in the Dutch colonies of Formosa and Hainan. Over the past two hundred years, Formosa grew from a wild island inhabited by aboriginals into the most advanced territory in all of East Asia. Though it would not be until the 1840s that the steam engine made its way to Formosa, the descendants of the Chinese workers quickly adapted it to increase productivity in their own textile mills.
	Throughout its history, Formosa struggled to keep up with the European demand for silk. The fabric was both luxurious and highly prized from royalty to aristocracy right down to the lowliest of shopkeepers. Formosa was a land that produced many desirable commodities. Porcelain coffee cups were in demand in Amsterdam’s cafes. The original natives of Formosa, once they learned how to make porcelain, produced some of the most elegantly designed pottery in the world. It was not long after Dutch colonization that Formosan vases were as prized as their Ming counterparts.
	Formosa shares many similarities to Ceylon. Chinese immigrants and natives both thrived along side their Dutch colonial rulers. Until the 1750s, the island was sole domain of the VOC, and the company was far more interested in productivity than any ridiculous racial ‘theories’ that came out of 18th and 19th Century Europe. The only significant enclaves of ethnic Dutch on the island were around Taipei and New Antwerp. 
	By 1850, all the different peoples of Formosa considered themselves Formosan, and not Han or Dutch. When recent immigrants asked about the native Formosans, those of Dutch ancestry simply told them they were looking at a Formosan. Some tension existed between the long-time Formosans and the recent arrivals from the Provinces. The newcomers attempted to press their new ideals upon the locals, and were appalled by some of the local customs. The biggest shock came in the form of sushi and sashimi. Both dishes were not native to the island, but after decades of trade with the isolated Japanese, some of their cuisines were exported along with their silver and copper.
	Trade with Japan saw Western ideas and technologies slowly creep their way into the hermit kingdom. Many traditionalists in Japan resisted modernization, and attempts to close the islands completely to outside influence never succeeded. While other Europeans were not welcome in Japan, the Dutch maintained trading posts on Kyushu. Up until 1850, the Japanese militant aristocracy managed to hold modern ideas, as well as modern weapons, at bay. When it became clear that the Giajin were advancing in technology at an alarming rate, more progressive elements in the Japanese government toppled the old samurai regime and began to embrace industrialization, as well as modern weapons. Of all the Asian nations, Japan alone developed a strong industrial base and economy without European oversight in the 19th Century.
	Newcomers were often disappointed by their own crop failures. Like many Europeans, they brought along their familiar produce. Their attempts to spread wheat across the island failed, as did their attempt to introduce sheep. Wool? This is Formosa, we grew silk here. The newcomers were accustomed to seeing silk as a luxury, one they could afford back home, but not in sufficient quantities to cloth themselves. Imagine their surprise when they finally discovered that most Formosan dress was made from silk.
	Between 1850 and 1880, waves of newcomers gradually assimilated into the established Formosan society. They ate their rice, wore their silk and worked in citrus groves and mulberry orchards. Of the various ideas imported by the newcomers, one caught on quickly. Instead of waiting for shipments of steel to arrive from the United Provinces or Brazil, several enterprising newcomers established their own series of steel mills around the island. By 1880, Formosa was the fourth highest producer of steel; behind Brazil, the United Kingdom and the recently established German Empire.
	To the south of Formosa and China itself lay the small island of Hainan. In 1664, the VOC captured the island from the Manchu Dynasty ruling China. The Manchu had little interest in the island, and offered little resistance against the annexation. In truth, internal turmoil more than disinterest kept the Manchu from responding, that and the fact that the VOC’s private navy was more than capable of cutting China off from external trade.
	The VOC did little with the island. It was made a trading center for southern China, and numerous Chinese worker were brought in to work the tea plantations. By 1667, the Dutch ruled the seas, and the only way the English would get their tea was through Dutch traders. Throughout the Nineteenth Century, Hainan remained a predominately agrarian economy, more a colony of Formosa than the United Provinces. Attempts to establish sugar plantations on Hainan met with marginal success. Sugar was always in demand in Europe, but with Brazil, Formosa and the Indonesian colonies supplying sugar for the Dutch, it was an unwise move to enter an already crowded market. Very few colonists from the United Provinces made the move to Hainan until the Twentieth Century, though by then the natives spoke as much Dutch as they did Cantonese.
	Of all the colonies in the Indonesian Reaches, Java has always been the most critical to the Dutch economy. Java and the rest of Indonesia share an analogous relationship with Ceylon and India. Java was always the island of liberty, and by 1850, was not only the heaviest populated island, but also the densest. Where many of the larger islands remained primeval jungles, Java was transformed to a cornucopia of the spice trade.
	Spices were the original reason for venturing to the East Indies. If not for the lure of cinnamon, pepper, nutmeg and ginger, then most likely Europe would have left them alone. Java had its own thriving culture when the Dutch arrived, and VOC conquest of the island did little to change that. The native Javanese simply took what they saw was great about the foreigners and made it their own. VOC employees were forced to make do with what was on the island. Though Javanese restaurants became all the rage in Twentieth Century Europe and Brazil, the food was not enjoyed by the first colonists, who viewed it as very foreign.
	When the VOC centered its trade around the cities of Batavia and Jakarta, secondary businesses moved in. Where ever trade is centered, it takes little time for the bankers to appear. By 1850, the Bank of Jakarta was the largest such bank in the East Indies, handling accounts across Indonesia, and as far as the British colonies in the. With large flows of capital moving through its ports, Jakarta grew like no other colonial city.
	At a time when Manila, Rangoon and Sydney were nothing but simple houses and dirt roads, Jakarta boosted the largest paved roads in the region. More than fifty percent of the city’s roads were paved with cobblestone and flagstone. The roads were reminiscent of ancient Rome’s highways, and just as sturdy, amazing considering the level of rainfall Jakarta receives in comparison with Italy. Though wood was plentiful throughout the region, houses in Jakarta was built from mason and stone, materials impervious to termites, though not as impervious to seismic activity.
	When steam arrived in Java, it was not used immediately for factories. The island dealt mostly with exports of produce, not production. Instead, the city boasted one of the most advanced water and sewer systems of the Nineteenth Century. On an island where tropical disease was an annual occurrence, the Javanese (both native and colonists) invested in pumps that would force waste water to flow away from the city, and often directly into the sea. Nearby swamps, endemic with malaria, were systematically drained by the new pumps, and its land quickly settled with an influx of Dutch, German and even Swedish colonists flocking to the eastern Land of Opportunity.
	The other islands in the regions did not fare as well as Jakarta. Up until the 1800s, the Dutch left them largely alone. The only contact with natives was in the form of business, with Javanese trading goods imported from Europe and elsewhere to acquire rare commodities of Sumatra and Borneo. Most notably was the wildlife itself. There was always trade in hide, tusks and horn from the wildlife of Sumatra, but with the advent of menageries and later zoos, Sumatra became an attraction for zoological collections. Rare animals of Sumatra, such as tigers, tapirs, orangutans and the sun bear were captured from the wild and hauled off to mid-Nineteenth Century zoos across Europe.
	Around the same time that zoos grew in popularity, Formosa was in the midst of industrialization. In Indonesia, the Formosans found an abundance of minerals. First and foremost was gold, not a very useful building material before the digital age, but sought after nonetheless. Much of the gold mined on Borneo found its way into the vaults of banks on Java and Ceylon. For the interest of Formosa, copper, tin and nickel were extracted from Sumatra, and tin, then later bauxite came from Borneo. With both islands, the United Provinces established colonies dedicated to rubber plantations, using either native rubber trees or importing the species from the Amazon. Coconut plantations also sprung up along the coast of Borneo. Coconuts proved popular in Dutch markets during the 1890s, but were far less useful than rubber or tin.
	Not all of Borneo was conquered during the 1880s and 90s. The Sultanate of Brunei maintained a degree of independence, though like many princely states of India, it was a vassal to The Hague. The Sultan turned to allying himself with the Dutch in Java because he feared invasion by the British, or later the Germans, more than Dutch overlordship. The Sultanate was largely independent in its own internal affairs. In return, they offered anchorage to the Dutch Navy, and after the discovery of oil under the Sultan’s domain, exclusive rights were given to Royal Dutch Shell, and its later incarnation VOC Shell.
	The farthest of the Indonesia holdings were those of New Holland. New Holland was not an island, but rather part of the southern continent. In 1751, the first colonists, escaping wars in Europe, established the town of Apeldoorn on the continent’s western shore. The site was not that far off from the first landing of Tasman some century earlier. For decades before its fall, VOC employees heard stories of extraordinary creatures and unimaginable treasures existing in the desert lands south of Java. The VOC refused to expend any effort on stories with no factual basis.
	Apeldoorn was not intended to be a commercial hub nor a haven for cash crops. Instead, it was a piece of Old Holland transplanted in New Holland. The Apeldoorn River was a rather seasonal river, but it did offer sufficient irrigation to support the colonists, who derivded most of their food from the sea anyway. More fertile farmlands were to the south of Apeldoorn, in the Grain Belt of New Holland. Instead of an agricultural base, Apeldoorn began with a more pastorial economy, as thousands of sheep were imported to the colony in an attempt to establish a wool-based industry.
	Constant vigilance was required to guard the flocks against the wild dogs of Australia, believed to have arrived from Southeast Asia some two thousand years ago. To range the with the herds, the colonists naturally imported horses, but these animal were not ideal for the arid landscapes. One colonists, whose name has been lost to history, stumbled across the idea of bringing in camels. The beasts served in the Arabian Desert well, and there was no reason why they could not thrive in the sandy deserts of Austraila. Thrive they did; a number of the beasts did escape into the wild, where they caused far less destruction to the continent’s environment than other introduced species.
	Unlike so many other colonies, New Holland’s story was not one of conquest. A few natives did live in that part of the continent, but were seen as wild as the strange animals that roamed the plains. Owning nothing of interest, and having no immediate territorial conflict, the colonists largely ignored the Aboriginies. Until the 1860s, colonists largely clung to the coast of New Holland.
	In 1861, sheep herders in the interior stumbled across a dry river bed. At the bottom of this empty ravine, one of the ranchers notices something shimmering in the light. What he found sparked off the New Holland gold rush. Once word spread, much faster than decades before thanks to steam power, prospectors from Europe to Brazil to British California flocked to Australia. Where the colonists were benign to the Aborignies, the invasion of prospectors proved disasterous for them.
	Veterans from the California rush of 1854, were the most ruthless of the lot. They took cut-throat competition to new levels. They treated Native Austrialians the same way they treated the tribes in California. When one band of Aboriginies were discovered to be inhabiting a stretch of land rich in gold, prospectors moved into their camp and slaughtered the natives, leaving none alive. The introduction of diseases from every corner of the world hit the natives as hard as greedy gold miners.
	Lawlessness reigned supreme in gold country. New Holland had not even a government of its own. When the United Provinces took control of the VOC’s holdings, they designated New Holland as a part of Indonesia. New Holland was ruled from Java, and Java had its own interests, such as just how much of the New Holland gold was going to end up in Jakarta and Batavia. New Holland was also so distant, that The Hague borrowed a page from the British and began to export convicts to Apeldoorn and other coastal towns. With changing economic conditions in the United Provinces, crimes was on the rise and instead of incarcerating or rehabilitating petty criminals, they were simply shipped to New Holland.
	Some of the convicts tried hard in New Holland, with a few climbing the social ladder to become big time land holders and ranchers. A few grew rich quick in the gold rush, some by striking it rich, but others by buying supplies for cheap in Apeldoorn and selling them at inflated prices near the mining camps. With everybody possessing gold, the value of the mineral decreased in the camps, and it took more and more of the metal to buy anything. Prices in the mining camps were, at the very least, twelve times higher than in Apeldoorn. The miners, rich beyond their dreams did not feel the least bit sorry for spending ten guilders for apples or thirty for a sack of wheat.
	However, many of the convicts were debtors, vagrents and other undesirables. Their arrival saw crime in Apeldoorn increase. When the miners did venture down into civilization, they did so in search of entertainment. Gambling and prostitution skyrocketed in Apeldoorn. Many New Hollanders grew sick of being the Mother Country’s dumping ground and set sail to another of Tasman’s discoveries; New Zeeland. While Tasman Island did become home to a few, hardy pioneers, most New Hollanders opted for the islands further east. The first settlers arrived on the North Island in 1862.
	They were not greeted with open arms by the Maoris. While a few areas of the island were pacified in the 1840s, many areas were still occupied by these wild peoples. Stories of ritual cannibalism and sacrifice performed by the Maori appauled many of the colonists. The original New Hollanders fought hard against Maori raids just to maintain their own small holdings. An influx of immigrants from Northern Europe between 1865 and 1868, bolstered the fledgling colony. Tasman, on the Tasman Peninsula on the northern edge of the North Islands, became a fortress as well as a staging ground for the conquest of all of New Zeeland.
	Colonists by the tens of thousands flooded through Tasman, many travelling by steamers owned by VOC Cruise, the VOC’s passenger transport division, established in 1853, and all were hungry for land. The Maori did not give up their land without a fight. For twenty years, a brutal war of extermination was fought over the North Island. In 1872, the island was all but depopulated of its original inhabitants. Another decade of war against the Maori continued on the South Island, with similar results. The brutality of the conquest was fueled by stories of atrocities comitteed by the savages on a daily basis, such as torturing captives and eating their hearts after taking three days to kill them. Most of the stories were blown out of proportion, but a few such acts were committed against colonists. In 1869, the burning of Vanderhelm, a town some thirty kilometers south of Tasman, left many mutilated dead in its wake and sparked such extreme measures.
	The Maori would have been all but wiped out if not for intervention by The Hague. The Dutch Army sailed halfway around the world, landing on New Zeeland, to put an end to the war. Unfortunately, they found themselves caught between two warring parties. By 1880, the Maori were defeated and only a fraction of their 1860 number remained. Many of the surviving children were taken from their parents and placed in boarding schools and adopted by European families. Taking the Maori’s children insured the natives would be thoroughly assimilated. Surviving adults, mostly woman, were gradually absorbing into the expanding white society. A few Maori enclaves continue to exist on scattered islands south of the South Island. The Staaten-Generaal established these islands as Maori Reservations, where the Maori could continue their way of life in peace, provided they caused no trouble on the mainland.
	At the start of the 19th Century, the Dutch Empire’s presence in the Horn of Africa was restricted to a few ports taken from the Portuguese centuries before, along with the more recently established Willemsbourg, right across the waters from Arabia. For centuries, these ports were backwaters in the VOC’s trading empire, used primarily for resupplying in the long trip from the United Provinces and the Indies. Djibouti and Mogadishu further operated as a link between East Africa and Arabia. Coffee and ivory from Africa filtered through these ports, and that which was not syphoned off was traded to the Arabs.
	The ports were inherited by the United Provinces following the bankruptcy of the VOC. After the turn of the 19th Century, the Dutch began to expand inland from Mogadishu in search of gold, silver and other reported wealth. Conflict between the Dutch and Somali herders arose when Dutch officials laid claim over to tribal grazing lands. Conflicts were short and violent, with the Dutch victorious. During the first half of the 19th Century, the Dutch fortified Mogadishu, expanding its port and establishing a permanent military presence at what was deemed a strategically important link in the Dutch Empire.
	With the rise of steam-powered ships, Mogadishu also became a coaling station. With piracy rising in the Arabian Sea, the Dutch Navy established a second base in Willemsbourgh. The Horn’s remoteness prohibited extensive colonization by the Dutch. Netherlanders preferred to immigrate to Brazil or South Africa, whose populations swelled during the 19th Century. It was not until the opening of the Suez Canal did the Horn become a desirable destination, for cattle ranching, mining and coffee growing in the available highlands.
	The construction of a canal linking the Mediterranean and Red Seas actually dates back to antiquity. The current incarnation of the link, the Suez Canal was started after the Anglo-Turkish War concluded in 1854. In that war, the United Kingdom rested control of Egypt from the Ottoman Empire. The British sought a shortcut to East Africa and its Far East colonies that could bypass Dutch controlled southern Africa. With Egypt under their control, the British had the labor available to construct the canal, along with the managerial skills from British officials. What they lacked for the venture was funding. 
	In 1855, negotiations between the British and Dutch governments led to the establishment of the Suez Canal Company, a joint Anglo-Dutch enterprise in opening the way to India. The Dutch stood to gain far more than the British in shorting the route to the Dutch Raj. The British would supply labor and management, while the Dutch would provide capital and engineering skill. With centuries of experience in pushing back the North Sea, who in the world knew more about building canals than the people of the United Provinces? Many Dutch interests bought into the Canal, including the revitalized VOC. The Suez Canal would be a relatively simple, albeit long, project. It was designed as a sea level canal. In short, a long ditch dug from Port Said to Suez City.
	After two years of surveying by the British, the first shovel of sand was removed from the canal on November 14, 1856. In the ceremony, the Chairman of the Suez Canal Company, Sir Winston Edwards, along with other executives, dug their shovel full of sand and stood for pictures taken by recently developed photographic machinery. It made for fine reading in the papers of the two respective countries. The reality of the work; tens of thousands of Egyptians laboring twelve hours a day in the desert heat, never made the pages of the Amsterdam Herald. Of all the Egyptian laborers, it has been estimated that more than five thousand died digging the canal.
	As for usage of the canal, the British and Dutch agreed to share access of it. Though the Canal was nominally in British controlled territory, the British government agreed not to bar access to the Suez Canal of the Dutch, unless war was declared. Even under such an eventuality, economic necessity would render the Canal a neutral zone. Both nations agreed to join defense of the Canal and the Red Sea shipping lanes. The British would secure the northern parts, while the Dutch would secure access from the Red Sea into the Indian Ocean. From their ports and holdings in the Horn of Africa, such as Mogadishu and Willemsbourgh, the Dutch Navy would operate.
	The Suez Canal was a long, hard projects, taking thirteen years to complete. Finally, in 1869, the Canal was opened as the first ship, the HMS King Edward was the first ship to make the passage between seas. In the following years, and economic explosion rocked the shores of the Red Sea as thousands of colonists and millions of guilder poured through the new gateway. 
Following the opening of the Suez Canal, and the flood of commerce though the Red Sea, the economies of the Arab cities boomed. On the Arabian Peninsula, ports bustled with business with ships passing from Europe to East Asia across their shores. Across the sea in Africa, the Ethiopian Empire’s great port of Massawa saw an influx of trade to the ancient kingdom. Dutch settlers swarmed through the new passage, a majority headed towards opportunity in the Dutch Raj. Thousands of additional settlers swelled the populations of Djibouti, Willemsbourgh and Mogadishu. The cities of the Dutch Horn were assimilated in the space of a generation, with natives living in the cities adopting the western ways of the Netherlanders.
	As with any time and place in history where trade grew, so did piracy. Pirates operating in the Red Sea quickly learned which portions to avoid. No pirates that wished to live long went anywhere near the Suez Canal, and the British Naval squadron. Nor did they sail down within a hundred kilometers of the Gulf of Aden. With the British controlling the north, the Dutch controlling the south, pirates must operate from Arabia and Ethiopia. Pirates along the Arabian coast preyed upon the infidel. Arab pirates were driven by religion, or at the very least used it as an excuse. Despite their desire to wage war upon the non-believer, they did not attack a single ship of the recently rebounded VOC.
	Because of favored trade with the Dutch, and the fact that the British occupied Arab lands in Egypt, the Arab chiefs and kings curtailed pirating Dutch ships. However, the same could not be said of those operating out of Ethiopia. With commerce blossoming, nests of pirates bloomed around Massawa. Unlike the Arab pirates, the Ethiopian pirates preyed upon everybody. In truth, the Ethiopians could be called privateers, since a portion of what they looted was paid as taxes to the Emperor of Ethiopia.
	For the first few years of the Canal’s operation, British and Dutch embassies were sent to the Ethiopian’s mobile capital. Emperor Theodore assured both embassies that the Ethiopian Army would deal with the pirates. In fairness, pirates surrounding Massawa, and often preying upon the ships of their own countrymen were eliminated. The Ethiopians even went as far as to destroy pirate nests in Arabia, much to the anger of the Muslims. The possibility of an Orthodox Army landing in the holiest land of Islam might set the Red Sea aflame.
	War in the Red Sea would threaten the Dutch Empire and its commerce. King Frederick II ordered that the Dutch Navy to begin patrolling the waters between Asia and Africa. The increased presence of the Dutch Navy in the Red Sea prompted adding a third naval base, this one in Djibouti. The increased presence along the Ethiopian Coast caused Theodore to renege on his promise to curtail piracy. Additionally, the Eritrean Coast was a rebellious province during the 1860s, where Theodore’s nephew, Menelik, was pretender to the throne. If he could use the Dutch to bring down his uncle and claim the throne he would. The United Provinces were about to be drug into a dynastic squabble.
	During the year of 1869, dozens of documented cases of piracy out of Ethiopian territory occurred. For the most part, these pirates preyed upon easy catches, chipping into the profits of Prussia, Austro-Hungary, the Italian Federation and even France. The Dutch Navy did little to protect its rivals in maritime trade. This sent the wrong message to the Ethiopian pirates and Emperor Theodore. The Ethiopians mistakenly believed the Dutch had become a paper tiger. That they were much on display and seldom took action. Much proof contradicts this, as in the case of a pirate attack on a Dutch convoy on January 4, 1870. Two Dutch ships were captured along with most of the crews. In retaliation, the United Provinces tracked down the specific pirate nest which spawned the attack, landed, freed crews and ships, killed all the pirates and raised their settlement to the ground.
	This raid by the Dutch only prompted revenge from the pirates. Through the month of February, pirates hit several Dutch ships, including a convoy carrying settlers for Dutch Somaliland. The pirates used these captives as hostages. Each attack only brought the wrath of the Dutch upon the pirates. By April of 1870, Emperor Theodore knew he had a problem. If the pirates continued to attack the Dutch, then the Dutch would strike directly at Ethiopia. He failed to bring the pirates under his control. If he could not constrain them, perhaps he could use them. While the Dutch held Mogadishu, they would be a threat to Ethiopia. With the Suez Canal complete, trade flowed along the Horn of Africa. Theodore reasoned that if he could remove the Dutch, then wealth would flow into his ancient kingdom.
	After months of battling the Dutch in the Red Sea, the number of pirates were dwindling. Theodore sent a message to his rebellious nephew, Menelik. If he could drive the Dutch from the Horn, then Theodore would grant him control of Eritrea, as a vassal to himself. Menelik had eyes on the throne and saw this mission as a means to further his own power. The generosity of his uncle would only add to his base, and eventually allow him to succeed to the throne. On June 9, Menelik sent his own emissaries to the bands of pirates. Most of the pirate nests greedily accepted his proposal, eager for booty and to eject the Dutch from their waters. Tribes in Eritrea already loyal to Menelik agreed to send warriors to aid him in conquering Mogadishu.
	It was not until August 2, that the pirate fleet had massed in Massawa and set sail with some forty-two hundred pirates and warriors onboard nearly a hundred ships of various size. Almost immediately, the fleet lost cohesion. Several ships broke off to raid Djibouti, capturing five ships in port and setting fire to the docks. At Willemsbourgh, pirates landed and sacked the port, killing hundreds of white men and burning the city. By the time they were off the coast of Mogadishu, not only had the pirates lost twenty percent of their fleet to attrition and desertion, but the Dutch Navy was well aware of the fleet’s advance. On August 17, pirates landed north of Mogadishu and began to march on the city.
	The pirates were surprisingly well armed for an African opponent. All were armed with firearms, and more than ten percent had in their possession repeating rifles. With days of notice, the Dutch and their Somali allies managed to fortify the city against attack. Included in their fortifications were a number of field artillery pieces and three mechanically operated Zollern guns. After easy raids along the coast, the pirates lacked any discipline in their assault. They assumed another victory. After all, they were fighting heathens and heretics.
	Many of the pirates attacking by land were cut down by rapid fire Zollern guns and fifty millimeter cannon. So unexpected was the sudden and stiff resistance, that the pirate attack faltered. A second attack attempted to strike directly at the port facility, but was blocked by the Dutch Navy. Fifteen Dutch warships, though greatly outnumbered by the ragtag pirate fleet, repelled the pirate fleet twice. By the middle of the day, some thirty pirate ships were either sunk or shot to pieces. Being a mostly wooden fleet, the pirates were more difficult to sink that the Dutch fleet, which contained three ironclads. The pirates also relied solely on the wind, where the Dutch ships had both sails and boilers. The steam-driven ships easily outflanked the pirates, and crossed the T on more than one occasion.
	By afternoon, the pirate fleet survivors were limping away with the Dutch in pursuit. Over a thousand pirates were abandoned by their comrades on the shores of Somaliland. Of the pirates that landed, none survived. The Dutch garrison killed them to the last, taking no prisoners. Among the dead was Menelik himself. His body was found along the shores of Mogadishu. It has never been determined if Menelik was killed in the ground fighting, or at sea, where his body washed ashore. The damage to his body matched that caused by canister shot, which was used by both land and sea defenders. The Dutch fleet pursued the pirates for two more days, destroying a further twenty-three ships.
	With the pirate fleet smashed, thousands of pirates dead, and the body of an Ethiopian royal in Dutch possession, King Frederick II made no attempt to send embassies to Theodore. Once news of the raid reached Delft, the King sent a simply message to the Ethiopian Emperor; “Since you have proven incapable of controlling the actions of your subjects, we will.” On September 12, the Staaten-General of the United Provinces declared war on Ethiopia. The following week, Brazil joined in the declaration.
	With both of the Dutch nations now at war, the minor detail of assembling an army and transporting it to a faraway land must be address. Though the Dutch had sufficient men in their standing armies to battle the Ethiopians, the King of the United Provinces, and consequently the Emperor of Brazil, Frederick II called for the citizens of his two kingdoms to volunteer and fight for King and Nation. The call was answered by some fifty thousand volunteers, ten thousand of these from South Africa alone. With four divisions of the regular army, the expedition to Ethiopia exceeded seventy thousand soldiers.
	Over a month was spent assembling a fleet large enough to ferry the soldiers to Mogadishu and Djibouti. When the fleet finally arrived in the Dutch Horn, it was the largest armada put to sea by the Dutch ever. Hundreds of steamers, comprising a bulk of Dutch shipping, were used in transporting soldiers. The VOC contributed its own cargo ships, steam liners, and even its still limited private navy. The passage of a great deal of the Dutch Navy through the Suez canal caused a little alarm in London. Once it became clear that the canal itself was not the ultimate goal of the Dutch, the British relaxed. Though King Henry XI disapproved of the war, his Government was of different mind. They would be more than happy to see piracy ended, especially if they did not have to lose a single ship in the process.
	Ships from Brazil, along with the South African colonies, took the long way to the Horn, arriving in Mogadishu three days before Christmas. There was only a slight pause for the holiday in Dutch preparations to invade the Eritrean coast. Leading the Brazilian armada was Admiral Manfred van Natal, the Count of Natal. The Dutch contingent was led by Johann van Oranje, cousin of the King. Only the realities of trying to run two kingdoms prevented the King from taking personal command of his fleet. Upon arrival in Africa, the senior officer, van Natal, was given command of the overall theater.
	After massing their forces at Djibouti, the joint United Provinces-Brazilian fleet departed to take control of Ethiopia’s poorly controlled coast. At the lead of the armada was one Manfred, Count of Natal. Van Natal’s experience in the Brazilian Navy consists mostly of leading actions against pirates in the Caribbean Sea and the western coast of Africa. He spent the previous twenty years landing marines, killing pirates and burning out their nests. It made him the prefect choice to lead the Dutch fleet against the pirates of the Red Sea. However, in a personal meeting with Frederick II, the King made it clear that this was not going to be a punitive action. He wanted to take control of this land and lock the Ethiopians in the interior.
	On January 8, 1871, sentries in Ethiopia’s primary seaport of Massawa, spotted the first of many Dutch ships appear over the horizon. Alarms were not sent out immediately, for it appeared at first to be but a handful of ships. By mid-morning, when the whole armada was visible and only ten kilometers off the shore, did the alarm finally sound. According to Ethiopian sources, the initial alarm was not taken seriously, because the Dutch, at that point, had not committed anything more than a handful of ships to counter-raids against the pirates. Ethiopian officials in the city, at least those loyal to Theodore, dismissed the alarms. Months after war had been declared, and the Dutch had done very little.
	At 1304 local time, the van Natal’s ship led the bombardment of Massawa. In the space of a half hour, thousands of shells fell on the city, razing much of it. Dutch Marines went ashore under the cover of the fleet’s fire. So destructive was the initial bombardment, that the Ethiopians and pirates had not even organized a resistance. Van Natal was cautious at first, fearing a trap that might await his marines. The fact that the Ethiopians appeared in disarray and that any pirates in the port had yet to set sail was very suspicious. Such a large fleet could not be hidden. He was, of course, unaware that the Ethiopian officials dismissed the warnings up until the first shells landed in the port.
	Massawa barely qualifies as a battle, since the port itself fell with little opposition. Only Ethiopian officers with any initiative defended against the approximately seven thousand Dutch Marines that landed to secure the port. Of these, few fought to the end. Years of oppressive reforms and policies by Theodore, left many on the fringes of Ethiopia less than loyal to their emperor. After the city was in Dutch hands, van Natal sent a puzzling message back to the Hague, in where he described that the locals actually welcomed his invasion force as liberators. Aside from corruption in the capital, Eritreans also had to contend with harassment by pirates and exploitation by government officials. The fact that the Dutch destroyed much of Massawa during the invasion did not seem to factor into the local’s response. Or rather, it left the Dutch invaders as merely the lesser of two evils.
	Once the port was in van Natal’s hands, he began to land the bulk of the fifty thousand man army that the United Provinces and Brazil have contributed to pacify this vital region of world commerce. The Dutch armada began to disperse, pick up its marines, and scowl the coast in search of pirate nests. The Dutch army organized itself and marched inland to face the inevitable counterattack by the Ethiopian Army. Following the fall of Massawa, Dutch land forces began to fan out across the Eritrean coast. In the pirate dens along the Red Sea, the Dutch were met with fierce resistance. In the countryside, paradoxically, the Dutch were welcomed partly as liberators. The government of Theodore II was long known to be corrupt, and exploited this wayward province. The Muslims suffered the most under Ethiopian Orthodox rule. Unlike Theodore, the soldiers of Frederick II could not possibly care less how the natives worshiped. With the long standing tradition of religion being apart from public life, the soldiers were only interested in the natives if they offered resistance.
	The Ethiopian Army, despite being well armed for an African nation, made a poor opponent to the veterans of the Dutch Raj from India and Dutch Marines from the Far East. The largest clash of the conquest occurred near Asmera, where ten thousand Dutch soldiers encountered an Ethiopian force of twice the size. On April 3, Johann van Oranje led his Netherlander army into battle against the Ethiopians. Despite superb Ethiopian cavalry, the battle was won by the might of Dutch artillery. Canister shot broke two successive charges on Dutch lines, at appalling losses to the Ethiopians. By sunset, the Ethiopian Army’s lines were on the verge of collapse. Before van Oranje could launch another attack of his own, the Ethiopians packed up and called it a day. They left three thousand dead on the battlefield compared to less than two hundred Dutch deaths.
	Overall, the Dutch forces, no matter where they originated, lost far more lives to disease than to combat. The conquest of Eritrea saw over a thousand killed in combat, but several times more succumbing to disease. An outbreak of smallpox in Asseb spread to parts of the armada stationed in the port. The Dutch also suffered from break downs in logistics, causing shortages in clean water, food and ammunition. Tapping of local sources of water spread dysentery through Dutch ranks. Such illness demoralized the Dutch forces, and had the Ethiopians made a half-way decent drive, they might have pushed the Dutch back to the coast.
	Civilian casualties were higher than either side’s army. When the Muslim Eritreans rejoiced at the ejection of the Ethiopians, the Orthodox natives were themselves divided. Those loyal to Theodore launched their own campaign against their disloyal coreligionist and neighboring unbelievers. More than half the Dutch army was tied up in policing the occupied cities and acting as an early form of peace keeping force. A few guerilla attacks upon Dutch supply lines resulted in excessive force in retaliation. One such case, when a Dutch convoy was attacked outside of Massawa, the Dutch soldiers tracked the bandits back to their village and killed everybody there. Such actions were the exception, and not the rule. After a few months of conflict, the Ethiopians sued for peace. In this first brief was, they had lost access to the sea. However, peace was not to last.
	Within a few months of the peace treaty’s signature, Emperor Theodore unilaterally withdrew from it and began to raise his army anew. The terms of the treaty were relatively lenient in a time when European powers were looking to expand the empires. News of the massing of Ethiopian soldiers reached Delft via a newly lain telegraph wire of the VOC Communication division. It was Frederick II who insisted on easy terms, wanting only to control the coast line and stamp out piracy. Theodore’s actions struck the King like a personal betrayal. Nearly one hundred thousand Ethiopian soldiers were assembled by the start of 1872, equipped with arms purchased in the previous year from the British. Frederick II sent word to his distant cousin, Henry XI, that he was very disappointed in the arms deal. Despite royal kinship, the Staaten-Generaal and Parliament had separate agendas for their own nations.
	On paper, Theodore’s army looked impressive: ninety thousand infantry and at least ten thousand cavalry. British repeating rifles were on par in quality with those produced by the Dutch. A few of these saw action in Abyssinia, on both sides of the war. In reality, only a fraction of the number were modernly armed. While the Imperial Army was well equipped, the militia were not. Frequently they still used muskets, and some were the old flint-lock variety. Several thousand of the militia did not even have firearms, and relied upon spears to face down the efficient Dutch artillery.
	While the Staaten-Generaal in the Hague debated the issue, trying to decide if they should simply crush the Ethiopians for good, or negotiate, the King in Delft ordered his army in Abyssinia into action. A cavalry patrol under the command of Ernst Hauten came across an Ethiopian patrol considerably larger than his own. During the brief skirmish some fifty kilometers inland from Djibouti, most of the Dutch patrol was wiped out. Only a lone horseman, a Somali known in history only as Ali, returned to Djibouti to report that the Ethiopians were already on the move.
	Theodore’s plan was simply; three armies would march towards the centers of Dutch activity and destroy them. One army marched to retake Massawa, another across the Somalilands to Mogadishu, and as mentioned, a third to Djibouti. The army marching south ran into the stiffest resistance. Before the Dutch soldiers stationed around Mogadishu could fully mobile, Dutchified Somali clans and tribes moved against the invaders. These clans have had such extensive contact with the Dutch, that they have been partially assimilated into the culture, speaking Dutch in their homes, wearing Dutch clothing, and even eating Dutch food. What made the United Provinces such a successful colonizer is that the Dutch were vastly more interested in what goods the locals had to sell than which faith, or in some cases, which gods they followed.
	The Somali tribes, both assimilate and traditional, fought fiercely, and did manage to buy the Dutch defenders of the Somali coast plenty of time. However, many of the tribes suffered grievous losses. Though Somalis were killed in great numbers, they were still masters of their terrain, taking to hit-and-run tactics against the invaders. The attacks triggered rage in the Ethiopian army, which proceeded to sack many of the Somali village along the way to the coast. The pillaging broke down discipline in the Ethiopian army. Many militiamen in the army were conscripts with little loyalty to the Emperor. Along the march, they deserted in droves.
	The army invading Eritrea found itself in a larger mess. Orthodox and Muslim locals were still sporadically fighting each other, with the Dutch attempting to police their new conquests. Those loyal to the Emperor welcomed the invading army. They welcomed them up to the point when the Ethiopians ceased to distinguish against friend or foe in the lost territories. With a reputation for rebellion through the rest of the Empire, Ethiopian soldiers took vengeance on both Orthodox and Muslim Eritrean. The Orthodox looked on in shock and protested their innocence. The Muslims and their militias flocked to the Dutch, pledging their loyalty to the Europeans. At least with these powerful outsiders, the Muslims could worship without interference.
	The attack launched towards Djibouti was least successful. The Ethiopians had further to march, Theodore did not view it as important as the other two targets, and the army was discovered well in advance. The Ethiopians never approached within sight of the city, and this second army was routed by the Dutch under the command of Maurice van Recife, commander of the Brazilians based around the city. Militia units both deserted and defected and the regular army collapsed after its own discipline broke down. Van Recife was uncertain how to treat the militia that now swore allegiance to the Dutch crown. Clearly all Dutch commanders knew of the divisions within Ethiopia. He accepted some help and placed them in front of his army as scouts and skirmishers. In short, he decided to use them as cannon fodder, and he did with great efficiency. Many of these defectors did not live to see 1873, much less the end of the war.
	By 1873, Ethiopian forces were well within Somaliland and Eritrea and fought with so much vigor that the Dutch could do little but hold their lines. Trenches began to appear along the fronts and both sides dug in to hold their positions. For the Dutch soldiers on the ground, trench warfare became a miserable existence. Though actual death by combat was rare, plenty of soldiers were falling from disease, including an outbreak of smallpox in 1873. The wildlife appeared to plot against both sides as well, as parasites began to inflict thousands of Dutch soldiers. Snakes and scorpions took their own toll. The highest ranking fatality of the war was Colonel Piet Guilder, who stepped upon a cobra that took a liking to the rodent infestations within the trenches.
	A soldier on campaign during the Second Abyssinian War volunteered for a number of reasons. Many volunteered out of national pride, and to defend the honor of the King, or Emperor in the case of the Brazilians. Some joined in search of adventure, and some sought glory. When they arrived in the Horn of Africa, they found neither adventure nor glory. Instead, the soldiers of the Dutch Expeditionary Force found an alien environment and plenty of boredom. Much of their day was spent on the march, while carrying their gear; which consisted of part of a tent, a sleeping roll, canteens, ammunition, a rifle, a shovel, rations, and an assortment of other items the Army deemed necessary for its soldiery to carry. Soldiers marched across arid lands, under the hot African sun, for eight to ten hours each day. It is now known that Abyssinia receives some of the highest dosage of ultraviolet radiation in the world, which is seen in the extreme blackness of the African’s skin. This lead to severe sunburns in all the white men from the United Provinces, along with daily cases of heat stroke. The Brazilians, at least the ones whose family have lived in Brazil for several generations, did better in the tropical sun.
	Newly minted soldiers sought action and to avenge the slight against their nation. Yet, in the three years of warfare, fighting the enemy was the least of their concerns. The average soldier might see one skirmish with the Ethiopians every other month. There was little combat; little combat but lots of snakes. The wildlife of Abyssinia proved to be far more dangerous than the Armies of Theodore. Along with the wildlife, logistics proved to be a problem; the most serious being that of fresh water. Watering holes in parts of Abyssinia are few and far between. As the Dutch advanced, it was not that uncommon of a tactic for the Ethiopians to either poison the watering hole, or simply toss in the rotting carcasses of cattle. Even when untainted water sources were found, soldiers drinking it contracted local diseases and intestinal parasites. At the time, microbiology was in its infancy, and the idea of boiling the water, which may seem natural in the 21st Century simply did not exist.
	Supply trains had to move across undeveloped land lacking basic infrastructure. Instead of using the steam engines and railroads that the Dutch would have employed in their own countries, they were reduced to carrying supply to various units in wagons or even on the backs of donkeys. Ammunition was a minor problem; only not made worse by the lack of fighting in a soldier’s life. Food supplies were hard to come by, with many units reduced to half rations for weeks on end. This, at least, could be alleviated by hunting the local wildlife. The constant struggle to find water always weighed on the soldiers mind, and thirst weakened the fighting man. When the Ethiopians were found, the Dutch soldiery engaged them with zeal, delighted to have something to break the monotony of marching.
	On March 15, 1874, the Dutch Army of Abyssinia and the Ethiopian Army converged on the town of Adwa. This town lay on the border between Ethiopia and its lost Eritrean province. Emperor Theodore personally lead an army that numbered over fifty thousand in an attempt to break through the extensive defenses the Dutch had constructed during the previous two years of the war. Eritrean nomads loyal to the Dutch government spotted Ethiopians massing west of the town. They reported this sighting to the Prince of Oranje, Johann, whose headquarters was located in Massawa. The Prince, several slots down the ladder of heir to the throne, assembled as many soldiers as were available in Massawa, some eight thousand. Messengers were sent to other Dutch units located along the Eritrean line to send as many reinforcements to Adwa. The Prince had his own plan, and that was to ambush Theodore when he started his march.
	Because of poor road conditions and no rail, the Ethiopian Army took three weeks to fully assemble, which was ample time for Johann and his soldiers to force march to Adwa. Fortifications were thrown up across the broken landscape around the market town. Johann had brought in two dozen mechanical guns and over a hundred pieces of field artillery. Since it was reported that Theodore had a large number of cavalry in his army, the Prince predicted the battle would start with a charge. With that in mind, large numbers of canister shot were prepared.
	Reinforcements to the Prince arrived the day before the battle, and were stations four kilometers from the Prince. Johann’s plan called for the Ethiopians to attempt to retreat, where the reinforcements would circle around and trap the Ethiopians between two smaller Dutch armies. More batteries of cannon and machine guns were planted atop the many hills around Adwa. When the Ethiopians came into view, the guns held their fire. Basic camouflage made many unnoticed by the Ethiopians, but the few that were spotted quickly came under fire of the Emperor’s own few pieces.
	The battle started early in the morning as an artillery duel, with many Ethiopian guns destroyed. However, the Emperor apparently believed these few spotted Dutch guns were the only one on the battlefield. When the last of his own field pieces were knocked out of action, Theodore ordered a cavalry charge on the nearest hill, overrunning it and killing all its defenders. Theodore’s own intelligence was faulty, indicating only about three thousand Dutch soldiers were in the area, as opposed to the fourteen thousand mustered by Prince Johann.
	Johann made his own command tent clearly visible, wishing to channel the Ethiopian charge in a place of his own choosing. Again, Theodore lacked good judgement. He ordered the predicted cavalry charge on Johann’s position. However, the Prince placed his own tent between two small ridges, each holding dozens of artillery and machine guns, all trained on the lands below. What followed was the slaughter of nearly ten thousand Ethiopian soldiers in the space of less than an hour.
	When the trap was sprung and Theodore realized he was facing an army several times larger than his own scouts reported, he recalled the survivors of the Charge of the Oromo and began to back his army up to a more defensible position. His next plan called for two wings of his army to go around the ridges, keeping out of range of the guns, and converging on Johann’s own flanks. However, by withdrawing gave the impression of a general retreat, causing Johann’s reinforcements to ride into the Ethiopian’s sides. With most of his own cavalry destroyed, Theodore’s army fought fiercely to keep the Dutch cavalry from cutting them to pieces. It is estimated nearly another ten thousand Ethiopians, along with one thousand Dutch soldiers and allies, fell in that counter charge. With his army scattered, Theodore retreated further inland, ending his final attempt to expel the Dutch, and was an utter disaster for Ethiopia.
	By June of 1874, the Ethiopian Army was all but crushed. Surviving militia units simply disbanded and returned home. The only reason the Second Abyssinian War did not end in 1874 was because that Theodore operated on a mobile basis. The Ethiopian capital was a nomadic entity, and in 19th Century European warfare, he who takes the capital wins the war. Prince Johann continued pursuing Theodore and his loyal followers across the lands between Lake Tana and the Sudanese border. Johann remarked in his journal that he lost count of how many times his army has crossed the Blue Nile. Guerilla warfare raged across the Ethiopian Highlands, killing more Dutch soldiers than during the regular fighting. Despite the continued bloodshed, the Dutch were effectively in control of Ethiopia.
	Despite the lack of a capital, the latter half of 1874 was spent trying to organize a new government. On a provincial scale, the King decided to leave the local governments in place. The Ethiopian provinces would govern themselves and keep most of their laws, but would answer to the Hague, and not to Theodore’s traveling show. Colonial advisors were sent to the provinces, were Netherlanders “advised” local governors on how they should run their provinces. Overall, the provinces not under Dutch control before 1872 operated more like the semi- and fully-autonomous princely states of India. Abyssinia was gradually brought fully under Dutch control over a period of decades, with assimilation moving inland from white settlements along the coast.
	It was not until March of 1875, that Theodore and his followers were finally trapped along the shorts of the Jamma River, a tributary of the Blue Nile. Johann split his army, having one force on each side of the river, denying the Emperor an avenue of retreat. The so-called Battle of the Jamma River was little more than a skirmish between the lead elements of both forces. It was on the 13th that Theodore knew his number was up, and surrendered to Prince Johann. With the Emperor now in Dutch control, the question was what to do with him. Some called for him to be left of the throne as a puppet. A few wanted to take him out of his tent and shoot him.
	Level heads prevailed in March, when the Generals in the Dutch Expedition conferred and recommended to the King and the Staaten-General that Theodore be deposed and sent into exile. Theodore was given the option to choose his own exile. Being Orthodox, he chose the only other largely Orthodox state in the world, the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. Prince Johann was appointed overall Governor-General of Ethiopia. The conquered provinces were united with the coastal provinces, creating a single colonial unit of administration. Conquering Ethiopia was the easy part; transforming Abyssinia into a modern state with a thriving economy would be a challenge.
	With Ethiopia firmly in the control of the Dutch, and Prince Johann its governor-general, the former empire underwent major reforms. Despite the fact that the local provincial rules of Abyssinia were largely left in power, and left to their own devices, the Dutch “advisor” assigned to them initiated democratization of their states. The concept of elections took some getting across the local mentality. For all their existence as an independent state, the former Ethiopians had no experience with popular government. The rulers of the provinces, the so-called “princes of Abyssinia” resisted attempts to reform their own states. The ruler of the Afar region even organized a revolt against Dutch rule in 1888, which was put down mercilessly. For his actions, the ruler was tried, convicted and executed for treason, and his lands, and those of his supporters were confiscated, the same as Theodore’s.
	Upon gaining control over all of Abyssinia, Johann ordered that the lands belonging to the former Emperor and all his supporters be confiscated. This was partly policy, declaring that any who resist Dutch rule would lose their lands as well, and partly payment to the soldiers of the expeditionary force. Lands were redistributed to Netherlander and Brazilian soldiers, size of parcel depending upon rank. Senior officers had the largest rewards, with a few of the colonels even developing thriving and monestrous plantations. Medium size lots were handed out to junior officers, and smaller parcels to the non-commissioned officers and even the private soldiers. Not all accepted the land, for on condition of accepting it, they were also required to economically develop it. After years of war, some soldiers simply wished to return home.
	Abyssinia already had its own native cash crop in plenty. Coffee, which had evolved in Ethiopia, had also been cultivated there for more than a thousand years. Many of the soldiers who received lands in the Oromia and Gambela regions of Abyssinia built their own coffee plantations alongside the smaller farms of the natives. Landless peasants were taking into the employ of the Dutch, who aside from treating them far better than the natives, also paid more. Another advantage to Dutch plantation owners was the abolition of the ancient Ethiopian feudal economy. This forced native to cut their own profits and begin to pay their former serfs. When they did not pay well enough, or treated their labors more like slaves, those same peasants would up and leave. A few of the native plantation owners were forced to sell their lands to the newcomers between 1889 and 1900.
	For the officers, and more recent immigrants to the coffee regions, a new center of trade appeared. Aside from serving as a center of trade, and eventual exportation port via the railroad, Dawa (from the Somali word ‘spear’) was also home to numerous and luxurious estates of the big time plantation owners. As the name would suggest, many Dutchified Somalis moved inland to begin working the coffee fields, which proved much more lucrative than old pastimes of fishing and herding. By 1900, the city was the richest non-coastal city in all of Abyssinia, with 70% of the country’s coffee exports flowing through it. Coffee became the colony’s number one export, with a majority of the exports flowing to the Ottoman Empire. Much of the coffee in Netherlander coffee houses still came from Brazil.
	In the towns and villages of their newest colony, the Dutch introduced a system of universal education, aimed to uplift the Ethiopians and other peoples of Abyssinia. The schools would, naturally, be operated in Dutch, with the teaching of their language being their first priority. Like many other multi-ethnic lands, the Dutch used their own language as a unifier. It would be hard to imagine a unified India without a common language. Along with education, modern medicine was introduced, replacing folk remedies and “witch doctors”. Both plans were aimed to improve the native’s lot in life, but many Ethiopians avoided and resisted both measures.
	Connecting these far-flung colonies was a job covered by a number of growing companies, including a resurgent VOC. By 1877, the VOC climbed to the number one spot for shipping in the world. Its climb back to the top included absorbing two smaller shipping companies, and more importantly, their ships and contracts. The first was in 1870, followed by the second in 1883. By the time of its second acquisition all VOC ships were steam driven, with masts and sails only as auxiliary. Given a good wind, captains would still rather have a free push from the air than to burn through fuel. The Company approved of still using sails, but mostly for cost-effectiveness than from nostalgia of a by-gone age. Its return to the top in 1877, also made the VOC the first billion guilder company in the Dutch Commonwealth.
	The telegraph (and later telephone) were quick in supplanting written messages. The VOC formed VOC Communications to take advantage of this new form of communication. In 1861, the first trans-Atlantic telegraph cable snaked its way from Dunkirk to Cayenne, in northern Brazil. More cables were lain by the VOC, on both the land and in the sea, linking states and colonies of the Dutch Commonwealth by the 1880s. The VOC was not the only communication company, but because of its diverse portfolio, quickly became the largest. The company purchased a copper mine in Brazil in 1874, to secure a steady supply of the metal for its cables.
	By the end of the century, more than 30% of all Dutch commerce was being shipped by the VOC. Lower rates undercut the competition, and though bad for competition, low rates always go over well with the consumer. The VOC’s own private navy, though small by its predecessor’s standards, still offered the protection in dangerous waters that smaller companies just could not manage. Along with telegraphed messages, the VOC opened its own private post office as part of VOC Communications in 1892.
	The VOC almost always caught on to new technologies quickly. However, in the case of oil, it was slower to take. When a kerosine byproduct, gasoline, began to show promise, the VOC moved into action. In 1895, the VOC managed to purchase Royal Dutch Shell, and renamed it VOC Oil, occasionally still referred to as VOC Shell. It proved a wise move, though the VOC was unable to dominate the oil industry, it did secure for itself a fuel source, as well as a product for sell throughout the Twentieth Century.
	The Horn of Africa was not the only forgotten corner of the Dutch Empire. Angola and Mozambique were taken from Portugal following Dutch Indepedence, but aside from a now banned slave trade or a source of lumber, these two colonies saw little in the way of development throughout the 18th and 19th Centuries. Neither coasts of the dark continent were viewed as particularly desirable for European colonists. Luanda did grow over the two centuries, its economy fueled by logging as well as mining. It, along with Sofala on the eastern coast of Africa also served as coaling stations.
	A limited amount of trade took place with various tribes, with ivory being a prized commodity. When British and German interests began to encroach upon southern Africa, the Dutch extended their influence and control further inland, eventually linking Angola and Mozambique with the various self-proclaimed Boer states. With these claims came a great deal of mineral wealth. Deposits of coal, gold, iron and diamonds generated millions of guilders worth of wealth. A few colonists did arrive in these distant outposts of Dutch civilization to establish plantation for cotton, coffee and cashews among other cash crops. The low population of these colonies, as well as their direct maritime connection with the United Provinces made them easier to control that more remote areas of southern Africa.
	The Boers continued to carve out an existence from the African bush. For more than a century, these colonists were effectively outside of Dutch law and possessed a de facto independence. Unlike so many other nations of the day, the Boers set up elected republic, with both the legislature and executive subject to the vote of all land-owning men, regardless of race. The Constitution of Johannestaaten and New Oranje extended the rights of the citizen to all people, black or white. In the case of elections, this had little impact since the black Africans living under Boer rule seldom owned land of their own. Many were tenant farmers, working the large holdings of the Boers, who ruled over them not so unlike feudal barons.
	When Frederick Willem Julius van Oranje took the throne as Frederick III on October 7, 1880, he inherited growing difficulties in the loosely bound southern African colonies. As with India, the Staaten-Generaal passed legislation that granted tracks of land in Kapenstaaten and the lands around it to anyone willing to settle and improve the land. Unlike India, there was little in the way of population density to upset. The colonists were generally welcomed in the port cities, but hostility grew as they spread inland and encountered the Boers.
	Since the 1730s, Boers had steadily been leaving Kapenstaat for new lands free of VOC interference. By 1830, the Boers established a series of quasi-states in southern Africa; Transvaal, New Orange, Natalia and Johannestaaten. The republics, as they called them, were barely a government in the modern sense. They possessed little power, and served mainly as a means to mediate disputes and collect revenue for the general improvement of the land for all its inhabitants. The Boer population, estimated to be at most one million in 1880, where spread out across the lands between Angola, Mozambique and Kapenstaaten.
	When the newcomers arrived on the Veld, they quickly raised fences, ploughed under grasses, dug irrigation and general disrupted the Boer’s primarily pastoral lifestyles. True, the Boers did grow produce, but they occasionally lived a semi-nomadic lifestyle similar to the natives of the region. Their tendency to move about was another reason while the Boer governments were marginally effective. Homesteaders simply ignored the Boer governments and banded together for protection. When Boer herders entered a new township, the homesteaders greeted them not with open arms, but loaded ones.
	Along with new technology and different agriculture, the homesteaders brought with them new concepts of race, that was mostly absent in Eighteenth Century Kapenstaat. To the newcomers, the European Race was superior, and because of the ways of natural selection, were the fittest to rule. The Boers had their own tensions with the natives, such as disputes over grazing land, and even a war of conquest in Natalia against the Zulu, but never did they view the natives as strictly inferior, more primitive in a technical or cultural way perhaps, but just as human as themselves. During VOC rule, more than sixty percent of the Boers were male, and with limited Dutch woman about, the men took native wives.
	Along with wives, the Boers adopted several other aspects of native life, such as clothing and lodging. The conservative full wool dressings of the United Provinces were ill suited to the Veld. Out of necessity, they abandoned wool and took to wearing thinner cloth similar to the natives, though European modesty still existed and most of the Boer’s bodies were covered. By 1880, conflict between the Boers and homesteaders was inevitable. The wave of newcomers gradually reduced to a trickle, but the homesteaders multiplied at the same rate as the Boers. When homesteaders matured and left home, they consumed more land and drove Boer livestock to the further corners of the Veld. Homesteaders fired the first shots as new arable land became scarce and competition increased.
	Driving off the livestock was not enough, the homesteaders began to round up the livestock or just destroy the Boer’s herds. In response, the Boers defended their herds with a ‘shoot first and forget the questions’ attitude. Though they may have shared mostly peaceful relations with their fellow humans, most Boers owned a firearm of one sort or another, for hunting game or driving off predators. One encounter the homesteaders had not experience was that with a lion. Boers were quite familiar with the largest of Africa’s cats.
	Further to the desire for land, came the discovery of resources. Near Kimberley, miners from Kapenstaat came across diamonds in a layer of coal there were extracting. At first it was just a few gems, little did the miners know they stumbled upon the largest source of diamonds ever found. The miners and more over the mine owners, attempted to keep the discovery secret, but to little avail. Though diamonds do not spark the imagination the way gold would, it still captured the attention of enough adventurers to flood the Veld with more strangers. If the invasion of prospectors was not bad enough, the mine owners added insult to injury by taking the diamonds and running. To the Boers, any mineral found under common lands belonged to all the peoples of Transvaal and the profits should be shared clans and family, both white and black. It would be only after the Boer Wars that Transvaal would gain control over the diamonds, and establish the Kimberley Mining Company to further exploit the resource.
	Isolated shooting and retaliation bloomed into full-blown civil warfare, starting in Transvaal in 1881. An army of hundreds of homesteaders cross the Vaal River, attacking Boer and native villages for a depth of seven kilometers, driving both human and cattle away, and clearing the land for horticultural usage. For the most part, such attacks were isolated to a single village and had not yet been cleared to this extent. Word of the raid spread to Pretoria, the then center of government for the nation of transients, and word went out calling for the Boers of Transvaal to go commando.
	In the days before the Boer Wars, commando was simply what the Boers called patrols. Along with taxes, the Boer men over the age of fourteen donated one week out of the year to patrol the countryside around their settlements. For the most part, these were anti-predator patrols, intended to drive off lions and leopards. Occasionally, though defeated years before, the Zulu would mount raids against the Boers and their allies.
	In 1881, thousands of Boers were called forth for commando, but not just to patrol. The Boers planned on driving these newcomers south of the Vaal. The Transvaal Boers called forth their own commando, to patrol the southern side of the river. In the following weeks, thousands of homesteaders were driven between the two rag-tag armies. Many escaped, but upwards of thirty percent of the homesteaders were killed. Their corpses were left to the hyena as a warning against further homesteader incursions.
	Instead of heeding the warning, homesteaders sent word for assistance to Kapenstaat, asking for protection against the marauding bands of Boers. The moment the colonial government intervened, six years of brutal warfare followed. At first, the Boers just wanted to keep the homesteaders from seizing their grazing lands, but when it was clear Kapenstaat favored the homesteaders, calls for full independence rang out across the Veld. Dutch forces in southern Africa were, though far more than the Boers could muster, not nearly enough to quash the rebellion.
	The Boers were severely outnumbered, but knew the terrain and environment so well, they could almost blend in with the background. The lacked uniforms, and often tied brush and grass to their clothing, further camouflaging into the Veld. In contrast, the Royal Armies of the United Provinces and Brazil, along with colonial brigades wore the same bright orange uniforms issued to them during the 18th Century. Though they dirtied quickly and blended in better with the savanna than forests of India, they were still obvious. The fact that Dutch still used the tactic of marching hundreds of soldiers abreast only made them easy targets for Boer sharpshooters.
	The Dutch easily captured what passed for capitals in all the Boer Republics, but against conventional wisdom, the Boers did not capitulate or sue for peace. They continued a guerilla war in the wilderness. Though fewer in numbers, they scored casualties in higher proportions to their adversaries. It is estimated that nearly twenty thousand Dutch were killed during the Boer Wars, without forcing a single Boer army to surrender. What Dutch commanders failed to realize at the time was that the Boers had no ‘armies’ in the European sense. Their bands were one thousand at the most.
	At first, the war was popular back home. The press in the United Provinces sold the war as an attempt to reincorporated lost cousins back into Dutch society. The fact the Boers did not want incorporation was beyond comprehension. Surely they would welcome the luxuries from across the empire and the advances absent to them during the past one hundred fifty years. As the years drug on, as townships fell and the Dutch death toll rose, the lack of foreseeable end wore on the public opinion. Though the Senaat, who was primarily in charge of declaring war, was never up for reelection, the House of Electorates were, and as the war drug on, they would receive the blame. They pressed for a negotiated end.












VII) Commonwealth
(1888-1937)
	Negotiations began in an on-aand-off fashion in 1886. Dutch generals tried to lay down terms for surrender, but Transvaal general Aristole Visser and Johannestaaten general Christian van der Weld continued the Boer stance against surrender. The Boers were not defeated, and refused to act as if they were. Negotiations continued on a shaky basis between 1886 and 1888, yet went nowhere. For the moment, it appeared as if the United Provinces and Brazil would be locked in perpetual warfare in South Africa. It was not until Frederick III stepped in an ordered his armies to cease offensive operations and open fire only after they were fired upon. This was an unpopular order for soldiers who waited to see if a potetinal enemy was hostile were usually too dead to respond.
	The Boers wanted outright independence, but would agree to self-governing, though they refused to have a king. For decades, their republics were ruled by assemblies and presidents, all of which were elected. The issue of the homesteaders was a sticky one that threatened to derail negotiations repeatedly. The Boers did not want them on their land, and the homesteaders did not want to leave. For the most part, the settled along rivers, such as the Vaal and Oranje, expanding their farms and towns. Half of the settlers that arrived since the Homestead Act lived in Kapenstaaten. Kapenstaaten is included as one of the Boer Republics, yet less than 20% of its population were Boers. It was also the colony with the least amount of separatism.
	The Boers’ aversion to monarchy was a throwback to the days of VOC rule. After escaping corporate tyranny, the Boers were determined to not have leaders that could not be removed from power. Obviously, that meant none of their self-proclaimed republics could be in personal union with the United Provinces. The Staaten-Generaal was not about to allow full independence, for if the Boers rose up and won, would that not encourage India to do the same? Or Indonesia? Or Abysinnia?
	It was Visser who stumbled upon the solution in a telegram sent to Frederick III. He suggested that the Boer Republics be independent states within a greater Dutch Commonwealth. Frederick III took the idea and forged it into an imperial federation, a Dutch Commonwealth were all the states were sovereign and autonomous, but also were bound together in a larger union, with the King at its head. It was a difficult sell to the Boers, but a popular one in other Dutch colonies. Each of the five Boer republics voted upon the issue. Kapenstaaten agreed to the proposal first. 
	The other republics had a more difficult time at it. Had no homesteaders lived within the borders of Johannestaaten, New Oranje, Transvaal or Natal, then they would have agreed with the condition that they decide who can and cannot enter their lands. With a homesteading population almost equal to their own, there was great fear that the Boer way of life would die out. In a sense, their fears were founded. After three generations of statehood within the Commonwealth, most of the Boers were as sedentary as the original homesteaders, though they still favored large ranches over farms.
	In 1889, the Staaten-Generaal of the United Provincs and of Brazil both voted in favor of the Commonwealth. The Commonwealth would quickly grow into a league of Dutch states, all equal in status, bound together by common language, currency and market. Each of the member states would send their own delegation to meet in Amsterdam at least once a year. On May 8, 1890, representivies from the United Provinces, Brazil and the Boer Republics—including the President of Johannestaaten Christian van der Weld—met in Amsterdam to draw up a charter for the commonwealth. 
	Members need not be in personal union with the United Provinces, but the Dutch monarch would be recognized as the head of the commonwealth. The Boer delegations agreed to the clause, with the understanding that the King would not interfere in the internal affairs of the republics. The Dutch Commonwealth would also have a common foreign policy. The Dutch peoples declared neutrality in a time when Europe was aligning. On one side of the divide were France, Sweden and the United Kingdom. On the other side of the fence sat Germany, Austria and the Italian Federation.
	Issues over expanding the commonwealth came up during the conference. Several candidates were in mind for statehood within the Commonwelath in the next sixty years. Ceylon was at the top of the list, followed by Java and Formosa. The idea of gaining independence from direct control of The Hague gave all the colonies a goal to strive towards. As soon as the charter was published, the Ceylonese threw all their resources into meeting the requirements for independence within the Commonwealth.





